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HAYNES & CO.,

WHITCOMB,

ELLSWORTH FALLS, MAINE.

Philadelphia. la tba meat of Roy C.
Haines for food fair week.

Has. E. D. Kiser plea easily entertained
tba members of bis Sunday nr boot clans at
bis boms Monday ayaalatf.
William Chapman, employed at tba
hardwood factory, had two Angers of bia
laft hand cut oft Monday night.
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EDWARD P. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telepbmi^ 6—6.

House Furnishings at
Great Bargains.
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to rtjnoval from KlUworth, I am
Prefatory
all the tumisbing« of my house on

filing
Hancock Street;

alsosecond-huml

automobile.

Booth at the

FOOD
FAIR!

The kindergarten department of tba
Met bod ml Sunday school alii serve sup-

bakery

you
which may win one o( the decorcoupon
ated takes on exhibition at the fair, fhe
two jucky numbers w ill be selected by Jot
and announced at the Saturday evening
exhibition.

Everything else that is found in a firstclass Bakery is on sale at our
salesroom on
Street.

Must be Sold at Once.
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marks

premises.
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Mrs. O. M. Alexander returned Saturday to bar borne in Calais, after a vacation
of two weeks In Portland and Kiln norm

Street,

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired Next interest
David friend.
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Ellsworth
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New Location Manning Blk.
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John Stanislaus Kearney and bride are
the city for a few days, the guests of
Mrs. Kearney’s parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Henry J. Joy.
They are receiving IS*
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W. M. Davis and wife

Sunday, guests of. Mrs.
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and

guest of

in Amherst

were

Davis’

wife,

over

Sunday.

Hamlin Maddocks and wife are at his
old home here, while he is employed with
the telephone company in this vicinity.

Sunday.

over

Cora Richardson, of Bar Harbor,
her parents, Daniel Richardson

Miss

W. Smith was at Amherst laBt
securing sled stock.

relatives in

parents.

in the woods on the Penobscot river since
early fall, has finished and is home.
Fred E. Grace and wife are down from
the Green Lake hatchery. Mr. Grace is
confined to the house by a large carbuncle
on his knee.

last
his

recovered.

!

He

Thursday
son

ated.

afternoon at

Frank.

Rev.

Interment

was

Brown

w’as

Leon H.

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Winfred E. Clark, who has been teaching in Benedicts is home.

Willard Treworgy, of Sooth Surry, is
doing carpenter work for H. P. Carter.
Brewer
Miss Gracia Hooper spent a few days

Mr.

married

Fine Concert Promised.

was

son, of

the home of

O. J. Guptil officiat Juniper cemetery.
in

Bangor Tuesday

the interest of the Boston man for
whom he is building the hotel at Green
Lake.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

building

The

already

is

Frank A. Meader is away on business.
Miss Eva Closson returned from Surry
Sunday where she was maid-of-honor at
the wedding of her cousin, Miss Grace
Anderson.

up and

boarded in, the weather for the past two
weeks having been favorable.
Albert E. Foster, who is making the
rounds of the different ponds during his
vacation, spent a part of last week at
Patten’s pond, securing one salmon and
several fine

He

trout.

w’ill

go

to

EVENTS

COMING

his

ELLSWORTH.

camp at Beech Hill pond again this week.
Judson A. Austin is ill of pneumonia,

February 19-24,

at

Hancock

week while

on

a

building a mill for the Machias
Manufacturing Co., was called home Saturday by the death of an uncle, William
Higgins, of Eden. He returned to Machias Monday. Mr. Browm and wife went
to Eden Sunday to attend the funeral.
Machias in

SURRY.

Monday evening,

Feb.

26,

a

Thursday,
trade room,

gave

an

WEDDING

there

after Mar« h 1. The eta Me
enlarged by the
basement to •>< urn dale

Odd h'rllowV t onvrnllou.
Tkf 044 Fallows ol this district, which
addition of a
includes the k«t|M *1 K1 Is worth, Bluehill,
Mr. Johnston’s livery business.
Bruoklin, Wad Hnokavilh >04 Ihaline,
con vent ion at Hluehlll ThuraRev. P. A. A. Killam, of tbe Baptist will bold ■
da>. Feb. at.
church, will preach at BarHarl*or .Hunuav
The r x pc since wilt bn nri by «n uaw
in hia absence the Baptist pulpit here will
t.l on t boas attending oa lb* Mine pabe supplied morning and evening by An- aw
•ml plain as adopted bjr lhe Muon* »t
drew Young, of
Colby college. Mr.
their conrentioa to be held la Kllswortb
Young will preach at Surry in the aftermove

will

be

remodeled and

Admission,

10 cents.

50 cents.
COUNTY.

Thursday,

Feb. 29—Odd Fellows district

convention at Bluehill.

j
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The Q. of H. class of the Methodist Sunday school will have a leap year social at
the home of Mrs. Grace Barron, on tbe
Bucksport road, Thursday evening, Peb.
29. Free conveyance will be furnished.
Teams will leave the postojftce at 7.30. it
is hoped there will be a large attendance.
Mrs. E. G. Swett, formerly of Ellsworth,
last Thursday
by a fall down stairs at tbe home of her

fractured her collar bone

Una week.

North Caalln

Bui Killed.

F*b. 1* < special)
North lasTIMS,
Itlihl, tpd ibitlMt, ana ol Frank Kara
bam and wile, eat inatantljr killed Monwhile coasting near hie
day forenoon
home. Hie sled struck a tree.
He was the oldest ol five children, and
a general favorite with hia teacher and
la exMach sympathy
school mates.

pressed

for the

parents.

Prescrip=
lions

Filled

a dainty gown of white dotted
trimmed with blue silk. Rev. E. L.

social hour the company bade the bride
and groom good night, extending to them
w tabea for a long life of happiness.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Rowe will reside at Bernard, Tremont.
Dr. J. T. McDonald has Installed in his ofSee an X-R*y machine, and will be prepared
after March 1 to give all kinds of light treatment and research work; also all electrical
and high frequency treatment.—Advt.

of performance to eccrj
in tke advertieementt
of THE AMEKICAX.
Sixteen

ounce*

pound of promise

avoid

^Tjnrrtianni'filsj

HELLS.

Sawyer performed the ceremony in a
pleasing manner, the single ring service
being used.
The wedding gi/ts were many and beauAfter
tiful. Refreshments were served.

Dyspepought to

everything 1 do.

dressed in
muslin

—

Friday, March 22, at Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets,

entertain-

ment, “The Old Maids Association,” in
Icethe town hall Saturday evening.
cream and cake were sold.
Net proceeds
fJU, to help pay the Methodist church

He halier.

7.30 p. m., at board of
hall
Republican

by G. of H. class of Methodist Sunday
school.

Orange Cottage at Good Will Farm.
District-Superintendent H. B. Haskell
the
Methodist church
will preach in
Tuesday evening, at the first of the series
*
held
here.
of meetings to be

people

22,

Hancock

municipal caucus.
Thursday, Feb. 22, at vestry of Methodist
church—Supper by kiudergarten department of Sunday school. Tickets 15 centsThursday, Feb. 29, at home of Mrs.
poverty Grace Barron, Bucksport road—Sociable

social will be held in the grange hall by
the grangers. Proceeds (or the benefit of

The young

Feb.

A pretty wedding took place at the home
This evince at will rank next in artistic
knitting mill wai shipi«l from Uvut*
to the never-to-be-forgotten of Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Anderson on the
burg, Pa., Saturday, and i« expected her# tiw|M»rtence
con art given here some years
evening of Feb. II when their daughter
1* Ms**>n4a
some time this arrk.
John Blood, )r
Grace L. was married to John A. Kowe, of
expected Saturday, to direct tbe work of ago.
will be an- Treinont.
installing tbe machinery.
| The details andbut program
Miss Kva Cloason was bridesmaid, and
the date should be
| nounced later,
C. 8. Jobnaton has bought of Mark*
Victor Anderson, brother of the bride, was
kept in mind.
Hertz his house on Hancock »trcrl, aud
beat man. The bride was becomingly
will

hall—Ells-

worth food fair, under auspices of Ells-

early
worth Merchants’ association.
Admissurveying trip among the lumber camps sion. Afternoons, 10 cents; evenings,
while
Mr.
river.
yet seriously ladies 10 cents, gentlemen 25 cents, inup
Austin,
ill, is showing some improvement this cluding dance; all seats in galleries reweek. His daughter, Mrs. W. F. Jude, of served, 10 cents,
Castine, is home.
Thursday, Feb. 22, at Odd Fellows hall—
William H. Brown, who is engaged at Masonic district convention,
opening at 2
last

contracted

Chapman, director-iti-chief
of the Mains music festival, sends word
debt.
Those taking
part were: Elsie
Boston.
that ha Intend* to give a grand concert at
Jordan, Mittie Anderson, Lena Sperry,
Marks Herts, w ho has been in the taib>r
Ellsworth on Saturday svening, April 27,
Mrs. Sawyer, Adela Holmes, Josie Kane,
ing business here some year*, intends bringing three great artists-Miss MilMabelle Clark, Mary BillingsAon to move from Ellsworth. Mr. Herts dred Potter, the coutralto ranking next Kite Jarvis,
ton. Venetia Caspar, Elsie Sperry, Glenola
will leave next week for New York on in this country to
Mme HchumannClark, Mr. Sborey.
business, and later will decide upon a new I Heink; the great tenor, John Barnes
Anon.
Feb. 19.
location.
f Wells, and a tab-nted violinist. Miss
Wiltusna It.

Mrs. Bessie Robbins and Nettie HardiEa9t Franklin, visited their sister,
Mrs. H. P. Carter, last week.
Harvey
Hooper, of East Franklin, spent Saturday
night and Sunday there.

held

in

a

Ellsworth twenty-five years
a
Massachusetts girl.
Hu» wife died several months ago. He leaves
one sou, aged seventeen years. Of his own
family, besides his parents, be leaves three
sister* Mrs. F. E. Titden and Miaa Helen
Cousins, of Ellsworth, and Mrs. U. F. Higgins, of Malden, Mass.
ago.

called to

was

The funeral of Nathan Sargent

overwork,

Coueins left

congratulations of many friends.

The Journal of Education, published at
sn
interesting article,
in Graiim," by
Miss Clio M. Chilcott, formerly of Hie
now
of
n
Chsrlestow
worth,
high school,

week
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view-chancel I or,

Arthur

in

Boston, contains
“An Experiment

Mrs. Lizzie Maduocks is convalescent,
a severe attack of bronchitis.

after

Sunday.

Mrs. Abbie Carter

attendance.

Sunday will be
Morning,
"The Gentleness of Christ.'’
Evening,
“Living l*>g* and Dead Lions
All ar«
cordially invited.

encouraging

over

Drotaqua lodge, K. of P., Tuesday by the serious illness of one of here last week.on her
way home from
Wednesday evening by her grandchildren, the child of Eugene
Bucksport, where she has heen teaching.
Deputy Bradbury Bmith, of West Whittakar and wife.

wur

next

were

ELLSWORTH.

H. Fremont Maddocks, who has reMrs. Statira Moore is seriously ill of
made a new contract with the
peritonitis, at the home of her daughter, cently
Waterville Sentinel, is working in Aroosthe
general caucus. Mrs. Henry W. Conley.
took county.
be held at Agricultural
Percy E. Flood, who has been ,employed

Indications

to bis condition

here

Mrs. Charles W. Smith

banquet.

Methodist

Clayton M. Ward, w ho was prttn tpa
of the Ellsworth high school for two
years, has been seriously ill at his horns
in Portland. Last reports received hare as

NORTH

Charles

few weeks

T<»-morrow will be Mason’s day in Ellsb, when a large number of Masons
from all over the county will attend the
convention of the twenty-first district.
ing, it being ladies’ night.
Dr- Frank K. Ober, of Northeast Harbor,
Mrs. A. O. Maunders snd daughter Nel- will preside. Tbe convention will open at j
lie, who have been with her parents, C. H. 2 o'clock in tbe afternoon. Kxemplifica-1
(Jrindal and wife, some weeks, have re- tion of tbe first degree by McKinley lodge
turned to their home in Minneapolis, and the second by Southwest Harbor
Minn.
lodge will occupy the afternoon. A banThe Boy Boouta* t»a*ket bail team played quet will be served at 6.30, for which Masons attending will be assessed thirty-five
a return game with Franklin Bccot* FriIn the evening there will be work
day evening, again suffering defeat at the cents.
hands of the Franklin boys by a el use inthetbird degree by Bar Harbor lodge.

noon.

to meet every

by

a

a

seals, William E. Whiting; outside
guard, Frank Moon; inside guard, William T. Doyle; master of exchequer, Embert C Osgood. The installation was followed by work in the third degree and a

Lindsay and wife bava returned
New York, after spandlog part of tba
w inter here with Mrs. Lindsay's mother,
Mrs. T. O. Tracy.

at the

FALLS.

J
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Miss Cora Richardson, of Bar Harbor,
was

and

to

Tbe first carload of machinery for ih

without.

*»il selected line ot
Neckwear being closed out cheap

Clothing

was

was

Chancellor, C. J.
J. T. Hilvy: prelMias Georgia Kills, of Brewer, and Mira
ate, J. A. Lord; master of work, A. C.
Beatrice Kelley, of Bar Harbor, are gaeata
Flood; master of arms, A. D. Stuart: masfor a few days of L. P. Higgins and wife.
of

pastor’s subject

—

installed last

IHstrtct

score—20 17.

either at the booth or
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at our
to a numbered
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per at the vestry to-morrow evening.
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Officers of

Bhaw, Mira /elme
Marshall and Mira Kfflc McFarland attended grange at Hancock Saturday even-

PLUMBING, Visit Our
HOVEST W

Parcher

Mr.

on.

burning-out chimney
damage of about fl,200.

war*

Mrs. Btella Tracy

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
W'ork and Jobbing.

turned

after
Ward 4 caucus will
hall, North Ellsworth, at 2.30 o’clock in
the afternoon of the same day. The democratic caucus will be held at the same
place Friday evening, followed by caucaam of wards 1, 2, 3 and ft. Ward 4 democratic caucus will be held at Agricultural
hall Friday afternoon at 2.30.

Medical ntudem

Kvan r.

Sim>CRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

Write

or

to-morrow evening, at 7.30 o’clock. Wards
I, % 3 and ft caucuses will be held im-

tractor

at

have

not

mediately

now

V.-.

on

C. i. Jobnatoa has completed the toe The
republican caucus for the nomination
harvest for the season. Ha baa rat about
of a candidate for mayor will be held at
UM tons.
the board of trade room in Hancock ball

Saturday

Call

UNION TRUST COMPANY

good

by

ago when

night.

her tons

BANKING BY MAIL to meet your convenience.

filled with

lac bar collar boas.

known brands of

and

An alarm

waa cause

wa*

Mrs. Willis Moore fall

we

enjoyed

were

High street. The house was
smoke, but no tire outside the
chimney was discovered, and the water

oeer

that

games

Ki Sheriff Ponwat O. Mtlsby and aila, of
Amherst, are in Kiln worth tor food fair

machine at

weak.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE

thinking of opening a bank account, subject to check, or if
open a savings account that draws interest, apply to the
♦
UNION TRUST COMPANY.
If you wish for RELIABLE BONDS for investment that will pay from
4 per cent to 5 per cent, you can always find them at the UNION TRUST
COMPANY.
If you wish for any information regarding banking or investments,
apply to the UNION TRUST COMPANY.

pleasant affair. Teams met the party
MLofflce square, and the ride out and
was enjoyed.
At the house there
an interesting program of music and

things eaten.

an

i

If you are
you wish to

of Ellsworth.

of tire juat before noon to-day
the burning out of a chimney in the main part of George A. Parcher’s

account here.

Bangor. Maine.

Jellison,

Brown,

readings,

M.

There a til be an rehearsal this
the Kltaworl h feet ivai •'boros

Branches nt Old Town, Machlas and Beater

stability and integrity. An nninterrupted business career marked by distinctively conservative policies since its
organization, hits established its stability
beyond question.

daughters—Mrs.
Boston, and Miss

of

of

X-iajr

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

Noted for its

given by the J. W. class of
the Methodist Sunday school, at the home
of Walter A. Bonsey and__wife on the
Bucksport road, last Friday evening, was a

Haaewrk P-neura grange ail] mart with

*•>«* pur Ksb,

lutely essential if the safety of one’s money an I
the economical use of it are to be considered.
Checks arc receipts for bills paid; checks preclude the chance of mistake in making change;
checks make by-mail payments simple and safe.
We pay liberal interest on deposits subject to
check. Ask ua TO-DAY how you cao start an

E

Bessie

poalaflki bait

r Weseoat w la Howtoa ns business.
lira Jra> !■ tales, of Clinton, la the client
«f Mum Dm Ulba.

abso-

are
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widow and two

a

I'rank

•"

Check Accounts for Women

UNION TRUST COMPANY

The social

•a

are

her mother.

to

Thomas Edward Brown died last Wednesday at his home on Birch avenue,
after a long ill ness.
Mr. Brown was a
well-known and esteemed citizen.
For
many years he was employed as a mill-1
man.
He was sixty-one yeirs of age. He

luatMit witomei
fa
Dm », 1311.

am

Sftbmsammt*.

Ellsworth friends of Ralph M. Holmes
were surprised this week by the announcement of bis marriage, but their congratulations are none the less hearty. The
bride was Miss Mae M. Richards, of
Brewer.
The wedding took place in
Middletown, Conn., where Mr. Holmes
is an instructor in
Wesleyan university.

M of O«or«o A Fomm.
-Hot of KH#b Datorti.

*

Liberal Interest

accident

""""

*»rrt!l MikHMt Nink.
win H*rt» ilnMt f«rntaliiBf« for i«]r.
A I MrhSftfann flarr building for (»lf.
«•«•» eommlMloBers-Public no-

No. 8.

!E7"« «iwo?rD.'!

daughter, Mrs. Florence Dewey, in Portland. Mrs. Dewey was the guest of Mrs.
George 9. Foster in this city at the time,
and her visit here was cat short by the

IOTBftri4MRfrVft TUI* WKKK.

Hoitffcttorr

1912.

at

Parcher’s Pharmacy
Money to Loan
ON

improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

on.

ALSO DEALEKS IN

of

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
16 STATE

STREET,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

.uutudi

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

iCUirKI)

ftn

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Feb, 25, 1912.
Topic.—The home missionary whose life
has most Inspired me.—Acts x, 23-35. Editod bp Rev. Sherman It Doyle. D. D.
The lives of many borne missionaries
have been a source of inspiration. It

j

Motto:

Otiitm
BY

%

tJNT M K WOK"

“Helpful and Hopeful."

The purposes of thin -oiumn are suootnctly
stared tn the title and motto—It is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopefuf'
Being for thecom non good. U Is f-»r the common use-a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium forthelnterchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicit'communications, and ltssuccess depend* largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com- I
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name o
writer will not be printed except by p»*rni sston

me

t. nnsuan

our own
nisiory
many heroes of the

^moitg

TESTIMONY
OF FIVE WOMEN

tl)t

All communications must

short ar.d concise.

Dear Aunt Madoe:
I read your column every week and enjoy it
very mach, and would like to help if I could
write anything worth printing. I will send
these verses; I think there is a lot of truth in
them.
Perhaps you can use them if you get
out of poems.
W.

Reedville, Ore.—“I can truly recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
me

a

well

woman

suffering three years.”
Mrs. Mary

you

aware,

%>uto-t

l.om

Hi*

Life.

8. A >tui. of Mason, Mich., will never forget
Five Pointers to Remember.
hi# terrible exposure to a merciless storm.
A traveling man, attracted to a “It gave me a dreadful cold,” he writes, "that
severe
pains in my chest, so it was
Christian Endeavor society years ago caused
hard for me to breathe
A neighbor gave me
because he saw an invitation to tbe seserai <!■•*»-# of Dr. King's New Discovery
which
great relief. The doctor said I
meeting hanging In his hotel, advanced w»s on brought
the verge of pncumouia, but to couthe following points as essential to suc- t; ut- with the Disco erv. 1 did so and two
o.mpietcls cured me.” Use only this
cessful effort: 1. Talk it up. 2. Work bottles safe,
reliable mediciue for coughs,
qoicft,
1t,up. 3. Lire it up. 4. Buy it up. S co>da. or any throat or lung trouble. Price
5oc and #1 <Jb
Trial bottle free
Guaranteed
Pray it up.
bjr all druggists.

ELLSWORTH.

New Orleans, I.a.
“When passing through
the Change of Life I was and second degrees were given two canditroubled with hot flashes, dates. Feb. 24, the third and fourth deweak and dizzy spells and grees will be in order. The literary probackache. ! was not fit for I gram was interesting, and remarks for the
anything until I took Ly- good of the order were enjoyed.
dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound which
LAMPINK, 264.
its weight
proved toworth
A traveling library from the State has
me.
in gold
Mrs. Gasat Lamoine grange, and
ton Blondeau, 1541 Po- just been received
lymnia St., New Orleans. an attendance contest is helping to
Mishawaka, Ind.-“ Wo- increase the attendance! and interest.
men passing through the I Feb. 13, one application for membership
Change of Life can take was received, and the following program
nothing better than Lydia carried out: Singing, grange; paper,
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable “The Life of Dickens,” Grace Stratton;
Compound. I am recom- j selection from Dickens, W. R. King;
mendingittoallmy friends topic, “Resolved, that the housewife is
because of what it has j
done for me. ’’-Mrs. Chas. | sometimes justified in slighting the house
Bauer, 523 E. Marion St., j work,” 8. J. Young and Alma Coggins;
charade, W. K. Salisbury, VV. R. King and
Mishawaka, Ind.
Alton Station.Ky.-“For Lorenzo Kingman; current events, Alice
months I suffered from Young, Homer Wilbur; reading, Hattie
troubles in consequence of Kingman; roll-call, members responding
my age and thought I with anecdote of children s sayings. Ten
could not live. Lydia E. dollars was collected for
grange cottage at
Pinkham’s Vegetable
!
made me well Hinckley.

Compound

teusiiagj

WEST

Harvest Home grange met Feb. 17, ail
officers Except Flora, twenty-four members, and one visitor present. The first

—

MS—jf

HOME, 403,

HARVEST

Bogart,
Reedville, Oregon.
—

_

and I want other suffering
women to know about it.
Mrs. Emma Bailey, Alton

2U3,

RAINBOW,

BROOKSVILLK.

NORTH

Rainbow grange met Feb. 15; forty
present. One application was received.
Literary hour was short, with but one
song from Brother Besser. Voted to hold

Station,

—

j

made into valuable farms.

2—Meeting of Hancock
Saturday,
Pomona grange with East Bluehill grange.
March

alter

Ky.
country there are
“I was passing
Deisem, No. Dak.
home mission field whose lives have
of
Life
and felt very
through Change
been an influence for pood to all who
bad. I could not sleep and was very
are familiar with their deeds of heronervous, fcydia E. Pinknam’s Vegetable
ism and self sacrificing devotion. j
Compound restored roe to perfect health
one
to
some
and I would not be without it.”—Mrs.
them
phase
inspire
Among
F. M. Thorn, Deisem, No. Dak.
of Christian life and some to another, Dear M. 8. Friends:
and we may therefore select as our ex ; It is always a pleasure to greet a new
amples of inspiration those who have member, and it is particularly pleasant Spokane river furnish a splendid waterbeen conspicuous for the exemplifica- when one I have known and esteemed power which is being rapidly developed.
tion of one particular Christian trait many years tells us she enjoys the This furnishes, of course, cheap power to
or characteristic.
column and sends us encouragement in factories, and it is due to this fact that
The life of John Eliot, the apostle our work, and a poem like that above, to ! Spokane is the natural market town of that
grain and fruit region know as “the inland
to the Indians, as a nome missionary give us courage in the race of life.
empire”. It is also due to these conditions
is an inspiration to indefatigable
A card from Aunt Maria tells us of
that Spokane has made such rapid increase
Eliot was self sacri- I colds and grip in her family, and adds: in weath and
Christian zeal.
population.
ficing and heroic; but, above all, he > “We shall be very glad when !tis Good
A day at Seattle—the city that had made
was untiring in his efforts to wm those Old Summer Time”. She makes a
such
wonderful
growth as to be talked about
good
among whom he labored for Christ and j suggestion, to which I know many of you —gives us an idea of its increase since our
to instill in them a high standard of will respond. It is that the M. B.’s sena I last visit. In the last decade it nearly trebled
Christian faith and life. His tireless ; letters or cardi to Jennie, our invalid in population, now having a population of
nearly 210,000 and has become one of the great
energy is seen in the wide 'extent of niece. Address, Mrs. F.,E. Swett, K. F. cities of the Pacific coast. This
rapid develophis labors, his gigantic efforts to lo* D. No. 1T Ellsworth.
ment is due not only to the fact that it is the
cate his converted Indians into sepcentre of a
limber
aud
saw-mill inlarge
Dear An at Madge:
arate Christian communities and to in
dustry, but also is the uatural trade centre of
I “have been waiting to “find something of ; a rich surrounding country.
iroduee the application of Christian
interest to write, but as I don't seem to find ; Seattle's trade with Alaska has assumed
principles into the routine of their dai- what I want to
say I wilt only write a few
immense proportions, as it is the terminus
ly lives and. above all, in the patient lines so that you won't forget me. I was so of
nearly all the steamers plying in the
laborious task of translating the Bible glad to read Dell’s letter in last week’s
paper I Alaskan trade. Its fishing industries are of
Into the Indian tongue, his Indian Bi- and see that she considered herself well after
great importance, shippiug halibut and other
ble being (most appropriately) the first being so poorly last fall. I!am glad that we deep-sea fish to all cities of consequence in
book e\er published in our country. had the reunion before slie had that big dog, ; the middle and eastern states.
No task was too stupendous, no under- for, like Irish Molly, I am afraid ofdogs.
j We were much interested in the big market
I wonder if
of the sisters have any where we saw the products of the soil and tbe
taking too great, for this great home trouble when any churn
to get the butter to
they
sea.
The vegetables were of great variety
missionary. f#r he firmly believed that come. If so,
try scalding your mil* as soon and so fresh and tempting. Here tbe house“prayer and pains through faith in as you strain it and then put it in your pans
keeper buys direct from tbe producer, makJesus Christ” could do ail things. The for the cream to rise, you who do not use
ing a great saving and getting fresher food.
life of Eliot has ever been and will a separator. I set my milk in the oldAunt Sue.
j
fashioned wayever be an inspiration to fervent zeal
Now
I
will tell you how|l make doughnuts. (
in the service of Christ.
SUSAN S TRIP.
The life of David Brainerd as a home We like them. One cup sugar, one-half cup; It is Sunt? ay, June 18, and we are in Malden,
molasses, two cups sour milk, one teaspoon | Mass. We attend church, the Methodist,
missionary is an inspiration to self sac soda, two even
tablespoons of corn starch, one situated on the corner of Pleasant and Washrifice.
He was not wanting in zeal even
tablespoon corn meal, a little salt, one- ; ington streets, and have the very great pleasand devotion, but the keynote of his half teaspoon ginger, a little cassia and nut-; ure of
listening to a good practical sermon.
In Pennsylvania, meg.
life was sacrifice.
Abb.
; Here at home, if we miss church on Sunday,
%
Delaware and especially in New Jerwe
that we have lost something valuable,
feel
Your letter, Are, should'have had a place
sey he labored among the Indians with in the column
before.
Excuse delay, so while on our trip we intend going to
church whenever we can.
a spirit of self denial that has never
please. Thanks for the doughnut recipe.
Going to church helps one as going to school
been surpassed in the home mission
You may like to know, “H,” that others
history of our land. Weakened and are cutting out the word “busy”. Aunt hel ps one. It i9 a place to learn, and to learn of
the
Great Teacher. No other teaching like it;
distressed by an incurable disease, he Sue writes me she has eliminated it. Here
no other as good. No instruction so valuable if
his
at
labors.
by
Begged
persevered
is another interesting letter from Aunt accepted and used under the “Golden Rule'’.
his loved ones and friends to turn aside Sue:
I know of one church called the “Golden Rule
and rest awhile for the sake of his
Billings, Mont., one of the rapidly grow- church”. And I wonder why all churches
he
refused,
are not so named.
I do not know how it is
health,
cities
of
the
has
state,
over
physical
steadily
ing
something
and when at last compelled for lack of 10,000 population. For years it was the with other people, but I know that with me,
physical strength to abandon his la- greatest primary wool m.trket of the world, so many names, so many denominations, are
hurtful and confusing and have always been
bors, he returned to them in a dying buyers comiug here from Boston and other
Let us have unity of church under
eastern cities to purchase the wool clip.
But so.
condition, and although not burned at
this industry, as well as that of cattle-raising, the “Golden Rule”.
the stake or hanged upon the scaffold, is fast
After church we dioe with a friend where
disappearing, owing to the fact that
he was us much a Christian martyr in government lands are
being taken up by there are flve children. It in good to be
his death as those who gladly died at farmers.
with
friends and blessed to be with children.
no
Doubtless, at
distant day,
the hands of the persecutors of Chris- Montana will be known as au agricultural To be with children and euter into their life
is
to
renew
one's age.
home
!
state,
it
has
been
This
since
wctwaffll
’demonstrated
that
tianity.
great
Later in the day we walk to the home of
missionary never gave a thought to i while the rainfall is light, under the modern
seif.
His whole mind was centered methods of dry farming, lands th;^ a*few years another friend, aud there meet friends. And
to be with these friends brings pleasure aud
ag*> were only suitable for grazing are now
upon his work for Christ regardless of
His zeal for the
the cost to himself.
Here we are at LiviDgston, the gateway to
!
Lord’s cause consumed him, and hU Yellowstone
which it owes its
Park, to
;
life will ever stand for self sacrifice prominence. It has one of the most elaborate
and self denial in Christ Inn service.
and artistic depots found on the line of the
Marcus Whitman, among many other Northern Pacific. Toward night we reach
home missionaries, inspires to Chris- M i-•inula, located at the entrance to the Bit.
tian heroism. He died a martyr to the ter Root valley—that valley known far and
wide not only for the apples raised here, but
cause lie espoused, but his name will
also for the excellent quality of its barley.
ever be
remembered and revered in
Here we begin the climb up the Rockies,
American history for his heroi-- cour- with an
engine iu frout and oue behind,
our
across
in
2.000
age
i>eop!e
leading
crossing “the great divide”. The moon is
the
as
a
result,
and.
aud
a»
we stand on the rear
saviug
country
fall,
platform of
great northwest to the American na- the observation car close to the monster ention.
No one can read the story of gine belching forth smoke and sparks in its
Whitman's Hfe without being thrilled j effort to get u» up the grade, and look off to
the high mountains on either side the effect
with a new spirit of Christian patriotis weird enough.
ism and inspired with ideas of heroic
Wednesday morning found us in Spokane
endeavor in the cause of Christ when- iu a
heavy downpour of rain which conever and wherever Christian heroism
tinued fourteen hours. As we were centrally
is demanded.
!<»csted, we managed to see quite a bit of the
town
despite the “dampness”. Thursday
dawned suushiny and warm, giving us excelBIBLE READINGS.
lent opportunity to visit all the places of interest.
Isa. UK 7: Nah. I. 15: Matt. x.
including
twp of its excellent
schools.
An auto ride of three hours through
5-8: Luke x. 25-37: John i. 11 15:
the business sad residence parts helped us to
iii. 16: Acts i. 8: vli. 54-60: xv.
appreciate the enthusiasm of the people over
25. 26: Bom. ix. 1-5: x. 12-15;
their city.
Heb. xi. 24-26.
As
are double**
the falls of the

DATKS.

Compound to all women who are passing
through the Change of Life, as it made

no

meeting Feb. 22,

®)brrUstmnuB.

(E'rangrra.

be
but name* will not be printed exProves That Lydia E. Pink- 1 ceptsigned,
by permission of the writer. Ail comham’s Vegetable Communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but non" will be rejected without
j
pound Is Reliable.
good reason.

is true that there are not the same
glamour and romance attached to tbe Communications will be subject to approval or
life of the missionary who labors in rejection by the editor of the column, but none
his own country as there are to the one will be rejected without good reason. Address
who goes to distant shores and among all communications to
Thk American,
strange peoples to preach the gospel, j
Kllsworth. Me.
Tet it is true at the same time that
In the annals of home mission history
*
TMl OONQl'EROR.
there are not wanting numerous lives
It is easy to laugh when the skies are blue
of devotion, zeal and self sacrifice caAnd the sun is shining bright;
pable of inspiring the same noble traits Yes, easy to laugh when your friends are true
and characteristics to a very high deAnd there's happiness in sight;
Christ Himself was primarily a But when hope is fled and the skies are gray. !
gree
He came, first of
home missionary.
And the friends of the past have turned
all, “to His own," and it was "His
Ah.
then indeed, it’s a hero's fest
own who received Him not" and for
To conjure a smile in the face of defeat.
whom, in the first instance. He sacriThe apostles, whose It is easy to laugh when the storm is o’er.
ficed Himself.
And your ship is safe in port;
lives are so full of inspiration, were
In the first place home missionaries. Yes, easy to laugh when you’re on the shore
Secure
from the tempest’s sport;
They began their work in Jerusalem But when wild waves
wash o’er the stormand in Judea, and in their efforts
swept deck
among their own people they manifestAnd your gallant ship is a battered wreck.
!
ed the great courage and zeal that have Ah. that is tne time, when it’s well worth
ever made their lives worthy of imitaTo look in the face of defeat with a smile.
tion and emulation. Stephen was the
His life and ! It’s
first Christian martyr.
easy to laugh when the battle's fought.
death have ever been highly inspiraAnd you know the victory’s won;
tional. and yet it was among his own i Yes. easy to laugh when the prise you sought
people and by the hands of his own ! Is yonrs when the race is run;
people that he suffered Christian mar- But here’s to the man who can laugh when the
blast
tyrdom and became the first among j Of
adversity blown; he will win at last,
that countless number who throughFor the hardest man in the world to beat.
out the Christian centuries have died
Is the man who can laugh in the face of
in the name of Christ and for the sake
defeat.
of Christ.
in

be given a class of (our. The dramatic
company has had a successful season, and
last evening turned over $111.38 to the
This column is devoted to the Orange, estreasurer. The grange has been saddened
pecially to the granges of Hancock county.
brothers William 0.
The colcu.3 is open to all grangers for the I by the loas of two
Feb. 15, and
i discussion of topics of general interest, and Higgins, who died Thursday,
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letter* Frank Powers Saturday, Feb. 17.

ai irrtwmim*.

*Luiumn.

on

account of meet-

ings at the cuurch.

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.

Following is the program for the meeting of Hancock Pomona grange with East
Bluehill grange Saturday, March 2.
Opening exercises
Address of welcome.... Master of Host

Orange

Response...A

T Gillis

Business
Report of gsanges
Topic: What farm crops are best adapted
to thia locality?....William Wescott
Recess
Call to order
Conferring fifth degree
Paper: A Home-Life Picture Fifty Years
Ago...Mary Burrill
Topic: What Is one of the greatest questions before the American people today? .A B Wood, Lincoln Sibley

Program of host grange
Closing

in fine
keep
physical condition. Regular
I bowels, active kidneys and
liver, good digestion, and
a
greater natural vigor follow
the timely use of the reliable

BEECHAMS
PILLS

Sold wwalrne

ta

__

You Kink

no

Money

We went every one troubled with
iudiend dyspepsia to come to our
store
end obtain a bo* of Rexall
Dyspepsia Tabceit ion

They contain Biamuth-Subnitrste
Pepsin carefully combined so as t0
develop tbeir greatest power to overcome
and

2451.

Brooklin grange met Feb. 13; thirtypresent. After short discussions on
the brown-tail moth, Boland Flye and
Horace Pease were appointed captains in
the brown-tail moth contest. The lec-

digestive disturbance.
Kexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very
pleas,
ant to take. They tend to soothe the
irrltable, weak stomach, to strengthen and
the digestive organs, to
invigorate
turer presented an interesting program,
relieve
nausea and indigestion, thus
which was concluded by an amusing conpromoting
nutrition and bringing about a
test conducted by two boys, in which all
feeling 0f
comfort.
the members
participated. Next Tuesday
will '•*> ladies' night.
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
a
reasonable trial we will return your
If
are
not
WEST EDEN.
aatisfled
money
yoa
with the
William C. Higgins, who had been ill a result. Three sixes, 28 cents. 80 cents, amj
can
obtain KexaU
long time, died Feb. 15. Funeral services fi.00. Remember, you
Remedies only st our store- The Kexsu
were held at the home Sunday afternoon,
Store.
E.
Q.
cor.
Moors,
Rev. A. P. MacDonald officiating.
opp. post office.
Mr.
Higgins was a member of Mountain View
grange and a Mason. Interment was in
Mt.View cemetery, where the Masons conducted their services.
nine

Frank Powers, who bad been ill several
months, died Saturday. He leaves a widow*
and three small children, and a son by a
former marriage.
The family have the
sincere sympathy of all. The funeral will
be held this afternoou. Re*. A. P. Mac-

AMERICAN ADS

officiating.

PAY BEST

Ala moos ook grange

sponded
All

with

report

an

attendance of

thirty-five, j

interesting meeting.

an

seven

cnved.
Recitation, Austin
Program:
Staples; reading, Ella Thurston; singing,
! Rose Pervear; recitation, Ashley Hooper;
i conundrums, \ irginia Allen; singing,
‘‘Which reMinnie Pierce; question:

]

ceives the

!

members

more

benefit

MissOcta Mamor, who has been in Portpast few months, came home last

land the

Saturday.

SEDGWICK, 244.
grange met Feb. 16; fiftypresent. One application was re-

Sedgwick

j

Feb. 19.

M.

Benefiting
-HOW

from the young
grange, the

478,

HARBORSIDE,

By shouting

Reports from Capt. Maurice Chatto
Capt. William Hutchinson, in the

brown-tail moth contest

ing; several thousand

were

nests

encourag-

having al-

ready been collected on both sides. Degree practice and a literary program filled
evening.

_

364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
gentlemen’s night, chairs
were filled by lbe brothers, with Edward
Witham as master; forty-four present.
Introduction, Leon Leach;
Program:
song, choir; reading, Ed Witham; poem,
Hill Wilson; song, Nathan Gray; readings, Malcolm Leach. Percy Grindle, Leon
Leach; recitation, Galen Grindle; readings, H. W. Lowell, Earle Grindle, worthy
master, John Hatch, Homer Lowell and
George Leach; recitation, J. B. Wilson;
song, E. E. Gross.
HIGHLAND,
Feb. 16 being

PENOBSCOT, 240.
grange met Feb.

Penobscot
16; fifty
present, including visitors. One applicai tion was accepted. The first find second
degrees

TO

BE

DONE?-

were

duly

conferred

By favoring

Everyone

is

requested

to

wear

“poverty”

clothing af the meeting Feb. 23; if not,
they will be find two cents. There w'ill be
work in the third and fourth

degrees.

DEER ISLE, 296.
Deer IslegrAnge met Feb. 3;

fair attend-

two visitors. Two applications for
into our life and makes living ance,
membership were received, and one appliworth while. Aud here we found a small boy
full of spirit of a good boy, and what is better? cant was elected on demit. Refreshments
June 19. Is is rather warm. We goto Bos- were served.
ton to buy a summer suit for me.
Feb 12, tw’o candidates received the first
Later, we
are at our temporary home in Malden.
A
and second degrees and one application for
friend calls.
How much better it is to a have
membership was received. Refreshments
friend call than an enemy; and is it not possiwere served.
A social hour followed.
ble for one so to live that even his enemy will
see his noble endeavor and so become his
MA88APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUKHILL.
friend?
Massapaqua grange met Feb 15; twentyTo-day we are back again with the said flve
five
children
at supper with them.
We have
present. One new member was rehot biscuit and toast and ice-cream. We ceived. An interesting program was rengreatly enjoy the occasion and the supper, dered.
and so do the children, Bomething has been
SEAGIRT, 471, SOUTH DEER ISLE.
bit*ng me on the back of my neck. I hardly
know whether the damage was done by mosSeagirt grange met Feb. 10 with (air attendance and (our visitors (rum Deer Isle
quitoes or gypsy moth.
June 20. We have just had a tempest of hail grange.
Tbe first and second degrees
and rain, thunder and lightning. I don't en- were con (erred on one
candidate. It was
|
joy the like so over much. We diued to-day voted to have a
literary contest. Celeste
on fiuoan baddie and chicken halibut.
Both
Hendrick and Harry Bye were appointed
are very good.
We got this meal in a Boston
captains and Hattie M. Smith was elected
restaurant.
June 21. It is bright and beautiful, the air judge. The lecturer pro tern, furnished a
cool aud sweet and bracing. After a dinner i short program.
of baked fresh mackerel and
strawberry
sh rtcake at the home of one of the friends
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 4H4, WEST EDEN.
mentioned, the eldest daughter of the said
About 200 were present at the last
five children and I take a car ride to Cliftongrange meeting. The grange had enterdale, a part of the town of Saugus.
This
tained Green Mountain Pomona in the
little girl's father keeps store at this place,
afternoon, and many visitors remained.
which is foar miles from Malden; and a
An enjoyable
evening was spent writh
part of his trade is in ice-cream aud candies,
and so this little girl likes to come here and
speeches and an entertaining program.
At the next meeting the first degree will
spend a little time often with her indulgent
father.
Busan.
He Won't Limp Now.
It is a coincidence that the Golden
No more limping
for Torn
Moore of
Thought of this week is in the line of the
Cochran.
Ga.
**I had a bad sore on my instep
opening poem:
that nothing seemed to help till I used BuckLife is mostly froth and bubble;
leu’s Arnica Salve,” he writes, “but this wonl'wo things stand like stone
derful healer soon cured me.”
Heals old,
Kindness iu another’s trouble,
running sores, ulcers, boils, burns, cuts,
Courage in your own.
bruises, eczema or piles.
Try it. Only 25
—A. L. Gordon.
cents at all druggists.
conteu'ment

j

—

England’s greatness?

home industries when YOU can?

By working

to

YES.
public and

and state?

develop

your

own

home town

semi-public activity? YES.
Bv joining and working with associations of
businessmen? YES.
By

All these

things help

into

narrow

the

biggest thing

England,

enterprise

sectionalism

or

it

they

don t

degenerate

unfair favoritism—blit

any man can do to boost New
his state, or his town, is to put all the
and push at his command into his per-

or

business, whatever it may be. Mr. Merchant, advertise your store right, and you will advertise your town.
Mr. Manufacturer, the honest

sonal

energy you put into the
your products looms big in

and selling of
making a reputation for

making

community.
Strange as it

your

may seem, the men who
and efficient with their own affairs

upon three

by Past Master Leach. An invitation from Castine grange to meet with
it for an afternoon and evening session,
Feb. 24, was accepted. The lecturer presented an interesting program.

candidates

about New

YES.

chair.

j

IT

IS

England Business

YES.

BROOKSVILLE.

SOUTH

Harborside grange met Feb. 14; twentythree present; Past Master Harvey in the

the

New

belonging to the

j grange or the young members?’* cbipNext Friday
: basket, Maude Smallidge.
evening will be children’s night.

and

You Try
Thlj

if

Remedy.

10!i. EAST ORLAND.
Mrs. M. U. Joy is very low, and at her
met with Verona j
advanced age, no hope of recovery is
and
worked
the
evening,
;
grange Saturday
entertained.
Her daughter, Mrs. Nina
third and fourth degrees.
They re- j Richardson, is here.
ALAMOOflOOK,

boxes 10c„ 2Se.

FOR DYSPEPSIA.

lets.

__

BROOK UN,

Donald

—

Make Good
They
who
themselves

are most

most
busy
and
in
efficient
for
the
busy
organized activity
public good.
Spend money to advertise New England ?
are

YES.

Spend

YES.
money to advertise your city?
Handle this advertising as the wise advertiser
doos his own publicity. Find out what he has to

sell,

The

and tell the truth about it in

an

attractive way.

Pilgrim Publicity Association
Boston

Trade Extension Talk No. 3, Series of 1912.
the aim of ttie* Pilgrim Publicity Association to forward
BUSINESS PROMOTION and HONEST PUBLICITY in every
wav possible.
Facts and statistics relating to New England business
or New England conditions will help.
It is

Communications Will Be Very Welcome.
THIS TRADE EXTENSION COMMITTEE.

_

LIPTON’S TEA
OVER 2 MILLION PACKAGES SOLD WEEKLY

<3W)mtsttntnw.

OLD NAMES AND FACES.

it entailed made him a republican.
His cousin, Edward Jarvis, at the time of
war

sojourn at Surry a neighbor and a
batchelor, was also a democrat. He sold
his Surry farm and went to California in
t he early '60’s, returned after or during the
war and called on his
cousin, the captain.
Secession and the war, instead of changing his political adherence to the old

Sarsaparilla is not a
stimulant. It does not make
r's

x

ft el better

iu

v

day, then

one

! -J as ever the next.
is not a drop of alcoin it.
Ayer's Sarrapa-

;

\;
f

tonic. You have the
n gain that comes
such a medicine. Ask
(1. d< r all about this.
him fully, ard always
He knows.
e says.
;

,

a

i v

i"

i

v

Yru
(j

best liver pills? Tbt
of Lowell.
been making Ayer s Pills for
If you have the sli~b•
rears.
about using these pills, osk
Ask him first, that's best
r.
tf.e

s

Company,

j. c

TlK' >

»

aw :•

over

Wt

i

your

AYSH CO.,

J. f

LewnH

Mo*

1865.

—CALL ON

In the

could furnish stronger
oftheefficiency of any remedy than the
What

people testify

Thousands of

te»toftiipe?

Doan’s Kidney Pills

that

perman-

cure

ently.
Grateful endorsements should prove undoubtedly the merits of this remedy.
Years ago people right in the locality
testified to the relief they had derived
Pills.
from the use of Doan's Kidney
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say that time has completed the test.
Mrs. John L. Smith, Waltham Hoad,
Ellsworth
Falls,
Me., says: **I had
trouble Irom my kidneys for a long time.
dull, heavy ache in my back
to dizry spells.
Headbow effective Doan a
Kidney Pills
in such cases, I procured a supply

There
and 1

whs a
as

w

ing
were

subject

and began their use. They helped me right
away, also correcting difficulty with the
kidney secretions. This remedy can be
depended upon to bring benefit. (Statement given July 6, 1908.)
SECOND ENDORSEMENT.

A

On Augnst
interviewed,
limited faith
believe that
medicine

was

said: “I still have unin Doan's Kidney Pills and

she

is

there
the

on

You

they.

5, 1911,

when Mrs. Smith

kidney

following

the

were

former endorsement of

occasional

of

Doan’s

Kidney

Pills keeps me in good health.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name —Doan's and take
other.

no

sea

Your Money

Hark

if

s.itinlled with the

You

not

Medicine

We Itecoiiiinend.

We

remedy will

positive that our
permanently relieve constipation, no matter now chronic it may be, that we offer to
arc so

furnish the medicine at our expense
thould it fail to produce satisfactory results.

his own hand; attended
First Unitarian and First
Congregational, over which Ur. Field was
pastor, whom we had beard in Boston
when pastor of the Salem Street church.
We also visited
Indian Old Town,
chatted with the monument left of the
once powerful tribe of aborigines in that
section of New England, made purchases
of some of their wares, and departed never
again to visit their village and homes.
We left Bangor by the Boston steamer
for Bucksport, and on arrival went to the
Kobinson bouse, where we were met by
Landlord Moses in bis blue dress coat with
brass buttons, who graciously welcomed
us, and where we took dinner served with

worse

constipation

cure

Laxatives

They
the

than

or

attempt to
cathartic drugs.

useless to
with

cathartics

do

harm.

chronic. Besides, their
habit that is daugerous.

use

Constipation

weakness of

more
a

much

reaction, irritate, and weaken
bowels and tend to make constipation
cause a

the

is caused

by

a

becomes

and muscles of the Large Intestine or descending colon. To expect
permanent relief you must therefore tone
up and strengthen these organs and restore
them to healthier activity.
We want you to try Rixall Orderlies on
our recommendation.
They are exceedingly pleasant to take, being eaten like
candy, and are ideal for children, delicate
persons, and old folks, as well as for the
robust. They act directly on the nerves
•nd muscles of the bowels.
They apparently have a neutral action on other
associate organs or glands. They do not
purge, cause excessive looseness, nor
create any inconvenience whatever. They
m»y he taken at any time, day or night.
They will positively relieve chronic or
habitual constipation, if not of surgical
variety, and the myriads of associate or
dependent chronic ailments, if taken with
regularity for a reasonable length of time.
12 tablets, 10
cents; 36 tablets, 25 cents; 80
tablets, 50 cents. Sold in Ellsworth only
*t our store
The Rexall Store.
E. G.
nerves

Moore,

cor.

opp.. postoffice.

Ask Mr. Brown
Here’s

Some Important
Sews for
Men Who are Growing Bald.
People who have taken our word for
it that PARISIAN SAGE is the real
hair grower, beautitier and dandruff
cure .have never been
disappointed.
Here's the word of a person who took
our word.

have

been

using

PARISIAN

oA(,h about a year. When I began
to use it i had
poly a light “fuzz” on
®y head. Now I have a good thick
growth, and it is growing thicker and

longer

uou

t

right

along.

believe it

Many

people

but I
m my own
experience with'
u.'.w
PARISIAN SAGE that it can; I
scorn mend it in the fullest couRdei ce.
-Gamse Brown, 708 North Fillmore
Maryville, Mo.”
The above statement was made to
Hr. C. 1>
Koch of the Koch Pharmacy, Maryville, Mo., Spril 29, 1911.
range bottle so cents at G A. Par
utra and
druggists everywhere. It
18

guaranteed.

can be done,

and I do not wish

IN

the

politeness, he overseeing
dining-room with care,

showed

to hear

or

British soldiers of
Revolution and 1812, and
of other prominent men of the place. He
introduced us to many persons, and was
untiring in his attentions the few days of
our stay.
We never saw him after.
the

was

duced

or

so

mill

on a

small stream

family

removed his

near

thither from

the

easily

see uow

and

above

by, and
Castine,

to

ht* did it.

TO BLUKHILL.

htll, the point aimed at, and my native
place. The road had been familiar to me,
and

drove

as wo

along I pointed

to my
places of

wife, a native of Massachusetts,
interest to me, where such an one lived in
my boyhood, or the cellar on which the
bouse once stood, for time is a great leveller, and a score or more of years leave
thus

we

gazed

with

admiration

bay, the

the

warmth

near

relatives of mine

forgotten

be

to

not
them

others too

were

in

to

mention;

life.

and of

Chase, Hopkins,
Treworg.y, Johnson, Norton, l>odge, Parker, Caudage, Wood, etc., with several of
whom I had sailed coasting in my early

shipmasters, Captains

sea

life.

we ciunoea me (uouiuum,

»

muusnuu

feet above the strand,” enjoyed the floe
view of sea and land therefrom, visited
old friends and families according to the

of the place, instead of they callos, chatted of old times and old
friends; attended both the Congregational
and Baptist churches, the old academy I
custom

ing

on

once

attended, fished, picked berries,

AND

when there

P*pe-”
his
is

on

was a

ringing in his
daughter-inhis pipe, and she

call

for

so

man

of his
smoked

and went to join the ranks of
world where all
regiment in that
An account of his death we

pipe

soldiers

on

Horses, Cattle, Hogs and Poultry

sent

free.

Addres*

OR. EARL S. SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.

Flour for

Every
Baking Need

Bread, cake and pastry better than

ever

betore, reward
v\ the cook

li \

who

use3

William
Tell Flour.

|Xj

fj

Milled from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our
own special process, it is richest

in nutritive qualities and goes
farther than most flours.

MAK K K I S

in Ellsworth:
I'nwlnr*',

nnmr\

Creamery per to.35§40
Dairy.30 <j35

wril f COVlB, hAYNHS & CO., Ellsworth Falls, Me.

Fresh laid, per doz.33g35
Chickens. .«.20 §22
Fowl.18s20

<

Best loose, per ton.12<jl4
Baled.18*420

vilon to Castine neck and
introduced to Dr.
were
there
lage,
mother were
Stevens, whose wife and my
his youngcousins. I had met and known
before
est son, a shipmaster, who not long
from
had died of yellow fever at Calloa,
our last
whence we had returned upon
to see anyone
voyage. He was pleased
us in tow,
who had known that son, took
and

—

to

use a

nautical

phrase,

and

piloted

us

that ancient and historic town,
.orts
pointed out its historic localities,
courthouse, jail, house of my grandfather
site of
in which my mother was born,
boiling
house covered by another with

about

>

cold is

in
a question
interested just now.
won its
haB
Remedy
Chamberlain’s Cough
sale by its
great reputation and immense
remarkable cure of colds, it cun always
For sale by all
be depended upon.

How
which

dealers.

to

cure a
are

manv

n

LOWELL

animal

rop

Vleat«

anti

t'rovUton*.

Pork, tb:

Beef, tb:
S<eak,
Roads.

Chop,

25 335
15 325
06 312

15318
22 3 25

12 315
25 4 28
12 313

Shoulder,
Corned,
Bacon,
Veal:
26
Salt.
Steak,
15 318
Lard,
Roasts,
Lamb:
12 318
Lamb,
05
Tongues, each
Fresh Fish.

13

50 Cod,
Oysters, qt,
08
Smelts, tb,
Haddock.
12 320 Clams, qt,
Halibut,
Flour, Hraln aud Feed*
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 50 36 50
Shorts—bag
1 55 Mix feed, bag
Corn, lOOtb bag
1 55
Middiings.bg
Corn meal.bag
55
Cracktd corn,

A VERY NECESSARY FACTOR
of
in the raising of profitable crops, is the reasonable use
the right kind of fertilizers, not only to stimulate plant growth
well.
and proper nourishment, but to improve the nature of the soil as
>'
You are sure of such crops by using Swift’s Animal h ertilizers
with high
applied. Being rich in organic matter Bone, Blood, Meat,
essential plant food in available forms.
—

grade potash, they supply

READ THIS EVIDENCE
^
the
d,Te**
to raise a big onion crop, and notwithstanding
°*
used a fa‘r
I harvested 340 bushels on one-half acre.
do
to
also
my
>n
Potato
of
Phosphate
stable dressing and one-half
your
consider
1
held.
of
the
your
good crop, yielding a bushel from eight hills on i-an
Fertilizer the best 1 ever used.”—A. Anderson, Lakeville, Mass.
and
I used live tons of your Swift’s Potato Growrer last season on 5! acres, will got
1 am well pleased
a crop of 16.0 bushels of nice |>otatoes, and naturally
Maine.
Stetson,
results.”—G. K.. Linnbll,
I

starten last
for .ears,

spring

season

for all soils and all
Swift’s Dowell Animal Fertilizers are made
with
are based on fifteen years’ practical experience
Our
formulas
crops.
See our local agent, or write us
New England needs and conditions.
direct for our Valuable Crop Handbook.

no^tonrmeatssstreet'
H. B. Moore, Ellsworth; George E. Davis, Ellsworth Falls
SWIFT’S LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.,40

15
25
65368
31 55
653I 7C
6u 3I 80
45

1
1

««

AND MEASURES.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall w«»igh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and flt for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weighi of a bushel of beans in
good order and fli for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn. 58 pounds; of ouions, 52
turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrols English
Indian meal. 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwneat. 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
A

passed

We

prize is
profitable

The best
a

LAW REOARDINO WfclQHTS

the pension list.
IN OLD CA8TINH.

with Cham\ piece of flannel dampened
to the
berlain’s Liniment and bound on
to
any plaster.
affected parts is superior
or pains in
back
lame
with
troubled
When
a trial and you
the side or chest, give it

all dealers.

Very

quotations below give the range of

prices

violent

which the

death left but four Revolutionary

to us
over scenes and events interesting
both. He had been a staunch Jacksonian
Civil
democrat, but secession and the

by

retail

and

peace.
New Orleans, giving a short biolife and that his
graphical sketch of his

changes had
whom 1 inquired
place, to me regretable.
and talk
Capt. Jarvis was glad to see me

than pleased with
if affords. Bold

son

read at

taken

more

for sore throat, cuts and bruises.
Sold by all dealers.

been to

months later the old

A few
his last

second wife and his son Charles in the old
near
home. Henry, the eldest son, lived
the nest like
by, but the seven had flown
full-fledged birdB, and I saw them not!
And so 1 found it with other families

certain to be

The

j

lutionary
his country, and particularly

ELLSWOBTH.

the prompt relief which

to meet her

it for
went to his room to till and light
to
him. While gone, my wife whispered
have seen a Revome, “We’ve had a treat,
soldier of 103, a patriot, lover of

visited Surry, where as a boy I spent
three months at school under tuition of
Master Macomber, a famous KllBworth
school teacher in his days. At that time
1 knew the boys and girls of near my age
and most of the adults who lived in the
central part of the town. I boarded in
the family of Capt. Frederick A. Jarvis,
revenue
many years commander of the
cutter Veto, of Castine, whose first wife
was Mary Parker, and sister to my mothwith whom I
er, and her nine children,
boarded, my first cousins.
On my visit I found Capt. Jarvis and his

are

glad

was a

adjoining,

law said

at-

We

about

KLLSW O IM 11

wife.

room

tended clambakes, had parties in our
honor and greatly enjoyed a month’s stay
in the old town, ’’the dearest spot on
earth to me,” and “home sweet home,”
8UKBY

remedy
rubbing.

no

Price 25c., SOc. and $t.OO.
Sloan’s hook

Hangor July j Loose.10gl2
15
the
Baled.
4, 1805, taken there a..d back by
attended by
Castine revenue cutter,
j
04 505 j
30 3 35 Onions, tb
Dr. Joseph Stevens, a surgeon of the war Potatoes, pk
08
10
Lettuce, head
Caooage, tb
02
25 Beds, tb
of 1812, to attend a celebration of the day, Celery, bunch,
02
and
reCarrots,
02&U3
tb,
Squash,tb
short
a
made
speech,
where he
02
05 Turnips, tb
with Parsnips, tb,
strain
the
endured
turned, having
Fruit.
an
account
read
had
I
no
ill effect.
30 §35
35 345 Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz
and Cranberries, qt, 10<jl5 Apples, pk,
15425 J
of the affair in the newspapers,
close
attention,
He
paid
spoke of it.
06 3O8
Rice, per lb
Cofft e— pe tb
a good
and asked if I thought he made
20a25 I
204*28 Vinegar, gal
Rio.
a
05 \
38
Ciacktd wheat,
Mocha.
speech, to which I replied: “Yes,
04
38
Oatmeal, per tb
man
of
a
for
one
remarkably *>od
20 !
lb—
Buckwheat,
pkg
Tea—per
04 a 05
interview lasted fifteen
45 a65 Graham,
your years.” The
04,a. 05
30»65 Rye meal,
Oolong,
we
and
He
enjoyed
or twenty minutes.
03
Gran meal, tb
tb
We lin- Sugar—per
06 H> Oil—per gal—
Granu.ated,
it, and we took our departure.
1 15
Linseed,
Yellow. C
OttLj
moments
a
few
10 312
10
Kerosene,
gered in the sitting-rooms
Powdered,
about him, Molasses, gal,
35 360
to talk with the son's ,wife

the

numerous

wan

fore my mother.
Mr. Hutchins had

a

Stevens, the DarHinckleys,
lings, Weacotti, Osgoods,
Cloughs, Parkers, Peters, Morses, Allens,
Woods, Longs, Johnsons, Holts, and

Among

excellent antiseptic

on that fagied peninsula
Long held by sword and bayonet,
Floats the flag of Amoroso,
Aud peace reigns at Pentagoet.”

He had much to say in her j
favor. His mind seemed clear on events |
and happenings of long ago of which he :
discoursed, but I half suspected that dear
Cousiu Phoebe, of whom he spoke, was
Phoebe Ware Perkins, grandmother of
Phoebe Ware Parker, born in York, his ;
native place, in 1747, forty-one years be-

hiS

,“this,

left with

and

Phoebe,

my own, my native land”. We were welcomed by friend’s known in childhood,
their families, children and others, and
the few

an

penetrating—needs

Now

Yes, he remembered dear Cousin ;

Parker.

valleys,

like

REVOLUTION.

We found him just awake from
his afternoon sleep, and in bed. We were
introduced, I as the son of Phoebe Ware

ponds and streams, all familiar
sights in boyhood, since when many
grander ones had met my gaze, but never
me

is

mother.

shores,

which stirred within

fallen! It is now a
pleasure, but its

of idle

Banners of England aud of France
Have floated o’er the ancient town,
And that of Holland, by war's chauce.
For a short time o’er it was flown.

was on the Revolutionary
patriot, Hutchins, at North
Castine, then 103 years of age, one of the
five then on the roll of Revolutionary pensioners, and a distant relative of my

the

upon

hiils,

once

‘•When Caucasian and Tarratine
Fought bloody battles on its shore.

soldier and

time riding over that stretch
of eighteen miles of country road to dear
old Bluehill, my early home and home of
my ancestors from its settlement, down to
my humble self, a line of four generations.
We

con-

I

resort!
Its history is more interesting than
many
romance, which ii resembles in
instances and is perhaps the most inviting
and interesting town in Maine for the
traveler to visit. Castine anciently,

Our tirst call

the

mountain,

VETERAN

A

ouce

whom

quiet place, interesting, health-giving,

town of York.
OF THE

But alas! how
resort

it

number of

severe

summer

return no more.”
We visited Castine, the birthplace of my
mother, once the home of her father and
grandfather Parker, the early home of her
mother and grandfather Joseph Perkins !
and wife, Phoebe Ware, native of the old

out

And

a

to

carriage with two horses and
and rode over the old stage road
a

shipmasters

goodly

a

chief, valued its situation; Baron de Castin and the French of his time and later
fought to retain it; the Dutch at one time
took it from tne English, but did not lon£
hold it; our people wrenched it from the
English; twice the English recaptured
and held it till close of those wars, then
It has been the scene of
gave it back.
battle and bloodshed, and of the conflicts
t»f centuries, but peace reigns at ancient
Pentagoet, and long may it do so under
the sheltering flag and strong arm of the
United States.
Castine, the home of our ancestors, in
situation, in history and romance, had a
charm for us.
The onee favorite settlement of the aborigines; the seat of power
of their chiefs and svirriors; the chosen
place of Baron de Castin and his dusky
Indian wife, daughter of Modockawan io,
the powerful chief of the Tarratines; for
upholding French supremacy in North
America; the coveted of other European
powers and wre«tea from France by England; the scene of conflict, of wars and
bloody strife; cf occupation by British
land and sen forces in wars of the Revolution and 1812; of stirring activities in
peace after all its vicisitudes; in commerce, shipping and manufactures, now

—

BUCKS PORT

eminent

a

SLOANS
LINIMENT

and

sarly history, many of its ancient landmarks, the beauty of its situation and its
health-givimng summer air remain.
The Tarratines, Modockawando their

possession of another family of which I
know nothing.
been more or less familiar —with its hisThere were some sea captains of Brookstory, early settlement, its merchants, ville whom I knew personally, others by
shipbuilders, ship owners and ship cap- reputation
Joseph Limeburner and
tains. Among the latter were Charles Embrother Robert, the family of Tapleys,
erson, Jaties Snow, Stubb and others, Hiram Jones, his brother, and Jerry Jones,
all gone on the last voyage of this life
Gott Douglas and others, most of whom,
“o’er unknown seas to mystic isles”.
“some time, with an ebb tide, sailed away
hired

rope-walks

had

Many

summer

With Bucksport in former days 1 had

We

enterprises,

manufactories, and all nourished.

knew.

the affairs of the

gracefully

a

chain

tained,

was

name

Penobscot,

considerable port of entry, a place of
large interests in shipping and corp-

and died some years after.
Eben P. Parker and wife were elderly
people. She was Phebe Stevens, daughter
who gave

and started out

town of the State east of the

there lived

of the Stevens

living

to all the

us

Mrs.MARY CURRY, Milltown.Ga.
pain between my shoulders, and noticing your advertisement in the street cars I got a bottle which quickly relieved me.”
R. D. BURGOYNE, Maysville, Ky.
“I had

dead.”
Castine had been the most important

Brooksville,

The old homestead

Here's Proof
I am using your liniment for
stiffness. I have bought two bottles of it and it is the best I ever

for the

His father,
Simeon Parker, my grandfather, built the
house early in 1800, also a sawmill and

grist

ever

mercial

to

Bagaduce river a mile
the bridge crosses it.

the

where

him,

I have

man

stiffness.

“He is the most demet, and the moBt

untiring in his efforts; could kill a regiment of younger men almost in what be
did for us. He
not only traced the
boundary of the town, the lots (heirein,
the historic spots thereon, but he intro-

P. Parker and family*
he then living upon his father’s homestead a younger brother of my mother
and the only one of bis father’s family
on

wife said of

voted

to the home of Eben

left in the town.

of the

wars

My

BROOKSVII-LE.

Oar next excursion

us

their children and of

you.”

see

For any stiffness or lameness
Sloan’s Liniment gives relief at
It acts like massage—
once.
quickens the blood and limbers
up lame muscles and joints.
When applied immediately after violent exercise it prevents

the graves and stones where
existed of our great-grandparents,

such

Stevens’ ferry from Brooksville to Casas be did other
tine. They knew the history and tradiof
hotel.
Boniface-1 ike, ho was tions and most of the
parts
people of the two
entertaining in conversation with his towns. They bad three children—a daughguests, and before they were aware of his ter who married a Walker, a son who maraim he extracted from them where they
ried an Avery, of North Castine, and a son
were from, w here going and something of
John, who died, in youth. We had an enthe history of their lives.
We were no exjoyable visit. They both died octogenaricepted to his suave manner in gaining ans. The son and daughter also are dead
wbat he desired, and we were amused to
and the old homestead has passed into

one

It is

exchanging1 salutations, he said,
“Fred, you damned blflck republicans
have rained the country,” and other
words followed no less complimentary.
Then Fred said to him, “Edward, I am

painted by

beguiled

are

copperhead”.

After

captains—Walter

marks of his devastations.

FKKK IK IT FAILS.

land of Perkins,in which I had, though
death of my mother, a small heirship and
interest which had taken my signature to
perfect the title when sold in 1850.
He went with us to the old cemetery,

|

as

use

“a

Stiff NecK
Relieved

on

Emerson, Jabez Hnow, Rich, of the steam- 1 The subject was. changed, Edward took the
ship Katahdin, his father, retired some just rebuke kindly, had a pleasant visit,
!
We and they parted friends, be to return to
years, ('apt. Nickerson, and others.
rode to Hampden and Winterport, inter- ; the Pacific coast, and Fred to enjoy his
viewed Capt. Dudley, and old acquaint- views of politics and affairs of the country
ances; visited Brewer and its shipyards in peace and in his own way.
We visited Ellsworth, looked over the
active in ship cons ruction. Lake Pushaw,
where we fished in its waters and dined town, its county and municipal building,
looked in upon the editor of The Ameriat its hotel.
in Ha rigor we visited
the theological can, called upon Nathaniel Joy, who had
seminary, of which Parson Fisher, of our been collector of the port and district,
native town of Bluehill, was a trustee; ! looked over the old Black mansion, etc.,
•
recognized upon the walls a portrait of and returned to Bluehill.

effective as a driver,
publish my from Bueksport, through Orlarnl village,
this preparation, North Penobscot, North Bluehill, to Biue-

market

He pointed out the bounds of greatgrandfather Perkins’ land in the middle of
the town, his wharf frontage scaled the
embankments of Fort George through up

glad to see you; glad to welcome you to
my house after our long separation, hot if
scenes, and met friends before met on our ; you come here to offend me by talk lik#
voyages and elsewhere.
Among them this, yon are not the friend I welcomed,

continue to

can

and add that

other

no

was

of 1865, After fifteen years
of voyaging about the world, ten of which
my wife had been at sea with me, we took
a vacation and spent moat of it in my native State of Maine.
Onr first two weeks were spent in Bangor, where we explored its sights and
summer

BrmmtB

vice.

party, soured and embittered him against
the republicans, or, in other words, he

I Written for Thk American by R. Q. F. Candage, of Gleaaondsle, Mark.]

him

evidence

RK VOLUTION ARY WAR

VKTKKAN IN NORTH CA8TINB.

church at

Thi* Proof That Ellsworth Readers Cannot Deny.

BLUSH ILL

BANGOR TO BUOK8PORT AND

iHsfrrrt

where

my

8TORY OF A VISIT TO MAINE IN

Stimulant
or Tonic?

of cool water from which we drank,
Joseph Perkins lived (another greatgrandfather), and as an antiquarian,
familiar with the town, did us signal ser-

spring'

Mrs. Sarah

Rowe Hodgkins,

of

Bath,

aged 103 years and six months old, died last
week.

_■

No matter how

old

a

man

young till

think

he looks

woman

gets up to offer him

a

is he

some

can

young

seat in

a car.

When her child is in danger a woman
will risk her life to protect it. No great
act of heroism or risk of life is necessary
Give
child from croup.
to protect a
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, and all
is avoided. For sale by all dealers.

danger

Stone Bruises, Cots, Aches, Pnins, and other like
troubles of children quickly relieve^ by

JOHNSON'S
Liniment
ANODYNE

The old reliable household remedy. Give inwardly for Coughs,Colds,Cholera Morbus and
Bowel Complaint. Sold by all dealers.
25c cmi 50c BottleM

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston, Mass.

Parsons’
Pill s
regulate the

k bowel •

and keep
the liver

I

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

Old Home Folks Meet In Boston For
Annual Good Time.
Boston, F*b. 19 (special)-One of the
pleasantest of the Bluehill reunions in
Poston, which may now certainly rank
with the annual events, was held in

Seek Nominations
June 17.
list of republican and demo-
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at Primaries
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HkNCOCK COUITY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
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notification the
n

official ballots

the

be

held

imination,

republicans

or

i

Republican.
Silsby.

Forrest O.

2,352

Republican.
Mahoney. .Ellsworth

Timothv F.

|

I

Democrat.

John A.

Cunningham. .Ellsworth |

—

FOB COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

..

Blaisdell.
Boyd
Charles W. Joy

.Franklin
.Eilsworth
Democrat.

Frank L. Heath...

Ellsworth

Under the apportionment by the last legislature, there are seven representative classes in
Hancock county, instead of eight, as follows:
Class 1—Eden.
Class 2
Bucksport, Orland, Castine, Dedham and Verona.
Class 3— Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora. Amherst. Otis, Mariaville. Waltham and Plantations S, 10, 21, 28. 33.
Class 4—Stonington, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
Isle au Haut. Eagle island. Hog island. Butter
island. Bear island. Pumpkin island and Loug
Island plantation.
Class 5— Gouldsbore. Sullivan.
Franklin,
Hancock. Winter Harbor, Sorrento. Ea#tbrook and Townships 7 and 9.
Class6—Bluehill. Surry, ftlrooklin, Penobscot and Brooksville.
Class 7-Mount Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor. Swan's Island. Cranberry Isles. Lamoine, Mt. Desert Rock aud Marshall island.

get under a republiadministration, as was the case

years ago, when the notorious
deal” was carried through.
This is indignantly denied by many

two

—

prominent democrats, who insist that
there shall, with their consent, be no
deaiofany kind; that they intend to
pnt a straight party ticket in the field,
and win or lose on strictly party lines.
In view of recent experience, this
attitude is correct and courageous,
and we hope the determination will
be carried out. We also hope the
real republican party in Ellsworth will

Candidates in the primaries in above
so far announced are as follows:

classes

and

Clast 2.
Willis

Our South Surry correspondent writes:
are crossing on the ice from here
to Trenton now, and the ice is still all one
water

can

Ricker, rep.Castine

Milton S.

Beckwith.Ellsworth

Class 6.
Dr. Otis Littlefield, dem.

“People

see, but open

A.

Class 3.

iiOSSIP.

Nathaniel

Bucksport,
Hancock
musical
at his
years.

a

Littlefield,

W.

county

native of
throughout

director

as

For County Attorney.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 21,1912.

a

and well known

of

Bluehill

Comspononwe.

be fonnd at

the end of the Neck.”

To the Editor of The American:

many

I wish to

announce

to tne voters of Han-

productions, died last Wednesday cock county that I am a candidate for the
borne in Bangor, aged sixty-two
republican nomination for county attorney at the primaries in June next.
I have been engaged in the practice of
law in Ellsworth for the past twenty-two

Mrs. Adeline Littlefield, of Penobscot,
widow who will be ninety j-ears old

years.

I

am

member of the

a

opinion o! State Highway Commissioner Hardison, the greatest misState of Maine is making is ir

take the

providing compulsory

not

laws

maintenance of roads built with State
funds, i. e.> the State roads, so called.
“It is, practically, a waste of money,’
he, “to construct

splendid piece ol

a

State highway and then think it is going to last forever without repairs,
Maintenance work should
soon

ver>
A few

completed.

is

after the road

commence

time when

moments’ work at the

a

small

of the

evening

ladies,
village, who had
their
suit
inspiration packed

the appearance of a
from the hallowed
sudden

of

group

Ellsworth

and taken team for

j

were

Miss Sheila

observe and

n

was

fresh
upon
Cases

route

fo(

present:

Foster,

P. Foster,

H. 8. Sweet, Mrs. F. H. Lougee,
Miss Fannie N. Sweet, Miss Ethel B.
Stover, Mrs. Clara M. Clapp, Miss Ella
Miss
Ceilia
L.
A. Stover,
Drisko,
Mrs. L. S.
Merrill, Marcellus Coggan
Mrs.

Every day the section men
patrol every inch of iti

of the railroad

Any minor trouble is fixed then and

line.

major

A

promptly reported

is

one

and necessary

repairs made with the same
promptness. That is what highways need,
according to Mr. Hardison.
He points out that, while in Maine tnere
is

there

a

these roads

requiring
good repair,

law-

towns to

in

there

keep

is no

BUILDING, stock of groceries,
counters, show esses, scales, etc. A. I.
near soap
Richardson, Upper Main street
factory; Ellsworth.

STORE

PIANO—leers
bargain.
H

A

subject

this

with

a

for

ail

should be

begun very

completed.

is

Nothing

time.

from the fact.

By

soon

could

be

after the work

great saving is
made and better results obtained upon the
road.”
in ms

opinion

it

upright, nearly new:
Inquire of faRD L. Mason4

a

me new auto license

law,

wife, Miss Florence B. Coggan, which becomes operative on January 1,
j Linus Coggan, Miss Maud Sprague, Frank 1912, is going to be productive of better| A. Lincoln and wife, Miss Abbie Merrill, ment of these conditions. By the word-

State and

lesramsn^

.orTS

!j

look after our interest in
counties. Salary
Address Lincoln Oil Co.,

SALESMEN—To
Hancock and adjacent

Sjjfftal Kfltiftft*
MAINE.

OK

,

PUBLIC NOTICE.
conformity with the provision, of
sections 3ft to 39 of chapter 32, of the revised statutes of Maine, and upon the petition <Jf five or more citiseoa of the State,
and deeming it for the best interest of the
State, the commissioners of inland fishIn

eries and game, after due notice to ail persons interested in the subject matter of

said petition, and public hearing thereon
in the locality to be affected, and deeming
it necessary and proper for the protection
and preservation of the inland fish of the

M. Townsend, H. A. Saunders ing of this law the funds secured from this
State, hereby adopt the following needful
wife, Miss Annie H. Grieve, Miss pource are to be available for both first rules and regulations relating to the times
i Elizabeth Tarrance, Thomas Grieve, jr., construction and in maintenance work.
and places in which and the circumstances
He favors the passage of a law which under which inland fish
Ralph Townsend, Gertrude Townsend,
may be taken in
Nellie M. Eveleth, Susie E. Long, Mar- will compel towns to look out for the
the waters of Spring pond, so-called, situi garet Ward well, Elizabeth Morse, May P. sections of State highway within their
ated in the township* numbered Three, Old
Ober, Irvin Morse and w ife, Mrs. Ada Lit- boundaries. A law similar to that in New and
New, so-called, and in Passadumkeag
1 tlefield, Charles A. Stover and wife, Pro!.
meet
the
Hampshire might
requirements. stream above Grand Falls, so-called, and
Richard L. Lansing. George L. Lansing, The law*
if
a
that
of
State
provides
piece
in certain tributaries to said stream, in
Helen J. Huckley, Miss Louise H. Hinck- highway needs
repairs the State depart- the county of Penobscot and in county o!
Colon
S.
Miss
ley,
Madge
Hinckley,
shall
Ober,
ment
the
authorities
j
give
municipal
Hancock.
Louisa M. McIntyre, Mrs. Louise Darling, sixty days’ notice. If at the
expiration of
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
| Liza beth E. Darling, Marshall Hinck- that time it has not been attended to, the
Section i. It shall be unlawful for any perley, Gladys E. Moore, I. H. Emerson, State goes ahead and makes the repairs.
son to take, catch or kill more than four fish
Mrs. Clara H. Chute, Miss Abby E. Wood,
When the next state tax is levied upon in all in
any one day while fishing on or
George A. Palmer, Dr. Anna C. Palmer thal particular town the cost of those rethrough the ice in Spring pond, ao-cailed,
Miss Gretchen A. Palmer, L. W. Peters
pairs is included in the tax, so that the situated in the townships cumbered Three.
and wife, F. G. Havlin and wife, C. E.
tow*n has to pay the bill for maintenance. Old and New. so-called, in Hancock county.
Stevens and wife, Mrs. Belle O. Hinckley, This law, to date, has been
It shall also be unlawful for any person to
productive of
have in possession in any one day more than
Mrs. H. C. Brown, Mrs. Maria T. Gross, excellent results as those Maine
people
four fish in all takeu on or through the Ice in
Belvedera M. Gross, Abby E. Gross, Mrs. who have autoed over New
Hampshire said
Spring pond.
Sidney Howe, Miss Annie Veaaie, Miss highways in the past few years are well
Section 2. It shall be unlawful for any perBertha M. Parker, George W. Parker, aware.
son to take, catch or kill more than fifteen
Stephen Parker, Cecil W. Osgood, Mrs.
Another law which the commission fish in all in
any one day whil^ fishing on or
Edward
Knapp, Clifton S. Marks, feels might be adopted in Maine with through the ice in Passadumkeag stream,
Mrs. M. Eva Sawyer, Silas Stone and slight modification
and, perhaps, on a above Grand Falla, so called, situated in the
B. Hinckley, Harvey
wife, Miss F.
less elaborate plan, is that of New York, county of Han* ock and in the county of PeMiss Bessie Car- providing for constant
nobscot.
Saunders and wife,
patrol of the State
It shall also be unlawful for any person to
ter, Miss Ethel Wight, Miss Grace M. roads. This is on a somewhat similar
and
Newcomb
wife, plan of the railroad section crew. Each have iu possession more than fifteen fish in
Dolber, C. F.
all In any
oy day taken on or through the ice j
Miss Gertrude Clough, Miss Elizabeth C. patrol has a horse and cart or a small cart
iu said Passadumkeag stream above Grand
Clough, Miss Selma B. Simpson, Miss which he hauls, according to the nature Falls.
Eva B. Snow man, Mrs. George A. Clough,
of his section, in which he carries mateSection 3. It shall also be unlawful for any
Mrs. J. T. Crippin, Miss Anna Crippin, rials necessary for slight repairs. As fast person to fish for, take, catch or kill
any kind
H.
and
Grant
Stover
wife, George
as he discovers a spot where a little
Am^s
repair of fish at any time in any of the tributaries to j
and wife, Miss Elizabeth Crippin, William may
said
Passadumkeag stream above said Grand !
prevent a bad place, he fixes it. The
C. Clough and wife, Arthur 8. Kimball result is that up-keep cost of the road is Falls, except Nicatous stream, so-called, in !
and wife. Miss Mary D. Snowman, E. A. much less than as though it were built the county of Hancock and in the county of
Penobscot.
Stevens, John J. Love, Mrs. L. Des Hosiers, and then nothing done for years, when a
It shall also be unlawful for any person to
Miss Harriet Grindle, Emma G. Osgood, wholesale
repairing job must be done.
have in possession at any time any kind pf
Venie Tucker, Arthur E. Pray.
Nearly all the cities and towns in the fish taken from
of the tributaries to
Mi»s Ethel

-T4

In the market for
birch and rock
factory the loo
We have decided to pay for No. I
iog winter
woods. #*.ao per cord. For No. S. t«00 per
cord. For No. $.
per cord, delivered In
the vard at our factor*. All who wish to fur
nish m with a quantity of three woods, we
would like to have call at the factory office as
early as possible and state the amount yon
could furtiisb. and consult with us In regard
to our requirement* for site and guality of
wood to be furnished at theae prices. Ells
>
worth Hardwood Co.

STATIC

ment of said deceased,
together with
tion for probate thereof, preaenled b. vC.
A. Qrlndle. the eieculrii therein
Roland A. Mil la. late of Caatioe
|W
county, deceased A certain instrument
porting lo be the last will and
£
said deceased, together with petition
bate thereof* presented by ina V. Cress*.
***
executrix therein named.
Jesse K. Atwood, tale of Bucksport i. ....
county, deceaaed. A certain Inairnment
porting to be tbe last will and
said deceased, logether with petition f„
bate thereof, presented by Julia K. Wardi.o
,‘l*
the executrix 1 herein named.
Phoebe T. Barron, tat* of K Isworth. in nu
deceased.
Petition that aii u
county
Barron or some other suitable person be
pointed administrator of the estate of
deceased, presented by Asa M. Barron.
01
said deceased.
A*a S. Barron, late of
Ellsworth, in
Petition that a»» u
county, deceaaed.
Barron or some other suitable person bean
pointed ndrninistrHor of the estate of gmi«j d;
ceased, presented by Asa M. Barron *ofl
said deceased.
Samuel W. Tainter, lau of
BrookLn, in mu
county.deceased. Second account <\
Kane, administrator. Hied for *eulenient
John A. McLean, late of Eden iu uid
county, deceased. First account of KdwardB
Clark, administrator. Bled for s«> i.l« ment
kienr'y Whiling, late of Ellsworth, m'«.»
First Mount of saD1,lt,
countv. decease 1.
K. Whiting, administrator, tiled for seitlal

teatames?
X, i.?

at our

or• commission.
Cleveland. O.

if th

n?nmt

are

to

Lewiston

Maintenance work

DUh.

Laroy B Ortndle, late of Blnehil), |„ _u
deceased
A certain
InitrSJIS
purporting to be the laat Kill ard “i?*

white birch, yellow
HARDWOOD—w#
be delivered

maple,

Journal

further

^

cause

CEiantrU-

way

r3porter, “all over the State is
that when a piece of ‘permanent’ highway
is completed that is the end of it-it will

o7d“£*£*«•

county

Y Abootl tons of Hungarian hay. Address **A”, care American office. Ella-

enforce it.
“The prevailing opiuion,” said he in dis-

cussing

inpraes

forenoon, and be beard thereon

& Fond

a

Ellsworth.

to

last

William

pattern after the methods ol

the railroad.

?op>

luhFil throat treoVs

Jfor Saif.

the

says

eltb.Tjwlr''

/"'VFFICR8 over Moore’s drag *tore, Just va
1 I cased by B. T. Howie; hot water hea* and
toilet. Inquire of K. O. Mqohk. Ellsworth.

regarding

Rotter*.

To oil pfrtoDi intereitM |n
l*lf* her, tnxfler named.
°*HAt a probate ooart held at Elltworta
tor the county of Hancock, on
"
»f«th
day of February, a. d. mj
'TfHE follnwing matters haelne he.A rented for the action thereunon i.”
after lndlcated.lt is hereby ordered .t,.."111ttce thereof be given to *11 persona *-■*<>•
of tbl.
by causing a

Zo Eii.

[From the Lewiston Journal.J
In the

there.

surprises

One of the

of BluehilFs oldest

one

£

i-tnil

Fonnd
LOVE—Tan glove. right hand.
Thursday night. Jan.1A at foot of Bridge
Owner call at Asmaica* office.

and

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

“Hurley

can

did

Until

are

; and

Republican.
A.

I
;

j

FOR TREASURER.

can

COUNTY

man> friends from
inhabitants.

following

Republican.
Flarrv L. Crabtree.
•Ellsworth
Bar Harbor
George E. G«*ogius.......
Fred L. Mason..
.Ells worth
Dewtcrat.
Herbert L. Graham.Bar Harbor

Mr. Hagan seeks the nomination again this year, and is to be opposed at the caucus by the faction
which compassed his defeat last year.
It is common street talk that if Dr.
Hagerthy is successful at the caucus,
the democrats will make no nomination, but will be content to take what

to a like determination
stick to it,—win or lose.

as

•

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.

votes.

come

remarks,

John F. Wood.Bluehill places and their fellow citizens, be should
Democrat.
i attend some of these city, town or village
John E. Doyle..Ellsworth I gatherings, and find bow absolutely he is
H. hreraont Maddocks..Ellsworth
“*out of it” and not ot the “elect”. The-

party’s choice a year ago. He was
Openly opposed during the campaign
by a faction of the party, and was defeated by the narrow margin of twelve

can

few

Coggan

others, in an
informal and social manner. This, with
music furnished by Prof. Lansing upon
a

Boston.
Henry E. Davis.Ellsworth
If one doubts the love and loyalty of
Hollis B. Estey.Ellsworth !
HeuryJ Joy.Ellsworth ! Maine people for their respective birtbFreii R. Page..Buckap‘rt

For the first time for many years
there will be two candidates for the
republican nomination for mayor—
and ex-Mayor A.
Ira B. Hagan, jr
C. Hagerthy. Mr. Hagan was the

they

!

Repubiican.

Friday evening.

offices

made

Proper Care After Koads
la Necessary.

j the banjo, accompanied by two of his defect is disclosed may save thousand?
| pupils, snd the singing of the Bluehill of dollars in time, money and materials
song written by the late Mrs. Ajina Foster, later. The cities and towns, for the most
was the only break in the flow of converpart, don’t seem to appreciate this.”
sation and the greetings of old friends
It is the opinion of the commission that
glad to talk over early days and “dear old much good could be bad if the State and
Bluehill”.
municipal authorities could be made to

j

FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE.

Caucuses.

number than at any

A message from Mrs. Sarah Parker Bent,
aged ninety-two, given by her riece, I>r.
..Ellsworth i Anna
Palmer, came as a greeting to her
-Bucksport

Democrat.
Otha H. Jellieon......
Burke Leach.

An nnasnal situation will be presented at the party caucuses to be
the republican toheld this week
morrow evening, and the democratic

larger

were a

previous meeting.
The president and Marcellus

demo*

FOR SHERIFF.

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 21, 1912.

Coming

there

Melvin D. Chatto.South Brooksville
A. E. Farnsworth.... .Brooklin
J. Herbert Patten.Bar Haibor
George A. Savage.Northeast Harbor
Democrat.
Joseph O.. Harmon.Stonington
Byron H. Mayo.Southwest Harbor
Dr. C. E. Wasgatt. Deer Isle

The

Average for the year of 1911,

The

past and coming year, bad charge of
arrangements. He was assisted by hia
wife in receiving the guests, of whom

the

Republican.

American is 2,350 copies.

the

the

who seek

of any

names

Saturday evening. Charles A.
president of the association for

Sewell hall

Stover,

on

FOR SENATORS.

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made payable to ThE Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

of

will

names

elections to

either

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
cade known on application.

edition

on

far

so

Monday, June 17. There will undoubtedly be several additions to this list. The
American will be glad to add to it on

Inscription Price—#2 00

This week’s

candidacy has

and whose

primary

for the

for

nomination

for

candidates

JmmtJ.

STATE HIGHWAYS

BLUEHILL REUNION

FOR COUNTY OFFICES

American

Stye tgllstuortl)

| ment.
W.*r
{

en tk Co. of Bucksport. in said count*
First account of Roy W
Page,
uni riot
partner, filed for settlement.
Whiting Bros, of Ellsworth, in said count*
First account of Samuel K. Whiting, #uj.’
viving partner, di«d for settlement.
JcuuieS. Kingsley, lateof Winter Harbor ii
said county, deceased.
Petition
filed
Stella A. Pendleton, administratrix, tbst o«
order be issued to distribute among the heirs
of said deceased the amount
remaining is
the bands of said administratrix, upon the set.
Helm ut of her first account.
Francis O. Macau ley. late of Philadelphia
county of Philadelphia, common wraith of
Pennsylvania, deceaaed Petition fiUd j,y
Richard A C’.eemsn and Wilson Eyrt. jr., of
said Philadelphia, trustees in the sute of
Maine, under the will ot said decerned, that
said trustee* in Maine he ordered, by said
court to transmit certain funds received from
the sale of certain real estate of said d* craved,
in said Mate of Maine, to the trustee* under
said will appointed by the probate court in
and for said Philadelphia county.
Armantine M. Coffin, late of Phi lode! phi*,
county of Philadelphia, commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition tied by
Charles H Lung. of said Philadelphia, trustee
in the state of Maine, under the will of -aid
deceaaed, that said trustee in Maine be ordered by said court :o transmit certain funds
received from the sale of certain real estate
of said deceived, in said State of Maine, to the
trustee under »<*td will appointed by tin- probate court in and fur^osid Philadelphia
comity.
Lei and W. Folsom, late of Boston. Massachusetts, deceased. First account of Oscar P.
Cunningham, administrator, filed for settle-

Abby M. Fulton, late of Southwest Harbor,
in said county, deceaaed.
Petition filed by
ft*. Robinson and Edward F. Robinson,
executors, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Lumen Warren, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. First account of Theodore
H. Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
Jennie P. Dority, late of Brooklin, in said
county. d« ceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the ast will and testament of
said decease*!, together with petition for probate thereof. presented by John II. Freethy,
the executor therein named.
Caro Alice Pernald. nilt.or. of Mount Desert,
in said county. FirstaccouutofK.il 11 Fernald, guardian, filed for setllemeut.
Marcia B. Fernald. minor, of Mount De»ert,
in said county. First account of R. II. B Fernald, guardian, filed for settlement.
Frank C. Farnhnm, late of Penobecot, in said
county, deceased. Fourth account of Cbarlei
E. Utbbs. administrator, filed for settlement.
JEROME II. KNOW LBS. Judge of said Court
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Regie er.

Abby

County

of

hTATK OF ll.UNfc.
Hancock m.

February 14, a. d. 1912.
rilAKBN this fourteenth day of Februarf,
X 1912. on execution dated February 2. i9li,
isaued on a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial court for the county of Knox,
the term thereof begun and holden
first Tuesday of January, 1912, to wit,

at

tht
the

on

on

twelfth day of the term, being the sevenApril, works at knitting eight hours, United States
courts.
of John
said teenth day of January, 1912, in favor
a day, six days in the weeks.
any
Her work is
Bird Company, a corporation organized under
I have
been a republican, and as
Bute have done something in the way of Passadumkeag stream above said Grand
the laws of the Mtaie of Maine, and b»vmj
knitting outside socks or leggings, with such I always
STONINGTON.
road improvement this year.
its principal office and place of businestst
respectfully ask the support of the
In all 490 Falls, except Nicatous stream, so-called.
legs twenty-six inches long and feet voters of
This section, however, shall not apply to Rockland, in the county of Knox and State
Hancock county for the office.
Miss Jessie Colby is suffering from con- have constructed sections of State road.
eleven incheB.
In the last eight weeks
of Maine, against Howard P. Robbins, Kins
lakes
or
into
ponds flowing
Fred L. Mason.
any of the 8. Robbins and Clifford M. Robbins, s of
At this time the figures have not been any
cussion of the brain, caused by a fall.
this old lady has knit seventeen pairs of
tributaries to said Passadumkeag stream Southwest Harbor, county of Hancock %oi
so it is impossible to state what
these extra-large and long stockings, doSlate of Maine, for the sum of two hundred
Charles E. Grady, who has been at work tabulated,
above said Grand Falls.
the total mileage will be.
six dollars and. sixty-seven cents
and
Not a Candidate.
All of these
ing her self-imposed task of eight hours’
in Vermont, is home for a short stay.
Section 4. These regulations shall take debt thirty
or damage, and nine dollars and eightyplaces do not construct the same distance. effect February fifteenth, a. d.. 1912. and shall nine cents
work nearly every day for the whole time. To the Editor of The American:
costs ol suit, and will be sold si
Francis M. Trundy has gone to visit his Much
public auction on the premises in said Southdepends upon the location where ! remain in force for a period of four years.
Mrs. Littlefield enjoys excellent health,
My name as candidate for street com- daughter, Mrs. Carrie E. Thurlow, at the work
west Harbor, to the highest bidder, on the
is to be done. In some places !
Dated this 6th day of February, a. d. 1912.
sleeps soundly at night, and has a good missioner is, so 1 am informed, being made Pequot, Minn.
twenty seventh day of March a. d. 1912. at
the character of the road to be improved is
J. 8. P. H. Wilson, Chairman,
two o'clock tn the afternoon, the following
appetite. Her vitality seems something an issue in the contest now going on for
real estate and all the right, title
described
has
a
new
bought
Blaine 8. Vilbs.
such that the cost per ipile is
Joseph Brunigun
extremely
and interest which the said Eliza >. Robbins
wonderful, exceeding that of many women the republican nomination for mayor.
F. E. Mace,
touring car to be used in connection with high. In such cases the amount of work
has and had in and to the same on the fourtwenty years younger.
1 take this opportunity to correct that
C ommissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.
teenth day of December. 19iu, at eight o’clock
his stable business.
done is small whereas, if the chance is
*u
next

unauthorized

report, and to inform all
so advised that I have

voters who have been

POLITICAL NOTES.

by any of the candiwho may be nominated in that cauI have not asked them for, nor can 1

not been consulted
The democratic State convention will be
held in

Augusta Tuesday, March 19, 1912,

at 10.30

a. m.

Fred L. Mason, of Ellsworth, has
nounced his

candidacy

for the

atesd
cus.

expect from them, any support.
Jerry Hurley.

an-

republican

nomination for county attorney.
The third district republican convention will be held in Bangor, Wednesday,
April 10, at 2 p. m., to select two district
delegates and two alternates tq attend the
national republican convention, Chicago,
June 18.

There is

for several weeks

and

by

were

Stubbs

and

the death of their

the last three years at
associate editor on the

school,
H. C.

him in the

spring.

Feb 19.

J.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.

I. Scroll

one year.
He was manager of the
base ball team during his junior year, and

from

O. R.

M.,

and

was a

delegate from the local

tribe to the great council of Maine at
Portland last April.
He is also a member
of the Knights of the Maccabees of the
world. Mr. Blaisdell is twenty-five years
of age, and married.
“What makes you

that man will
be firm and courageous where the bullets
are fiying thickest?”
asked one officer.
*‘He has a record,” replied the other. “He
used to be a guide for hunting parties in
the Maine woods.”
so sure

|

Orland and

a

member of the

j

board of

se-

He was a Mason,
an active republican, a
member of the
town and county committees, and a member of Highland grange. He was a kind
and faithful husband and accomodating
neighbor, a social, companionable man,
well read, and with a memory replete with
reminiscences.
Feb. 19.
H.
lectmen several

years.

building

proper order.
Nihil.

State aid in road work.
Another feature which enters into the
amount of work done is the character of

and

has

been

the work. This includes^ie work such as
Lewiston and Auburn and Portland have
done and

then there is that done by the
towns. The difference in coat of these figures into the
municipal authorities' decision as bow much work shall be done in a
year. The average coat per mile of gravel
road work for the years 1908-9-10 was
$3,562, while for Macadam road for the
same period
the average per mile was

in

!

|

All unite in

characteristic of

congratulations

to

Mr. and Mrs. Olsen.

Spec.

Feb. 19.
Deafness

Cannot be

cash

price paid for wool, wool
skins, hides and fnrs of all kinds. H.
HIGHEST
B. Phillips,
Ellsworth, Me.

Wm. O.

Cured

by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one wav to cure deafness, and that is by constitutionai remedies. Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of

EMERY

TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

IT SAVES

MAINE

Searches made and abstracts
and copies furnished on short

notice,

YOU MONEY.

and at

REASONABLE PttCtt.

OFFICli

Howard’s

Or.

Regular

this

countrymen. The ceremony was performed by Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy, pastor of
I the church at North Sedgwick, using the
I ring service. A bountiful collation was
served.

WE-

Stobcrtifiraunta.

Dyspepsia

Price

oOc; G.

A.

MORRISON, JOY l CO. BLOCK,

Specific;

•TATE

Par-

STREET.

TtfnMM. 125-2.

I. I. 111. 713.

cher Price, 2oc.

He has that staunch

years.
of character

as

CARD OF APPRECIATION.
l^e undersigned, most sincerely
f ▼
extend ana express our tbauks and appreciation for tbe many tokens of esteem that
were so thoughtfully bestowed
daring our recent bereavement.
Mas. T. E. Brown,
Miss B. M. Brown.
Mrs. F. II. Jkluson.

$8,516.

his

about

seventy years of age. and
leaves a widow, a brother—Oscar, of Orland, and a sister—Mrs. Cora Dorr, of Bar
Harbor. He was a prominent citizen of
wa3

in the school

some

uprightness

The

He

meetings

Norway,

country

community was shocked by the |
managed ail of the athletic teams during sudden death Saturday night of Alfred L.
his senior year.
Saunders, of pneumonia. Mr. Saunders !
Since graduation he has served the town
had been in declining health some time,
as second and
third selectman, and is i but was not considered dangerously ill.
treasurer of the town this year.
He is a
past sachem in Snyctic Tribe, No. 108,1.

deaconess, will be sent here

a

A pretty wedding took place Thursday
evening, Feb. 15, at the home of Mrs. Harriet Day, when her daughter Clara Louise
The bride
was married to Herman Olsen.
is a native of Bluehill, and has been one of
its successful teachers. Mr. Olsen comes

A. H. Dinsmore left Monday for St.
Johnsbury, Vt., after spending a couple of
weeks with his family here. Mr. Dinsmore, who has been superintendent of the
fish hatchery at Baker Lake,
Wash.,

join

that

remodeled.

f183,000

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

Bangor last week
brother, Nathaniel

will

was

be

of

Addison

W. Littlefield.

schools

incorporated

hall until the church is in

called to

of his

He

and hold

of scarlet

several years, has been transferred to the
hatchery at St. Johnsbury. His family

as

during

was an

a case

in the

class af 1907.
class

to

Miss Ellis,

and

church will

The

Feb. 19.

Benjamin

Mrs.

Littlefield

graduated from Higgins

institute,

body.

fever.

historian,
president

of the town and
classical

common

owing

sum

gational society

family of Rev. Thomas Whiteside
out again, having been quarantined

are

& Co., granite dealers.
educated in the

elderly people-and

The

younger business men of the town, associated with the firm of W. B. Blaisdell
was

great deal of illness in town,
among the

The school, under the instruction of
Miss Anne Thurlow, gave an entertainment on Lincoln day, the proceeds going
toward pictures for the school-room.
and Rev. Mr. MacDonald, seacoast missionary, were in town
Wednesday, held a meeting of the Congre-

children.

Candidate for County Treasurer.
Franklin, Feb. 19 (special)—Boyd A.
Blaisdell, of this town, who will be a candidate for the republican nomination for
treasurer of Hancock county in the primary election June 17, is one of the

He

a

good the length is appreciably greater.
At this time the department has apportioned among the cities and towns the

Rev. Mr. Hartmtt

BUCKSPOBr.

particularly

Miss Nettie Buckminster has returned
to her duties as assistant postmaster, after
a two weeks’ vacation.

The special

half

price

Howard’s specific for the

sale

cure

of

of

Dr.

tion and

dyspepsia by G. A. Parcher means
the saving of a few dollars on
every
family’s yearly bill for medicines.
Each 60 cent bottle (Mr. Parcher sells it
26c.) contains sixty doses of a medi-

for

cine
can
case

5-tgnl Xoticro.

constipa-

that is pleasant to take and which
be

depended upon to cure the worst
of constipation, dyspepsia or liver

trouble.

the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is InThis remedy is not an ordinary mediflamed you have a rumbling sound or iroperfeet hearing, and when it is entirely closed,
cine. It is the favorite formula of a wellDeafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube re- known physician, and has the endorsestored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; Bine cases opt of ten ment of hundreds of physicians of emiare caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
nence in their
profession, who prescribe
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any it in all
cases of constipation,
catarrh) that
dyspepsia
case of Deafness (caused by
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure, or li7er
cannot be
trouble, knowing from experience
bend for circulars, free.
F, J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
; that it will' make a complete and lasting
Sole by Druggists, 75c.
1 cure.
Takt Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

labKilber

THE
the last,h";

be red 7 give, notice tb.l
beendnly appointed executrix
will and testament of
ELLEN DONOVAN, late of
ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands
against the ea
tate of said deceased are
desired to present
settlement, and all indebted
8?me ,or
to
requested
make
y*
payment im“ABY Kllrn Linnrhan
P k.
Ellsworth, Feb’y
10, 1912.

oi

in the fort-noon, tbe time when the same
attached on tbe writ in tbe same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Southwest Harbor, in tbe county of Hancock
and State of Maine, and bounded and describee aa follows, to wit
Resinning at a point in the west line of the
State road one huudred and six feet northerly
from Jacob Mayo’s northeasterly corner;
thence following said west road lint northerly one hundred and thirty two ana fivetenths feet to the southeatierly corner of
land owned by Lottie Hodgdon; thence north
eigbty-one degree* thirty seconds wt»t three
hundred feet to the southwesterly corner of
said lot; thence north three degree* and
thirty seconds eart one hundred thirty-seven
feet to land of Mrs. Cook; thence following
Mrs. Cook’s south line westerly to the south
line of the Seat Cove road; thence following
said road line westerly to land of A. IHolmes; thence south two degrees east three
hundred seventy five feet on line of 8»‘0
Holmes to a bolt driven in tbe ground; ihence
south eigbty-one degrees and thirty minute*
east three thousand six
hundred aixty-nve
feet to a bolt; thence south eight degrees
thirty minutes west one hundred and tweutveight feet to a holt, thence south eighty-*!*
degrees thirty seconds east two hundred ana
thirty-three feet; thence north eight degree*
three minutes east sixty-four and five tenths
feet to a bolt; thence south seventy-nice degrees forty-five minutes east one hundred and
thirty-six feet to tbe place of beginning, containing forty three acres, more or less, together with tbe buildings thereon.
Excepting so much thereof as has been conveyed by the following deeds:
ft red from Eliza 8. Robbins to Lottie BHodgdon, dated July 26, 1910. and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in boj*
472. page 91.
n
Deed from Eliza 8. Robbins to Lottie BHodgdon, dated July 26, 1910, and recordtd in
said registry, in book 472. page 92.
Deed from Eliza 8 Robbins to Lillie 8.
bin*, dated September 9, 1910, and recorded tn
said registry, in book 472, page 485.
Deed from Eliza 8. Robbins to Lillie 8. Boo*
»»
bins, dated October 15, 1910, and recorded
said registry, in book 473. page2>8.
Whitney.
E.
Bion

Rpj>*

Deputy Sheriff-^

th5iTt5)

■{gaSSlK

gives notice that
*PP0‘nted executor
last will and testament of
GEORGE A. FOSS, late of
HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, aud
given bonds as the law directs.
All perthe estate of
Winst
,w
de>lred to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
to8a‘
Mt. Desert Ferry,
Feb’y
of the

dem*,nAf

lO.Toi^.**

A record

it

belter than

a

Newspaper circulation is what
advertisers.

prospectus
counts fat

In the District Court of the United States «<?*
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
)
J« uanxrvptcy.
EBNE.T L. Baths.

Bankrupt.

>

J?

creditors* of Ernest L. Bates*
Stonlngton. in the county of Hancock an
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
,..h
is hereoy given that on the
day of October a. d. 1912 tbe
Ernest L.
Bates
was
duly
out
bankrupt; and that tbe first meeting or
creditors will be held at my office, in
worth. Maine, on the 12th day of Marco,
a*
a. d. 1912, at two o’clock in tbe afternoon,
which time the said creditors may atten
prove their cUiros, appoint s trustee, e**®*
the bankrupt and transact such olk®r
t.
ness as may properly come before sstd
William E. Whitiwg,
ing.
Referee In BankruptcyDated Ellsworth, Me.. Feb. 14, 1912.

To

the

NOTICE

Htg

adjudicated

the “Reputation chocolates”, is one of the F. Q.
Leach, Morrison, Joy & Co., A. M.
moat attractive in the hall, with its deliConnick, A. F. Bight, H. E. Davis, Smith
cate and artistic autumn leaf decorations. A
Hagerthy, Mrs. A. Luchini, August
AT HAN- Mias Thompson is assisted by Miss HanHola, Mansel Young, J. P. Eldridge, G.
or POLL SWING
N
nah Holmes.
W. Alley, W. J. Clark, jr.
COOK HALL.
Bower A Bartlett’s society coffee is
THE “BOOST” COMMITTEE.
displayed and demonstrated at a booth in
THAT LAST YEAR’S front 61 t*e
The food fair committee of the Merstage.
-rtWAL OPINION
THK
SURPASSED
At the right of the stage, two Koro chants' association, with two years’ sucMICCE88 W
exhibitors.
boards, where prizes are given fortunate cessful exhibitions to its credit and another assured, has certainly earned its
rollers, furnish amusement for many food
right to the title of the “boost” commitsnnn.l food f*‘r “Oder the fair visitors.
third
The
8. J. Clement, the Bar Harbor music tee. The members of this year’s committhe Ellsworth Merchants’sstee deserve all the bouquets that are being
,aspires 0*
dealer,
hsll
occupies a booth across the entire
«t Hancock
promptjoci.uon opened
back of the stage.
He is exhibiting musi- thrown their way just now.
Monday afternoon when cal
Here are their names: W. A. Alexander,
ji 3 o'clock
instruments, Victor talking machines
after a brief opening
chairman; Roy C. Haines, secretary; E. F.
K. B. Mathews,
and a sewing machine,
with
expert
the bell which was the
ddress. touched
demonstrators. Mr. Clement is assisted Robinson, jr., treasurer; H. B. Estey,
to flash and
for the electric lights
by Mr. Kincaid, Mr. Hussey, of Bangor, Harry E. Rowe and Andrew M. Moor.
The first four named are on the committee
orchestra to strike np.
and Mrs. McCarthy.
by visitThe general opinion expressed
The Ellsworth greenhouse booth, Miss for the third year, which fact tells its
fair this year la that it surors to the
M. A. Clark, is one of the most artistic in own story; the two others have made
°
The decorngood in fast company.
last year’s success.
the hall. It represents a .Is pa nose
garden,
in detail in
0( the ball, described
with decorations of wistaria and cherry
last week, is very effecFOOD PAIR NOTES.
the AMERICAN
blossoms. An attractive display of potted
booths are more artistic.
| Edward M. Blanding, of Bangor, secretin' and the
plants and cut dowers is made here.
of
ten
C.
orchestra
of
pieces,
the
State board of trade, was
tary
Tb, food fair
Holz, the baker, « new yomer in Ellsfurnisbea a good program
among the food fair visitors ycstersday
g Monaghan,
worth, who has already made a place for He
and
excellent
had
evening,
a
good word for the Ellsworth
afternoon and
himself in the business life of the
city, Merchants’ association and the food
which begins each
music lor the dancing
has an attractive display of his
breads,
fair management.
evening after 9 o’clock.
pastry, etc., which certainly proves him
this year whiob is approTwo members of the Milltown, N. B.,
A new feature
an artist in his trade.
Miss Annie Jordan
rest-room
for
is
the
band are among the food fair visitors—'
by the ladies
is in Charge of the booth.
off
the
left
[heir exclusive use, opening
The Jello booth is a notable addition to W. L. Dewar, leader, and J. Walter Tuck,
matron Is In charge here.
the fair. It is perfection in the art of ad- secretary. The Milltown band boys made
gallery. A
thh
dressinga favorable impression and
For tti•• use of the men,
many friends
is exhibiting
has been converted vertising. Tips company
room above the stage
Jello and ice-cream powder, and givi'ng j during their week’s vidt last year—Old
into a smoking-room.
aluminum jelly moulds with every Home week. That the good impression is
too gifts each away
The distribution of nearly
Miss A. M. White and Mrs. A | mutual is evidenced by this return visit of
purchase.
of ticket coupons
I two of the band boys.
afternoon to holders
W. Chick are in charge of the booth.
introduced for
bearing fortunate numbers,
The Edwardavtlle Milling Co. makes
Is again a popular
the first time last year,
VEGETARIANISM.
an exhibition and
demonstration of Alma
teatnre.
Hour. Mr. and Mrs. Belding are the demThe attendance on the opening day, onstrators.
Kxporlmentd to Provo its Superiority
Not Conclusive.
particularly the afternoon attendance,
At the booth of Andrew M. Moor, elecYesterday's
was large-than last year’s.
Rather loo much stress has been put on
household electrical supplies, fixtrician,
storm cut dow n the afternoon attendance tures and
the triumph of vegetarianism in the test
appliances of all kinds are exsomewhat, but still the ball was well
Dr.
Sargent,
physicial
but the feature of the exhibit that instituted by
hibited,
ailed, and all seats were taken in the catches and holds the attention
director at Harvard university, says the
of the
Miss Helen
when
court-room
municipal
women
»s
the washing
machine and Springfield Republican.
Welch gave her talk on dietetics, with
At his suggestion, two brothers, well
wringer operated by electricity.
demonstration.
cooking
Armour A Co. show their well-known matched in age, physical qualifications
It is up to the people to boost the food meat
and presumably in inheritance, set out to
products and give samples of their
The exlair thie year as never before.
bouillion and luncheon meats in sand- walk across the continent, one eating
been larger than last year,
have
penses
wiches. Carl Sawyer is in charge at this meat, the other only vegetables. During
the total being about f1,000, and to make
meat-eater gained three
booth, with Miss Nellie Sinclair as as- the journey the
attendance
success
the
a
fair
tinancial
the
pounds in weight, the vegetarian eight
sistant.
Merchants’
associaThe
be
larger.
must
The Union Trust Co. has a booth where pounds. The conclusion drawn is that
tion does not run thia food fair as a
literature of interest to prospective invest- “vegetables are the healthier diet, not
but
adverto
money-making proposition,
only for one leading a sedentary life, but
ors is distributed.
tise Ellsworth, in which direction it has
Town Talk, dour is here again, though for one doing hard work.
In
is
value.
Its
demonstrated
up
“But the conditions of the experiment
tlrrady
Julian Merrill, the popular representative
to th-- people of Ellsworth to unaku its
On such a jaunt
in this section, was kept away from the are open to question.
continuance possible.
fair the opening days because of illness one eats what the country eats, and while
OPENING EXERCISES.
He is expected during the week.
Mrs’ the traveller by train, stopping only at
hotels, is likely to fare better on chops,
When the doors wen opened just before Rowell is the demonstrator here.

food fair.

1L*

*1

[be

[Tj,

ved

3o’clock Monday afternoon, there was a
good crowd in waiting, and w hen President H. B. Bstey, of the Merchants’ association, Chairman W. A. Alexander and
Secretary Koy C. Haines, of the food fair
committee, stepped upon the platform,
the hall

was

comfortably

The cloak-room opening off the front
gallery is occupied by Harvey W. Morang
as
a confectionery
store and ice-cream
parlor. It js very attractively decorated,
and is a delightful retiring room where
refreshments may be enjoyed in comfort.

filled.

Secretary Haines introduced Rev. R. B.
Mathews with a few
happy remarks.
Mr. Mathews said in part:
We have come together here to open the
third annual Ellsworth food fair.
The problem is the great problem of life in all ages.
That food shall he properly grown, prepared
with absolute cleanliness and marketed at
reasonable price, ia the insistent demand of
the twentieth century.
In these booths the
prepared product is before you, tastefully araud
made
ranged
ready for your comsumption The food problem is only one, however,
of the great industrial problems of the age.
There are but two classes of communities
to-day —the suburban and the industrial.
The agricultural community roust be reckoued
The suburban
among the industrial centers.
community derives its life from the city, of
which it is but the fair fruitage. No community depending on interest money, that
has no place for its boys and girls, can long
survive.
Since we last met here a wedge of light has
penetrated the darkness of our industrial
outlook, and brought a promise of fair horizons for the future.
Two purposes will be served by this fair.
First it teaches us the essential beauty lying
beneath the common work of life. It brings
to our attention the aesthetic values of trade.
To arrange the symbols of one’s trade in
artistic fashion, to catch and visualize the
finer elements of the “trivial round and common task”, lsan education in trade culture.
That our merchants can do it is palpable to
us who are in this
place to-d %y.
In the second place, this exhibition has
value in so far as it turns the attention of
men and women in our
outlying coturouni*
ties for one whole week to Ellsworth.
To
have the name of our city upon the llpa of
others at morning, noon and night; to turn
the streams of life in our direction for a
•tated time: to bring people within reach of
°ur markets
during these days cannot be
other than a direct assistance to all the merchants‘of our fair city.
And now, by invitation of the managers of
this exhibition, I announce the third annual
food fair of Ellsworth
open.
THE EXHIBITORS.

The booths st the (air are arranged on
the same general
plan as last year-flush
w»th the front of the
gallery on both
Bides of the hall, and with a broad flight
of steps
up the front of the stage, giving
room for three more booths there.
The first booth at the right of the entrance is that of the Burrill national
took, fitted up as a rest-room, and open to
the hall.
C. L.
Morang’s departmenfstore has a
“lost attractive
booth, in the arrangement
of which the
artiBtic talent of Ralph
Brooks is shown. Miss Carrie Baker is in

TALK8 ON DIETETICS.

The talks

dietetics by Mis9 Helen
Welch, of Boston, nave proven of great interest.
Miss Welch is an Ellsworth girl,
the daughter of Charles I. Welch and wife,
and naturally her many friends in Ellsworth are interested iu her advancement
in the profession she has chosen.
Miss Welch is now dietician in a Boston

Jorth

roasts

than

on

tasteless

vegetables, the pedestrian, stopping where night overtaxes
that

for

passes

him, is likely to do better with bread and
and cheese (presumably counted as
vegetables), potatoes, turnips, squash and
milk

cabbage, than with butcher’s meat.”
The country is prevailingly vegetarian:
the city, as it shows itself to the traveller?
is as prevailingly carnivorous. The Amerirestaurant

'can

or

hotel

puts the emphasis

Therefore, to make the experiquite scientific, the pedestrians
should have been accompanied by a commissary department prepared to supply
both competitors equally well.
hospital. Her talks on food values, with
On the other hand, it is doubtful logic
demonstration, have proved enlightening. to apppeal from this test, as the New York
She is assi ted in the demonstration by
World does, to the verdict of history.
Misa Louise Eppes, of Ellsworth.
Since the beginning of recorded history
down to our own time, the flesh-consumCOOKING SCHOOL.
The first in the series of cookiog dem- ing peoples have been stronger mentally,
and physically than those who
onstrations under the direction of Miss morally
lived exclusively on grain. NTor has
Cornelia Palmer, instructor in domestic have
the superiority of the beef and beer men
science at the University of Maine, will

given

be

municipal

this afternoon in the

on

meat.

ment

over

the rice and tea

men

been confined to

physical prow'ess. In all the humanities
and religions and arts and sciences ithey
To-day’s demonstration is on dressing a
are leading and teaching the rice-eaters.
fowl for fricasee, with a variety of dressWith the exception of a little corner of
ings. The cooking school program for the
the far East, they are lords of the world.
week follows:

court-room.

This is

Thursday.
dishes:

Friday.
Cream

Sandwiches:

Nut,
mayonnaise.
Parisian sweet.

Reception

Pineapple jelly. Cabijelly. Apple porcupine. Neapolitan
baskets. Appleade.

net

PROGRAM.

*

The general program lor the remainder
as

follows:

WRDNRSDAY—MBRCHANTS'

DAY

Afternoon
1.00
2.00
3.90
5.00

Doors open
Lecture and demonstration.
Miss Helen Welch
.Miss Cornelia Palmer
Cooking school
Distribution of gifts
...

Usual evening program
THURSDAY—MASONS’
Afternoon
1.00 Doors open
2JQ Cooking school
5.00 Distribution of gifts
9.00

DAY

—

MAINB DAY

Afternoon
Doors open
Cooking school
Distribution of

gifts
Evening

Usual evening program
SATURDAY—ORANOB DAY

Afternoon
1.00
2.30
5.00

Doors open
Cooking school
Distribution of

9.00

urange

by

thousands of

produces a superior race, are
confounding cause and effect? It is

undeniable that
to it

races
as a

which

can

luxury, just

afford

as

they

bread or to alcohol or
to sugar. It is quite as reasonable, then,
to look upon meat consumption as the reward of success as to call it the cause of
It is
The case of Japan
not beside the point to recall that the
Romans, when they were most formidable,
has been

noted:

were a farmer soldiery
prevailingly
vegetarian, with a sparing addition of
pork, much after the old-time New England country fashion. In Spain, Ctesar’s
men suffered greatly from having to live
In Homeric Greece we read, of
on flesh.
course, of heroic flesh-eating, but this w as
a fancy picture; in the historic times of

and

greatness the Greeks were a
frugal people and their diet was preponderantly of vegetables.
On the other hand, the races which are
exclusively vegetarian are, usually, so
from dire poverty; if they fail of notable
achievement it is not to be ascribe 1 to

gifts
Evening

Dan

vegetarianism.

The Chinese

are not

for

a

few

days.
J. H. Pressey has returned to Cranberry
[sles.
Arthur McNulty, of Bangor, is visiting
friends here.
Mrs. Nathan Fennelly spent

part of

a

last week at Bar Harbor.
Jacobson and wife

at

West

The Willing Workers will meet
Mrs. Rogers Thursday afternoon.

with

A. O.
Eden

Sunday

and

were

Monday.

The whist club was entertained by Mrs.
Daniel McEachern Monday evening.
F. F.
Holland, druggist at Staples’
pharmacy, has returned from a vacation.
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE.
The dramatic club will present

ding Bella’'

the

ing

Northeast Harbor defeated Bar Harbor
twenty-five pins in a close and exciting

o:i

series of lectures

a

given Thursday evening by Rev.
F.

Lee,

on

poleon,

or

“The Decline
a

mainly rice to eat, and too little of that.
There are many mouths to feed, and every
fertile bit as big as one’s hat is used to
raise food. China has a great past, and
may have a great future if it finds the
needed outlet for its millions, but nothing is proved as to the relative merits of

and

•will

cars,

the market.
Competitive tests have demonstrated its superiority and
endurance in 94 per cent, of all tests in whlct^we have participated.

be

delivery trucks

complete; line OF“ light

Charles

Fall

of Na-

We’ve entirely outgrown last year’s garage; we’re
new one four times as large; watch it grow.

f'AOAf'C
\JHnnvlu

urvy
l^tff

Century Ago”.

building

a

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Maine!.
Water

OBITUARY.

Albert W.'Reynolds died at bis home
Feb. 9, after a long illness,aged fifty-seven

Street, Ellsworth,

years.
Mr.

Reynolds had made Northeast Harhome for eighteen years, coming
here from Southwest Harbor.
He was an
honored member of the Odd Fellows and
Rehekah lodges, a respected citizen, and a
kind and loving husband and father. His
memory will long be cherished.
He leaves a widow—Sarah York, and ten
children, who have the sympathy of the
whole community.
Two
brothers also
bor his

“It is

^]| l!

survive him.

The funeral services

Mary’s-by-the-Sea,

were

held

at St.

Mr. Lee officiating. Interment in Forest Hill cemetery,
where the Odd Fellows’ burial service was
Rev

Feb^O.

L.

BILLINGS—At Deer Isle. Feb ll,„to Mr and
Mrs George R Billings, a daughter.
BRAGDON—At Frankliu. Feb 16, _to Mr’ and
Mrs Frank Bragdon, a daughter.
BRIDGES—At Sedgwick. Feb 4. to Mr and
Mrs Lucius D.Bridges, a son. [Leo Forbes.j
COUGHLIN—At Ellsworth, Feb 18, to Mr and
Mrs Henry Coughlin, a son.
GRAY—At South Brooksville, Feb 17, to Mr
and Mrs Henry Gray, a daughter.
REYNOLDS—At Waterbury, Conn, Feb 17,
to Dr JothamG Reynolds and wife, a daughter.

good

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

insured;

MASON
C. W. & F. L. AGENTS,
GENERAL INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
story house, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric
lights, and; .noiii acre ol land. A bargain on easy terms.
Maine:
ELLSWORTH,
Two

| Barbara.]

SAVAGE—At Ellsworth, Feb 18. to
Mrs James H Savage, a daughter.

was

born to them

Mr and

Feb. 18.

Carrie

Friday* night,
F. VV. Tingley was unable to reach
here Saturday to hold the usual service
Sunday.
Frank Stanley and wife and Mrs. Ida
On account of the storm

Rev.

ANDERSON-ROWE—At Surry. Feb 14, by
Rev E L Sawyer, Miss Grace L Anderdsou,
of Surry, to John A Rowe, of Tremont.
DAY-OLSEN-At BluehiU, Feb 15. by Rev S
W Treworgy, Miss Clara Louise Day to Herman Olsen, both of Bluebill.
CUM MINGS—ABEL—At Iranklin, Feb 19, by
Rev H B Arey, Miss Lucy Hadley Cummings to George smith Abel, both of
Sullivan.
GRAY-JENNESS
At Castine. Feb 12, by
Rev Robert C Douthitt, Miss Emma Lillian
Gray to John H Jenness, both of Castine.
ROBERTS
At South
BrooksHOWARD
ville, Feb 18, by W C Bates, esq, Miss Alice
M Howard to Orrin M Roberts, both of
Brooksville.
RICHARDS
HOLMES
At
Middletown,
Conn, Feb 17, Miss Mae M Richards, of
Brewer to Ralph M Holmes, of Ellsworth.
ROSS -HOMER—At Bangor, Feb 6, by Rev
Ashley A Smith, Miss Margaret Stevens
Ross, of Woodstock, N. B., to Percy Elmer
Homer, of Franklin.

Guaranteed
solid sterling
stiver picture
V**^,
frame, with
easel, for man. woman or child. Size 3 x 2 1-2 in.
Sent postpaid for 35c.
Hooper Co,,

.10 Brom field

WALLAC El

*
Bryant went to Bar Harbor Sunday to see
who is in the
Mrs. Bryant’s husband,
hospital.
Feb. 19.

==j

A

Sunday.

MAKRIKD.

==

YOU

to

Black, who has spent a
few days with her sister, Mrs. Everett
Fernald, returned to her home at Sutton
Miss

=

FOR

Mrs. Vinnl Pierce and daughter Eleanor
visiting Mrs. Pierce’s sister, Mrs.
Everett Fernald.

are

daughter

1

ONE

ISLESFORD.

J. Raymond Dwelley came Saturday
spend his vacation with his family.

==
==

cnl NTY XKW\

BORN.

St., Boston, Mass

HINCKLEY

R.

ARCHITECT
Bluehill,

Office,

Maine

I’hone 3-11

S.
_

—

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Commission iflcrcbnnts.

Mrs. Sadia Jellison is ill.

—

A

daughter

was

born to

Mr. and

Mrs.

Frank Bragdon Feb. 16.

—

The advertisements below represent some of
Our
the leading houses of New England.
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Miss Mina Jellison, who has been critiis slightly improved.
The N. G. club will meet this week with
Mrs. Guy Butler, of Eastbook.

cally ill,

is

IjIKD,

Mrs. Martha Lawrence, of Harrington,
visiting her parents, S. W. Jellison and

BOSTON

Thomas
BROWN
At Ellsworth. Feb, 14,
Edward Brown, aged 61 years, 6 months, 4
—

T.

Feb. 19.

BUCK.MINSTER-At Oceanville, Feb 13, Mrs
Susan Buckminster, aged 76 years, 5 mouths,
19

WANT

APPLES

atiSjftttsnncntf

days.

Poultry and Eggs

At Hawthorne,
COUSINS
Mass, Feb 14,
Arthur E Cousins, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 38 years.
DUNHAM—At Deer Isle, Feb 14, Clara A,
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Oeorge
Dunham, aged 7 days.
FARNHAM—At Penobscot, Feb 18, Iibiel W
Farnham, aged 13 years, 1 month, 21 days.
GRAY—At Bluehill, Feb 18, infant daughter
of Mr and Mrs Melvin D Gray, aged 19 days.
HIGGIN8—At West Eden. Feb 15, William C
Higgins, aged 79 years, 8 months, 28 days.
JOY—At West Eden, Feb 19, Maria W, wife of
Melvin G Joy, aged 83 years, 7 mouths, 15
—

mm

POTATOES

SYMMCS' BLUC HUBBARD. Grower»\
it unstinted praise. Thrifty growerjX
sens well. Weinean it when we say “nnX
excelled." All Beed grown on our own fart
GREGORY'S IMP. PROLIFIC. Karl lent Marrow
Squash and decided improvement over others. Very
attractive.
GREGORY'S DELICIOUS.
Unapproached in dryness, sweetness and rich flavor.
GREGORY'S BRY STRTE. GREGORY'S VICTOR
and GREGORY'S WARREN, varieties favored by
growers.
CATALOG THE LEADER
^TEdition for 1912 now ready, lists
the best in vegetable seed, flowers, bulbs, and small fruits.

Dressed Lambs and Calves

Ere

^critical

330 Elm Street,

J. 11. UE60BY fttON,

Shippers.
APPLES

To Ellsworth

BERRIES

SEND US

POTATOES,

FANCY HENNERY EGGS.
Top Market Prices
Prompt Returns.
DEAL

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS..
107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

G0*>iS^OUR

KEYES—At Orlapd, Feb 15, Mrs Clara S Keyes,
aged 85 years. 2 months.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Feb 19, "Joseph D
Leach, aged 86 years, 11 months, 15 days.
POWERS—At West Eden, Feb 17, Frank A
Powers, aged 51 years, 11 months, 19 days.
REYNOLDS—At Northeast Harbor, Feb 9,
Albert W Reynolds, aged 67 years, 9 months,
8

,,

^mission merchant

wife.

quotations

request

on

Marblshaad, Hus.

LAWRENCE & CO.

ELECTRICAL ESSc!"-

days.

SMALL—At Everett, Mass, Feb 9, Mrs Maude
L Small, formerly of Deer Isle,
aged 36
years, 1 month, 29 days.
At Hancock
TRUE
Point, Feb 15, Mrs
Lucebia E True, aged 78 years, 2 months, 4

Ful

Lines of

Established 1863

Wholesale
OULTRY.

Estimates

on

AND FIXTURES.
Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Qives

ANDREW M.
Estey Building. St*te St..

Feb 17,
WAKEFIELD—At West SulHvan,
4
years,
George B Wakefield, aged 47
months, 12 days.
YOUNG—At Sedgwick, Feb 4, Clarence M
Young, aged 39 years, 24 days.

Anyone

Ellsworth

ECZEMA
can

atrtjrrtiBrmmts

Hood’s

Hall & Cole

Fruit ant Produce Commission Merchants
Apples, Potatoes and Cianberries
our

obtain a cure.

Write with stamp to Mrs. Warren
Hutchinson, South Brooksville, Me.

Human Hair Goods
Fine quality only, sent on approval to responsible parties, at the lowest prices for the finest

goods.

Eradicates scrofula and
other humors, cures all their

all

^lofreotonal Carfie.

(X

Portland, He.

St., Bangor,

FURS!

Office Hours:

9 a.

HAIR GOODS
FOR LADIES and MEN
The very latest styles, artistic workmauship. Prices reasonable.
Write us your wants at once.

ERLICH'S, Brown block, Portland, Me.
I

toQB

m.

p.

m.

Sundays by Appointment.

J)R.

Furs by express to
Bring,
us, and get highest market prices from reliable people. Write us what you have.

STUDY AT HOME

AND THROAT.

LABOR ASSORTMENT OF GLASSES.

C.

Bend your

BANQOR TALLOW CO.,
146 Broad Street,
Bangor, Maine

Me.

SPECIAL WORK ON

effects,

or

mTd.

MORRISON,

C.

241 State

EYE, EAR, NOSE

CARLES HAIR STORE,

515 A Congress St.,

makes the blood rich
and abundant, strengthens all
the vital organs. Take it.

Specialties

BOSTON
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Send for Stencils and weekly market report.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Sarsaparilla

Merchants
PRODUCE

Faneuil Hall Market,
Stencils, etc., furnished

MOOR.

troubled with

Commission
ECKiS. FRUIT,

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, Mass.
on application.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

—

In fact, so confused is the issue by the
tendency of people to take richer and
Those who have generously donated more palatable food whenever they can
Get it today in usual liquid form or
gilts lor the prize drawing are the Ed- afford it, that we really know very little chocolated tablets called
Sarsatabs.
wardsville Milling Co., Town Talk Flour, about the effect of diet upon history.
H. W. Morang, A. H. Joy, J. A. Thomp- The things that seem fairly certain are
that poverty leads to defective nutrition
son, Staples Piano & Music Co., E. F.
Kobinson, J. A. Haynes, Patrick KearnB, and enfeeblement, and riches to a surfeit
H. F. Wescott, Harvard C. Jordan, E. Q. ! ot meat and drink and consequent de- Shorthand and Typewriting instruction given
Nations, like individuals, by mail by an experienced Court Stenographer
Moore, C. H. Leland, C. S. Cottle & Son, generation.
Keliable Clothing Co., J. A. McUown, Q. may well ask to be given neither poverty Typewriter furnished free. Limited number
A. Parcher, U L. Morang, H. C. Austin A nor riches, and the rather lean mixed diet of students. Write to-day. AugustwP* row,
C. that goes with the “golden mediocrity of Court 8t*-n igriipher, B»'h, Me.
Co., W. R. Parker Clothing Co., Mrs.
H. Merriam, Stephen Donovan, A. E. the poets”.
E.
The merchant who does not advertise in
Moore, John A. Lord, C. W. Qrindal,
It is more useful to know how to run a dull season makes it more profitable for
E. Rowe, F. B. Aiken, E. M. Moore, E.
those who do advertise.
W. Allen, E. C. Osgood, S. K. Whiting, the furnace than the government.
FREE GIFT CONTRIBUTORS.

$1,800.

to

Our line for 1012 will comprise SI}C MODELS in Roadsters and Toursubstantially the same in design and construction, differing only
in size, all equipped with the famous Buiek over head valve engine, which
we guarantee has more speed and more power than any equal sized motor

Wednesday evening.

The first in

>-$850

6 Models

“Wed-

first week in March.

The dancing school began last Tuesday
evening. Oeorge Joy, of Bar Harbor, is
the instructor.

tournament

1912

BUICK

vege-

tarians; they eat anything that can be
It they
eaten, and do not stop there.
live mainly on rice it is because they have

diets.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
V. R. Smith is oat of town

days.

success.

Hellenic

Evening
Washington’s Birthday ball
FRIDAY

1.00
2.30
5.00

through

on

meat diet

we

meat turn

sauce.

of the week is

men

test carried

turn to white wheat

cocoa.

Chocolate bread pudding with

Desserts:

of

a

years. It may not have been scientific,
but it was effective.
Yet is it a test? Or, in assuming that
a

cheese, Pimola.
chicken.
Minced

Saturday.
nut brown

the result of

millions

Potato soup, croutons. Creamed
potato balls. Chicken
croquettes. Latticed beets. Apple snow.
Luncheon

charge.
The Walter Baker Co. has the double
Booth adjoining. This is the third year
this
company has been represented here,
and they have earned
the title of Ellsfood fair favorites.
The company
distributes delicious samples of its wellknown products. 4t. E. Mitchell is in
with Mrs. Annie L. Uiorden and
Mr*. Violet
Megathlin as assistants.
E. G.
Moore, the Ellsworth druggist,
as a Kexall
booth, where this company’s
oilet preparations are
attractively dis^
Carroll Bhea is in charge.
Hie Village
improvement society booth,
w ere
cooked food is sold, is in charge of
a
itferent committee of three ladies of
e
society each day. Holz, the baker,
presented the society with a
handsomely
®corated ,ood fair cake. The booth is
ing well patronized.
Novell <& Coveil booth, where Miss J. A.
°wpson, the Ellsworth agent, displays

on

beefsteaks and

pulp

ftfibcttisratnits.

COUNTY NEWS

E.

HOLT,
Dentist,

Bangor,

Maine.

OFFICE
23

Hammond St.

Office hours

RESIDENCE
Fourteenth 81.
1 to 5.

26
: y

to 12.15 ;

Evenings by appointment

ALICE

II.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

COUNTY NEWS

road

Friday.

who

lived there,

The

COUNTY NEWS jI

McLaughlin family,

moved

to the

vacated

Mrs. R. M. Hall has returned from
visit in Cberryfleld and Harrington.

a

wife

and

were

a

Monday by the death ol
Mr. Robertson’s mother.
Henry Jordan, of Lubec, who is visiting
his daughter, Mrs. Freeman Grant, of Mt.
Desert Ferry, was here Saturday.

called to Bluehill

left for home

days,

Mr.

Kimball, of Seal Harbdr,

Mrs. Alice Turner Curtis
entertaining
Lena Wilson at her attractive apartments in Trinity court.
Dr. Henry Hawkins and wife are entertaining Dr. Hawkins’ mother, and his
sisters Louise and Josie.

the

Evelyn Dwelley was the week-end
sister, Mrs. Cecil Butler, at
Harrington.
B.
Feb. 19.

Boston has become
time Sullivan is well
Mrs.

LAMOINE POINT.

“sixty-three” parties

favorite winter

|

re-

represented.

0. A Stimson itfdividing

between the

in

a

Maine peouie, and at the present

sort for

_

The last of the

is at Palm Beach, where
sftend the remainder of the winter

for the benefit of his health.

Miss

Springer and wife are pleasantly
located at Los Angles, Cal., for the winter
and are enthusiastic in their praise of tbt

there in the

pleasant

her time

homes of her

Save Your Children

spring.

_8pkc.

Suffering

BALL.

MASK

Joseph Simpson
be will

guest of her

Onias

move

tv jcrttccmmtf.

bouse of Lewis Q.
Southwest Harbor,

ORjuAND.

Miss

with

came

span of horses Saturday to join
lumber crew of John W. Blaisdell.

ment.

intends to
Feb. 19.

I

is

Sunday.

few

a

Mrs. Ruby Boyles, who is visiting hei
mother, Mrs. Julia Havey, will soon return to Portland, where she has employ-

dwelling

BOSTON LETTER.

Dwelley and Mrs. Eunice Blaisdell
that they are convalescent.
Mrs. Carroll Dunn and young daughter,
of West Gonldsboro, who have been here

Bunker, who is spending the
winter in Franklin, was in town last week.

‘Robertson

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

to friends of Mrs.

Lena

Miss Ethel

Hinckley

highly gratifying

It is

the

Dunbar st the head of
and

rent.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

bought

daugh-

The best masquerade ball ever held in
Orland was the one give February 14 under
the direction of D. P. Hearn, who ban
successfully managed a aeries of dances
here. A large crowd attend€*d.
Excellent music was furnished by Mr.
Whitney, violinist, Mr. Johnston, of
Ofbn#, cornetist, Miss Ava Whitney,
pianist. At 8 o’clock the music started,
ana those en masque took their places on
the floor there being enough to encircle
the ladies
the dancing floor. Among
many pretty attractive toilettes were seen.

It lies within the power of every mother to eave her ehiUren suffering
The little ills so often looked upon as nett nary evils in child life may be
almost wholly avoided. Instead of being languid, pale, underdevelopedTnd
unhealthy, children may lie robust —sound as little nuts from top to toe
with coo! nerves, strong stomachs and hard muscles. Mothers! Thu u true
and it lies w ithin ftur power to bring it about.

h

DR. TRUE’S
LIVI
JnL. 8
ss

ters, Mrs. Lillie Emery, Mrs. Durrell and The gentlemen, though not so “pretty”,
part
Mrs. West..
\ were none the less noticeable.
homeof H.J. McNider Feb. 14, it being
The hall decoraUona were appropriate
Miss Bessie Simpson, recently in the
his birthday as well as St. Valentine day.
place and climate.
Valentine’s day. The booth represented
The house was decorated for the occasion employ of the Congregational Publishing to
a
position with the a Urge valentine and was tended by Miss
GOLDEN RULE ENTERTAINMENT.
; in red and white, and valentines H. L. Co., has accepted
Gertrude E. Ginn. It being her twelfth
Morly Manufacturing Co.
The Golden Rule society will present an 1 Coolidge woe the first prize and Mrs.
this little miss was most atH. L. Coolidge and G. W. Gault jr., the
entertainment in one scene, “A Modern
Capt. and Mrs. Bennis, with their birthday,in
tractive
light blue with silver hearts,
Sewing Society,” Saturday evening, Feb. booby prizes. After a bountiful collation, daughter Ida, are pleasantly located at
wore a wreath of pink roses.
24. There will also be duets, solos and
it was voted to discontinne the meetings Dana street, Cambridge, where they re- and
The whole affair was unique and wellstump speeches. The proceeds will be foi for a few weeks. Those present were: ceive much social attention.
At intermission, ice-cream
gotten up.
church work. A large attendance is deli. L. Coolidge and wife, E. M. King and
Miss Henrietta Simpson, a graduate of
Not until early
and cake were served.
sired.
wife, G. W. Gault, jr.-, and wife, H. L. j Emerson School of Oratory, 1911, is teachmorning were the last good nights said.
Young and wife, Maynard Young, and ing at Harwich,
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Mass., where she is ‘‘winA sheet and pillow case ball will tie held
Miss Sadie Mullan.
Mrs President, aged forty (dignified),
ning out” with pupils and parents.
at the town hall March 4, under the same
Miss M E Moon
Feb. 19.
_Spec,
Miss Helen Smith, who has spent some management and with the same music.
Mrs Knowall, aged forty-five (excitable;,
is expected that a large number will
WEST TREMONT.
time in Dorchester at the home of Mrs. It
Mrs ZS Hall
participate.
Mrs Wise, aged thirty-five calm).
left Saturday ! Annie Wilkinson Rowe, is now in New
Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus
D.
Feb. 19.
Mrs Nelson Bunker
York with her sister, Mrs. George C.
with Mies Cline for the home of her parMrs Short, aged forty (pert '.
BLUE HI Li,.
N. A. Heed and w ife, on | Walker.
ents,
Capt.
Mrs Henry Bunker
She stopped in Hancock
Jnmiah Horton, of Bar Harbor, spent the
Nash’s island.
Friends of Mrs. Helen Preble Foster
Mrs Green, aged fifty (countrified),
learn of her critical illness at her home in week-end with his mother, Mrs. Peters.
Mrs Alex Taylor over Sunday at the home of Miss Cline.
I
Mrs Brown, aged fifty (very deaf',
Walter Snow, of Bangor, is spending a
Schools closed Feb. 9, after a terra of Pasadena, Cal., with deep sorrow. Mrs.
Mrs James Havey
Ilia father, Charles A.
nine weeks. Leroy Sweeney, teacher oj the Foster has been an invalid some years, few weeks with
Mrs Jones, aged thirty (stylish),
grammar grade, gave the pupils a treat, but her cheerfulness and faith have been Snow.
Miss Lillian Robertson
a
constant
and
her
interand Miss Bernice Cline,
teacher of the
bright
example,
The Bluebill Dramatic Co. will play
Mrs Gossip, aged forty-five (talkative;,
a
primary, had an entertainment in which esting letters have given happiness to
“Crawford’s Claira”in the town hall.
Mrs Howard Havey
have
marveled
at
her
who
all her pupils took part. Austin Ingalls great many,
Mrs Truthful, aged forty (honest),
Hurry, Feb. 27.
was neither tardy nor absent during the
Much sympathy
fortitude and courage.
Mrs Arno Wooster
Mrs. N. 8. Sweet, Miss Emma G. Osand apples were served after
term.
Candy
here
her
is
felt
for
Mrs.
H.
M.
mother,
Miss Chatter, aged twenty-five (up-to-date),
the exercises.
good and Misses Fannie and Ethel Htover
Miss Beatrice Gordou j
and
her
aunt, Miss Helen
Preble,
Thelma,
Feb.
12.
!
j
are spending a few weeks in Boston.
Miss Flatted, aged twenty-five (mischievous),
Hodgkins.
Miss Florence Havey
Abram & Kane w ill give a Washington
j F. W. Lunt and wife are visiting in EUsMiss Harriet Conners, formerly of SulliMiss Simple, aged thirty-five vplain),
A prize
! worth.
party in the town hall Feb. 22.
old
schoolmates
and
entertained
van,
Mrs Edmund Dockhars
the beat waltzing couple.
Theresa Lunt spent part of last week home friends at Allston on Valentine’s will be awarded
Miss Pert, aged thirty-five (disagreeable),
j
The valentine party given by theacadeMiss Marian Mattocks w ith her cousin, Leola Ruiniil.
day. She gave a matinee party in the
The my students Thursday evening was a
Miss Small, aged twenty-two (very pretty).
dinner at
Gertrude Carver and Helen Clancy, of afternoon and a
7^
Miss Rosa Havey Owl’s
table decorations were in keeping with success. The committee deserves great
Head, are visiting here.
“hdTne-made” rhymes for credit.
M.
Feb. 19.
The dance at the K. of P. hall Feb. 14 the day, and
Mrs. Clarence Nash, of Addison, visited
place cards caused merriment. In the
was well attended, and a good time was
HULL’S COVE.
party ware Mrs. Alice Turner Curtis, Miss her parents, W. S. Hinckley and wife, last
enjoyed.
Miss Marie Hamor has been ill several
Lena Wilson, Louise Hawkins, Mrs. Lillie week. Mrs. Hinckley will
accompany
Feb. 19.
Thelma.
weeks.
Emery and Miss Edna Foster. Miss Con- Mrs. Nash borne for a short slay.
H.
ners was assisted in entertaining by
Mrs.
Feb. 20.
Mrs. Frank Hamor is out again, after a
ISLE AC HAUT.
Law rence and Miss Olive Ball.
severe attack of rheumatism.
and
Fishermen report ground fish scarce
SOUTH HANCOCK,
Our summer townsman, Rev. H. H.
after a
Rev. S. H. Jobe is
this

of the town

at the

held

was

The Family Laxative
and Wo/m Medicine
h«s ton e ptopeftit ft t 'at ire
T
«
tilftte* t >e howrie. n**
/•
**re*uora, prr
di»ca*-eft which *t »* from iu.ctlve liver <>
nn
ordered fomne >
end
to court'; -t or,
p*ti*
biUotiftnew awl i«M«Cfce;
mn child li»
haopy «ied £*onwtjc. Mother*! r*c *vr. irur**
Blixir—“Sat* vow* ihild*-•
At your
*•>>>,£
dealer's;if not. aeo*l direct to ti*.
..

<

35c, 50c, SI.00.
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.

j

Successful Farming in New England
will be assured when modem methods of
cultivating the sod are practiced and

_

improving

small

attack of bronchitis.

severe

Mrs.

returned from
Mrs.

Pierce

a

were

a.jd

Miss

Marie

in Bar Harbor last week.

Miss Edith Brewer is at home

Harbor,

where she

spent

from
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relatives.
La forest
are

Dickey

and

Ernest Whitcomb

home from Amherst, where

been

employed
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was a

Thursday
There
sura

was a

they

where she has

have

and

two months.

benefit ball

at

gor

was

Kelley’s

realized for

a

Feb. 18.
LAMOINE

a

visit

Coolidge and wife went to North-

Southwest

Harbor to visit rela-

small

Mary Olsen entertained a party of
boys Saturday. Coasting was en-

joyed,

and refreshments served.

Rev. W. H. Rice has been confined to
the house for a few days with sciatica.
He was unable to preach Sunday.
Miss Abbie Coolidge is at home from

Partridge Cove, where
ployed m the family of

she has been

em-

Emery.

Mr

19._R.

H.

CAPE ROSIER.

Eleanor

Dyer

their

wedding
Tuesday

j

anni- j
even-

I

Howard,

Edith

who

has

their parish.
J. F. L.

Staples

IVherevs, Our Heavenly Father has taken
to Himself our brother, William Gilley,
Resolved, That his removal from
a vacancy deeply felt
by

creates

our

Preparations

A.

a

grand

time

was

formerly

Prudence

W.

Feb. 19.

midst

Jephthah

are

Crosby Ladd

has gone to

Easton, where

he has work.

Chase Robertson and wife went to BlueMouday to attend the funeral of Mr.
Robertson’s mother.

hill

W. H. Chatto and Hitie Orcutt are doing the neighborhood wood sawing with
their‘gasoline engine.
! A committee appointed by the grange
met at Forester hall to count brown-tail
moth nests Saturday.
Some find that
they are nearly as poisonous now as in
warm weather.

C.

Feb. 12.

I

SWAN’S
Mrs.

WINTER HARBOR.

Newman,

ISLAND.

Portland,

of

is

visiting

in Bar

are

getting the
preparation that

over

I

j

and still remains the Standard

tonic-food-medicine,
used and recommended
by the medical profession the world over.

Scott's
Emulsion
is the embodiment of
elements that make for

good health
strength.

and

AU, DRUGGISTS
11-23

weeks

j

at

who

feature.

improving.
Greeley Weston, of Boston,

land and

vicinity.
Dr. Dudley, wife and little
Monday from Albany. They

son

arrived

will

valiant

service.

Sunday,

the

i

Emeline Qinn is spending the windaughter, Mrs. Josephine
Meader, at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs.

ter with her
MARIA VILLE.
1

Gerald

Ralph Foster, of Amherst, employed at
the Morrison #arm, w*s hurt badly Saturday morning when a log struck him in
back. He is now in a critical condition. His parents, Eugene Foster and
wife, of Amherst, are with him.
Feb. 19.
8.
the

j

EDEN.
Mrs. John Mitchell and daughter Doris
are in Bar Harbor visiting relatives.
Mrs. Helen Dority, of Mariaville, visited
her sister, Mrs. Sheridan Gilbert, recently.
Feb. 19.
V.
______
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
single dose of Doan’s Regulets is enough*
Treatment cures habitual constipation. 25cts.
a box. Ask your druggists for them.—Advt,

;

Stanley,

of Baker’s

Island,

has

b'‘0«-kii»g Sound*
in the earth are sometimes heard before a terrible earthquake that warn of the coming
peril. Nature’s warnings are kind. That
dull pain nr ache in the back warns you toe
Kidneys need attention if you would escape
those dangerous maladies. Dropsy, Diabetes
or Bright’s disease.
Take Electric Bitters at
once and see backache fly and all your best
feelings return.
**My son received great
benefit from their use for kidney and bladder
trouble.” writes Peter Bondy. South K -ckwood. Mich., “It is certainly a great kidney
medicine.” Try it. 60 cents at all druggists.

Feb. 19.

The

U. 8.

Saturday

revenue

cutter. Lilac

was

Feb. 19.

Ake.

NORTH BLUEHILL.
James Gillis, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., is
visiting bis brother, A. T. Gillis.
Mrs. Arthur Wescott and Mrs. A. W.
Hinckley visited Mrs. Curtis Durgan in
Bangor last week.
Feb. 19.
D.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Lobster fishermen report lobsters

it 1» a NEW CBEATION. covering every
field of the world’* thought,
The only
action and culture.

Rrmiiu

Grindstone lodge, I. O. O. F., w'ill go to
Southwest Harbor Feb. 27 to exemplify a
degree at the district convection of Odd
Fellows.
The

annual

roll-call

at

the

new

Rev. Dr.

Baptist

Bangor March

u< un 1

An

Became

Became
StT^T

E.

Italian electrician

method

for

phonograph

to

Became

has perfected a
employing an ordinary
record telephone conversa-

Press

outdoor

accepted by the
Courts* Schools and
the

one

thority*
—

of

*«
encyclopedia in
single volume.

** ia

as

Became
lack

**
a

—.

tions.

Sedentary habits,

UtOli

**
only dictionary
—.with the new divided
page. A “Stroke of Genius."

/

1.

|

** defines over 400,000
TT
more than ever
UIU1V
Words;
before appeared between two
covers.
*700 Images. Oooo Illustrations.

Dr. A. E. Small, w ho recently returned
from New York and Boston, where he hxs
been doing post-graduate work, will open
office in

ui

Because

was
largely attended.
Moore, of Waterville, delivered

the address.

an

unabridged dictionary

many years.

Tuesday

church

ex-

you

ercise, insufficient mastication of food,
constipation, a torpid liver, worry ami
anxiety, are the most common causes of

supreme

au-

who knows Winn
Let us tall
new work.

Success.

about this

SwMM

stomach troubles. Correct your habits ann
take Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver
Tablets and you will soon be well again.
For sale by all dealers.

PM*

c. a c. lOftiiAii co.. r>uhi
«nB»slS|«eUia

.ISumisnnnUB.

No Lame Horses

Best Stomachs
in the Work
People who depend upon MI-O-NA
to keep them fre3 from stomach mis
ery alway have clean stomachs free
from fermentation.
Ml-O-NA stomach tablets will drive
out gas, sourness and stomach distress
in live minutes.
G. A. Parcher guaranteea them.
They will absolutely put an end to
indigestion and make the stomach
sitirdv and strong if used as directed,
ror all stomach ailments and for nervousness. loss of appetite, nightmare,
dizziness, overeating, drinking, and for
a I diseases caused
by upset stomach,
Ml U- A is guaranteed.
A large bo* 50 cents at G. A. i'archer’s and druggists everywhere.

II Von WU1 Use

—

that pneumonia
always results from cold, but you never
heard of a cold resulting in pneumonia
when Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy was
used.
Why take the risk when this
remedy may be had for a trifle? For sale
by all dealers.
aware
a

the
v.®0?!
D*?1®**
blemished
Ieg. Or don't

<*

trim
other thing* hare
When you Hop to think that there are hundred* of thousands of horses that have been
sound and are kept sound, kept at their hard wprit
day in and day out-thank* to Tuttle’* Elixir-tb*
you will realize that if* tune you tried U, too.
ua prove to you that it
up becmiM

tailed.

“C U RE8=*==
Curb.Spit ata, Spuvia

Latewe—,

Bing;

Bone, Knotted Cord*, Cockle Joints,

j

Boil* and Fouader.Dlst euiper and t'oll»

Cures
Stops itching instantly.
piles
ecseraa, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives, herpes
scabies—Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store.
id t.

probably

Tuttle's
Elixir

never falls to locate lameness, and the thousand* who have tried it will tell yon that it "'»«■
the driest l«*g and ImhIv wash they ever
Send for tlie proof*. We want you to know *»iio
of the reiuarkatde curative powers of Tun le
Powder* Tuttle's Condition Powders,and Tuttle*
Hoof Ointment. Your dealer sell* Tuttle’s 1*®*®“**%
If not. leml u* hi* name and So«\ In Hatnps
we will send a large size bottle prepaid. Dou te«P«Get Tuttle's and be sure.

It

scarce.

Charles H. Harding and wife have returned from an extended visit at Atlantic.
Feb. 16.
Chipb.

are

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?

here

and cleared the harbor of ioe.

£.

Miss B. B. Fisher, of Nantucket, Mass.,
is visiting Mrs. Warren Graves.
Mrs. S. H. Rernick spent last week at
Mt. Desert Ferry with Lewis Jordan and
wife, both of whom are very ill.

You

Dictionary

Farrar and wife were at Msme
East Sullivan last week.

PATENTS
I PROCURED
or
I drawing
**''*-*

I

AND

Sendmod«l.I
and free report. I
(atenu, trade marks, I

DEFENDED.

aartce, how to obuun

IN ALL
I “Wd«“w«w-.
"****#M direct H'lt h H

COUNTRItS.

ashington
I money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice

|

rite

■

Kiamed a Good Worker.
*‘I blamed my heart for severe distress in my
left side for two years.” writes W. Evans,
Danville. Va., “but I know now it was indigestion, as Dr. King's New Life Pills completely cured me.” Best for stomach, liver
and kidney troubles, constipation, headache
or debility. 26c. at all druggists.

International H

Hit-hard
from

board

MARLBORO.

•

m

visiting

here.

work.

I

is

Webster's
New

week.

Feb. 19.

R. Stinson and wife and Merton
Bickmore and wife are visiting in Rock-

Ice-

will be sold.

rendered

spent several
Trenton and on Mt. Desert
Y.

a

Qinn bouse, occupied by Arthur Robinson, caught fire from a defective chimney.
The blaze was extinguished by neighbors
before getting much headway.
Feb. 19.
8pray.

has

island, is home.
Feb. 19.

be

Two tires last week startled the comThe first tire was at the blacksmith shop, cause unknown. The flames
had burst through the roof in two places
when the bucket brigade began work.
Several women whose homes were nearby

J. Wesley Bowden and wife, of Castine,
week-end guests of Mrs. Bowden’
brothei, Hollis Austin.

Hersey.

children,

will

munity.

were

James

thirty-

five years

cream

NORTH LAMOINE.*

one

has stood
the test for

school

days
Leander Smith, who has been employed
in Bar Harbor, is home.
Feb. 19.
Hubbabd.

you know
you

Harbor.

B<ngor last

was in

Kboda Smith, w-bo bas been ill, is

Mrs.

teaching.

I By This Sign I

Bragg

Mrs. Ira

B.

Mrs. A. W. Clark recently received the

11. K. Frasier is ill.

Mrs.

here.

going

By E. W. Wooster, Ellsworth

COUNTY NEWS.

relatives

SOUTH BROOKSVILLB.

Joseph Lancaster is suffering from sad news of the death of her brother, at Atlantic.
Feb. 19.
Luther Coggins, at his home in Arizona,
M.
Everett Morse and family, who have oc- erysipelas in his foot.
William Wallace, of Laraoine, visited on Feb. 11, of pneumonia.
cupied the McNeil rent, moved to the
HANCOCK POINT.
home purchased by them on Sullivan his brother and sister here
The local W. C. T. U. held the annual
Thursday, reMrs. Julia Martin, of Calais, is visiting
turning home Friday. His many friends Frances E. Willard commemooative meether daughter, Mrs. F. L. Hall.
citn)£Ttl££nitRIft
were glad to see him.
ing Suuday evening, at the CongregaThe second dance, with music by the
Feb. 17.
tional church, under the leadership of the
Kin.
Hancock Point orchestra, on Feb. 16 was
local president, Mrs Emily Freeman.
much
enjoyed. Proceeds, flO, for the
PARTRIDGE COVE.
The Congregational sewing society will library fund. Thanks are due the orchesSchool, taught by Mrs. Clarence Young’ give an entertainment at Masonic hall tra, town and grange, who furnished free
will close Wednesday.
music, hall, use of piano and disbes, and
Thursday evening, Feb. 29. Packing the also
to the ladies who gave cake. The
Mrs. Joseph Leighton is spending a few
missionary barrel, with exercises by the orchestra is receiving much praise for its

that

For Sale

Wooster,

of thiB place.

forward.

TREMONT.

home from

for

BOSTON. MASS.

regret to learn of her sudden death at her
home in Belfast Saturday evening. Mrs.

chapter.
Resolved, That it is with the most heartfelt
sympathy that we express our feelings to-

been

_

is at

work in
16.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

the Blake home

at

Stonington.
Feb. 12.

FRANKLIN.
where she has been

doing good
Boston, Feb.

are

ward the relatives of the deceased, and believe he is happy iu the presence of the SaAn entertainment was given at No. 7 viour whom he loved.
school
Hattie Hale i Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
Friday evening.
be spread upon our records, a copy printed in
taught a successful term.
The telephone company has been mak- Tub Ellsworth American, a copy sent to
the bereaved wife.
ing extensive repairs on its line here.
Ebek F. Richardson,
Feb. 17.
G.
Josephine Stanley,
Philbna C. Clark,
OCEAN VILLE.
Committee.
Harry Greenlaw' and wife, of Deer Isle, I
Misses Annie and Bessie Clark came
visited Thomas Greenlaw and wife last
borne last week, having completed their
week.
winter terms of school.
Mrs. Susan Buckminster died Feb. 13 at
Capt. Fred Hodgkins and wife, of Lathe home of her daughter, Mrs. W. B.
moiue, have been visiting Mrs. Hodgkins'
Hatch.
sister, Mrs. Kobie Norwood.
Miss Mary Bartlett, of South Thomaston,
The annual Odd Fellows’ ball will be
has been visiting friends here and at North
held this year in the new hail at Manset.

tives.

Miss

j

Henry French, of Eastbrook, has
been helping care for her father, Hiram
Merchant, the past week.
The friends of Mrs. F. M. Staples will

Gray’8 Thursdajr.

Saturday for a visit.
Capt. Fred Hodgkius and wife recently

Alton,

firm

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY

ill.

are

Mrs.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Miss

Harbor

Feb.

a

working in Sedgwick, returned to D. M.

Mrs. W. RJ. King left to-day for

k

of

ing, pleasantly entertaining their friends.

j
been at

in Boston.

Miss

employ

who

C.

and wife celebrated

home ill.

drove to

the

Feb. 10.

versaries

H. L.

next summer, we shall be only glad because, like all good things, they will bear
repeating. Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Saunderson

She will return to Ban-

to enter

These fertilisers are based on the speare judiciously used.
cial needs of New England soils and are composed of organic
Bone. Blood and Meat obtained from Renderanimal matter
ing and Packing Houses.
The small farm properly fertilized is more profitable than
Prssa larger one 'with its soil fertility well-nigh exhausted.
pent-. and success in farming depend to a great extent upon the
New England Animal
lion of the fertilizer to be used.
w:se
FertiHrers are the nearest to nature and supply the natural
us
Wrile
demands of the growing crops.
concerning any of
your farm problems. Our Informalion department is at your
Ask for our Crop Book.
service at any time.

Saunderson, has recently moved into a j Irving Smith is in poor health.
beautiful new church on Harvard street,
R. H. Young made a business trip to
Cambridge, where on Sunday mornings Boston last week.
during the last few weeks have gathered
Mrs. Mary Smith, is visiting her sister,
a large percentage of his summer congreMrs. John Dean, at Ellsworth.
gation from Sullivan, to listen to his most
helpful and encouraging sermons. Should | Mrs. Ida Roberts, of Brewer, is caring
he “warm over” these discourses for us for her parents, Lewis Jordan and wife,

studying shorthand

Hu?b Manson and wife, and John Blake

Anne.

Earle Smith, of Bayside, has

been

bookkeeping.
soon

worthy

!

east

last

hall

evening, by the Foresters. j
large attendance, and a good

of money

vicinity

hospital at Portland, after a successful
operation for appendicitis.
Margie Dodge is home from Bangor,

few weeks with

a

this

Capt. Fred Partridge, in the lobster
smack Little Elsie, arrived Tuesday, paying thirty-five cents.
Mrs. Margaret Lufkin is home from the

visit in Franklin.
Pierce

Alvah

the shoals in

on

! week.

McPike and children have

Bertha

New England Animal Fertilizers
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for postage.
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Charles
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who has been in Porthas been opera,itsl two weeks.
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^Walter
,1
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«iven Mrs. Little
birthday was the

party

surprise

other
in honor
ot a merry
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at

gathering

her

8.
home Feb.

2* 0,

de*

reached here Peb. 9 ot the
Koland O. Small, of Everett,
was a daughter of the
Mr- Small
, news
Mr,.

Steplen. The remain,
'.eWnue'
here for interment.

^ht

were

8adik.

Fee
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SOUTH BURRY.
ha. returned
cnries Cuuningbam

from

„hp to Florida.
Witham in visiting her
H„ Mary
W. Curtin.
brother, E.
Calvin Young wont to North
Mrs
week to see her sister,
Brook,Ville last
who is very low ot con(Joueva Conner,

E.

evening

Satnrday
open to entertain

a

>*eek.
called

last

E. Curtis

was

party from the club.
met at

Towns'- evening goodly
snd enjoyed a baked-bean
p M Curtis’
evening grangers
supper. Wednesday
snd some of the neighbors
from Surry
M. Cunningham’s in
st E.
here met
the birthday of bis son Howard.
numDer

a

New Haven, Conn.—"My little girl,
since her birth, was frail and
sickly and nothing seemed to do her
any good until we tried your cod liver and Iron tonic, Vinol. As soon as
she commenced to take It, I noticed
an Improvement In her health and appearance. She has now taken three
bottles of Vinol, and from the good It
has done her I can say It will do all
you claim for It In building up and
strengthening frail and delicate children.” (Name furnished on request.)
Another mother of
Chicago, 111.,
writes: "I can not say too much In
praise of Vinol for delicate, ailing
children."
We ask every mother of a frail,
sickly or ailing child In this vicinity
to try Vinol on our agreement to return their money If It does not do all
we claim.
O. A. Parchkr,
Ellsworth, Me.
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Maine
Central
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Unique Name

BAH

Pronounce

Cannot

People

M»n;

.Name of World » Moat Famous
( atarrah Remedy.
liigh-o-me that's the proper way to
woiiaiiHc HYUMKI. the old reliable
Pin. I. that has rid tens of thousands
of that vile ami disgusting
c{ p.-

discs-••

UVOMKI is made of purest Auswith
tralia
alyptus combined

Ultra and other effective antiseptics
inJ i’ -in ii an teed to be free from
corai or any harmful dun?.
HVoMKl is guaranteed to end the
niscrv <d catarrh, asthma, croup, catarrhal deafness, bronchitis, coughs
or cold-, or money back.
Breath it. that's all; ii" dosing the
Itomarli. Complete outfit, including
indcstrui-ible inhaler, #1 <s>. Extra
if needed, .">0
bottit-s ot UVOMKI
cent- at ii A. Marcher's and druggists
eten ale-re.
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Daily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p ru. aud arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Watthington Co. Ry.
2 Stops on signal to conductor.
fStopa only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
t

Passengers are earnestly remieatlv to protickets before entering the trains, and
t«i»eoiallv Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald,
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.
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Beal esuif,
Mo{,-,vw. o,na,
Collatera: ounn,
<K
mis.
Caah i otiiee and bank,
A*eM«' tialancea.
In*ere.*-: and r* uu,
All oiber
asaet.H,

f

Cross assets.
Dtduct item* uot admitted,

$4,040,144
.*9,715

east

f4,000,128

lanti, connecting with

jS**'

37.*«l
691.219

99
II
2l»5.tv‘9 91

2,318,982 07
1*41,987 14
304 8s I
42.410
1.5S8

Admitted asaeta,

LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1911.

•*’« unpaid losses,

f

0Bearned premium*,

"Oip’us

c.

als s

500 000

all

1.3OS.069
f 4,000.428

\\.

X f. L. MAMIN, Agent
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

Hlueliill and Boston *:>.r><)

Steamer Bixithbay leave. liar Harbor 10 a m
Monday anti Thursday for Seal Harbor, NorthHarbor. Manset, Southwest Harbor, Bass

Ml net da

Borrow, mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1*11.

Slocks and bonds.

,358 *6*

["• ln
iii

411

0#c« and bank,
e1 ani* cents,
other assets.

39

*7.211 si
3.ISI M

*351.575 90

liabilities,

°tai

liabilities and surplus,
*351,575 90
<-'HAIU.ES E. ALLEN, Agent,
bah

®QCITABLE

harbor, me.

El UK A MARINE INS. CO.,

PBOVIDBNCB,
ASSETS DEC. 31,

estate,
lo»»e.
aud
Bonds,
Cwh i’
**nd
Asenti £“«
Bin?* Balances,

1*11.

Bank,

f'H*»'c-Uable.

rents,

other assets,

De8»r°*" assets,
‘«loct
items not
N

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES

DEC.

31,

Poe.“"t"‘,,d

RETURNING

oocplu,

over

all

liabilities.
Total liabilities and
aurplus,
c.

*1,274,375 8'
W. * E. L.
MASON, Agenta,

ELLSWORTH,

Steamship Belfast

Leave Boston A p rn Tuesdays and Frhtays
for Rockland connecting with steamer leaving
Kockland, 5.15 a m. or ou arrival o! steamer
from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday, for Bar
ilaibor, Blueblll and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agem, Bar Harbor.
A. 51. Hkkkick,

•

Agent, Bluehll

banking.

is what your money will
invested !u shares of the

ME.

earn

If

Sllsvorth Loan anil Bnildinc Ass’n
A NEW SERIES

OWN YOUR OWN

cish^capita],

titled “an act to authorize the condemnation of land for sites for puolic buildings and
other purposes”, which said act authorizes
the
secretary of the treasury or any other
officer or the government who has been
authorized to procure real estate ior the erection of a public buildlug or for other public
uses, to acquire the same
lor the United
States by condemnation under judicial pro
cess, whenever in bis opinion it is necessary
or advantageous to the government to do so,
the secretary of commerce and labor decided
and now is of ihe opinion that it is necessary and Advantageous to the government
of the said United States to acquire the said
land by condemnation undu judicial process, and upon the twenty-first day of March,
a. d., 1911, tlie said
secretary of commerce and
labor made
application to the attorney general of the United Staten to cause such condemnation proceedings to be commenced, and
the attorney general of the United States
on the twenty-fourth day of March, a. d., 1911,
instructed and directed the petitiouer, the
attorney of the United States for the District of Maine, to institute these proceedings
for the condemnation of the said land.
That the said land requirtd for the purposes
aforesaid is situated iu the town ot Otis in
the county of Hancock and State of Maine,
and
is
bounded
and
described as follows:
Beginning at a point marked by
an
irou bolt in a boulder on the division line between land oi the said United
Stales
and land of the Eben Merrill farm
so called;
thence south sixty-five degrees
and ten
minutes
west
six hundred and
eighty four («S4) feet, to a point; thence
south filty-eight degrees west, three hum red
sixty-five (386) ftet to a point; thence north
ten degrees and
thirty miuutes west, one
one hundred
eighty (180) feet to a point;
thence north fifty-five degrees ami forty -five
I minutes east two huudrtd and fifteen (215)
I feet to a point; thence south seventy-six degretstuiu foity five minutes east, two ban*
dred fifty-one and five-tenths (2M.-*>) feet to
! a poiut; thence north fifty-three u eg fees and
forty five minutes east one hundred twenty*
feet
to
a
j two 122)
point; thence north
; twenty two degrees <»nd fifteen minutes west
four hundred forty and five leuths (44u.5)
feet to a point; thence north thirty seven
degreesand fifteen minute s east one hundred
leet to a
forty seven (147)
point; thence
north sixty degress west one hundred thirtyseven
(1.17) leet to a
poiut; thence north
eix.een degrees east eighty one (81) feet to
a poiut;
thence south eighty-,-hree degrees
and
forty five minutes east four hundred
eleven and five-tenths (411.5) feet to a point;
thence south
twenty lour degrees east to
the point of beginning; said description
covering land of then Merrill farm flowed by
the United States upon raising the dam of
Kooky poud. so called; also a right of wav
over the laud immediat* ly adjoining the dam
of said
Hocky poud. for tue purposes of
maintaining and repairing said dam.
That the following naim d person claims to
be the owner iu fee of ihe above described
laud
and rights which the said United
! States is unable to obtain by voluntary cou| veyaace and which it is desired to acquire
in these proceedings as
I by condemnation
I aforesaid, namely; Eben Merrill of Nome
in the territory of Alaska.
Wherefore the said plaintiff, the United
{
Stales of America, prays this honorable court
! that the said Eben Merrill and all other
| parties interested herein be made parties defendant to these proceedings
by giving to
such persous due notice of the peudence of
this petition, in such manner as the court
may see fit to direct, and further commanding
them to appear before this court on a day set
for the hearing of this petition, then and ttiere
to make answer to the same and to show cause,
ii any they have, why said petition should
interest in said
and their
not be granted
land condemned as prayed for herein, and
abide the further order and judgment of
court in the premises, and that they may be
further notified
by order and direction of
this court that on a day certain to be fixed
by the court a hearing will be had on said
petition, and the plaintiff farther prays
that at said hearing u jury
may be empaunelled for an inquiry and assessment of
the damages ami compensation to be paid by
the said United States for the interests ot e tch
of the said parties m ihe above described
land sought to be acquired by the said United
States for the pur pones aforesaid; and that
upon payment Into court or to the proper
herein, by the United
owners, defendants
Stales, of the amount oi compensation equal
to the r,uiu so assessed by the jury as ihe
value of the interests in land aoove described,
that possession may be awarded ii by tins
court, according to the law; and that the
thereby
j absolute title to the said property
! vest iu the said United Stales tor the purj poses aforesaid, and that the court will award
such sum to said Ebtu Merrill, or to such
I party or parlies as may come into court and
their -■ espective rights thereto; and
the
ami further orders as
or such other
nature of the case may require, or as may
j iu
the premises be just and right.
Robert T. Whiikhousb,
Attorney of the United States
for the District of Maine.

j

j
j

firove

UNITKI) STATES OF AMERICA.
District ok Maink.
United States District Court.
United States ok America
Eben Merrill.
ORDER OF COURT.

Upon the fi'iug of the foregoing petition,
wit on this fourteenth day ol February,

to

That said Eben
1912. it is ordered:
d
Merrill named as defendant iu said petition
and any other person or corporation who
may be interested in the parcel of land therein described, and each of them, be and each of
directed to appear before
them is hereby
the district court of the said United States
to be holden atJ’urtlaud within ami for sa*d
district of Maine on the twentieth day of
March. 1912, at ten o’clock iu the forenoon,
and within the next fourteen days thereafter
then and there to show cause, if any they or
either of them has. why said petition should
not be granted, and the said laud and rights
therein described be condemned as prayed
for iu said petition, and further to do and
receive that which our said district court
shall consider as to the matters and thiugs
prayed for in said petition.
It is further ordered that the Marshal of
this district be and he is hereby directed to
give notice of the filing of said petition and of
this order to all parties imeresied therein
by publishing in Tne Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published st Ellsworth in said
district, once a week for three consecutive
weeks, an attested copy of said petition and
this order, the last publication to be at least
of
twentieth
said
fourteen days before
March, and ti mall a like copy with postage
said
Eben
the
to
and
registered
duly prepaid
Merrill of Nome in the Territory of Alaska.
It is farther ordered that said Marshal dein
the
registry of deeds tor the county
posit
of Hancock at least fourteen days before said
twentieth of March, a copy of said petition
and of this order duly at ested by the clerk
of the district court and procure the recording of the same by said register.
And it is further or ereothat said Marshal
make return ot his doings under this order
to our said court on the said twentieth of
March.
And it is further ordered that on the fourth
day of April, 191/, at the district court of the
United Stati s to be held at ten o’clock in the
forenoon at Portland, in said district, a hearing be had on said petition and all answers
and objections: when and where all parties
and corporations interested iu the premises
may be heard.
C. H.
By the court.
J a mrh E. Hr wry, Cl0rk,
] L S.j
A true copy of petition and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewky.
[L. tt.l
Clerk District Court of the
United States District of Maine.
a.

(101,180 00 ! Is now
open. {Shares, 81 each; monthly
121,750 (10
ments, 81 per share.
891,5*5 00
19,795 91
128,820 28
13W6 25
WHY PAY RENT
8,8-51 19
wheu you can borrow on your
100 00
shares, Rive a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
*1.278 971 61
3.598 21
payments ana Interest together
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
*1,371,375 37
rent, and In about ten years you
1911.
will

All?.,b“d1?r»rnium.,
.‘‘“BiUties,

pursuant to the provisions of the Act of
Congress approved August 1st. 1888, and en

Blueblll,

12,323 25
100,000 00
90,761 96

liabilities,

veyance.
That

^>eer

Admitted assets,
*3*1.57 5 90
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 19U.
« nnpaid
losses,
, 62,518 02
8».»7i 87
in"'"''1,
AM other premiums,

S»«PH»'.
oocptos over all

9am

leaves
Bluehtll
for South

Isle, Sargentvlile,
Brooklin, Sedgwick,
South BrooktrlBe, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

2IH 81

Gross assets.

sis'amer

Monday and Thursday

Turbine Steel

•-OVAL HKOTSCIIVK INNIRAXCK CO,

Haven and Rock
for Boston.

IDrt>or, Stonlngton, North

Steamer

233. OSS

liabilities,
Total liabilities and
aorpius,
over

128,630

V35.773

All other la
.tlitiea,
U. h
capital.

sl s

Boston s.'

For

pai

HOME.

particulars Inquire ot

O. W. Tai ikt, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg

A. W. King. President.

AMERICA.

F.bkn Merrill.
To The Honorable Judge of the District Court
of the United Stales of America, for the Dis
trict of Maine;
The petitiou of
the United
States
of
America by Robert T. Whilehouse, Attorney
for the United H ate* of America for the Dis
trict oi Maine, respectfully sboweth unto your
»
Honor:
That by an Act of Congress approved Feb11,
“an
act
ruary
tiiO‘2, entitled
making appropriations to supp'y urgent deficiencies in
the appropriations for ihe fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and two,
and for prior years, an<> for other purposes'*,
a fuud was
appropriated for the purchase of
an addition to the fish hatchery station at
Green lake In the town of Otis and State of
Maine, asd that thereby the secretary of
commerce and
labor of the said United
States is authorize
to procure such
real
estate as may be necessary for the said purpose, and that in pursuance of the said
authority tlie said secretary of commerce and
labor has determined that the hereinafter
described lot or parcel of lana is necessary
lor the purpose aforesaid.
But it is impossible for the said United States to secure
the said land by purchase or voluntary con-

ever

Notice.
Panper
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
for those who
HAVING
support and
need assistance
five
the

OP

Unitbd States District Court.
United States of America

Grateful Mother

a

to

moption.
Surprise parties prevsiled

UNITED STATES
District ok Maims,

By Vinol—Letters

Made Well

ILtflal Notices.

Ergal HotitfB.

ILrjjal

JUgal Siaiicra.

A oners.

STATE OF MAINE
NOTICK or forkClosurb.
NOTICE OP FORBClfOSUHE
B the undersigned hereby give public TirE the undersigned hereby give publio
County op Hancock, s*.
a claim
notice that we have a claim by mortnotice
that
we
have
mortfV
by
To (he Honorable Justice of the (Supreme Juparcel of land
gage upu) a cert>in lot or
dicial Court, next to be holden at Ellsworth gage upon certain lota or pare* is oi land situ
Hancock
ait unfed
In
Bar Harbor, Eden,
within ard for the said county of Hancock ated in Trenton. Hancock county. MainQ, dein
said
scribed
described
in
said
as
follows:
mortgage as
Maine,
county,
mortgage
on the second Tuesday of Ap-fl, a d tail.
Being ait that pan ol the farm ki own as the follows:
BSPKCTFULLY represents. Fanny O.
Milliken farm lying west of the shore
Beginning on the easterly side of Ledgelawn
s
Campbell, of Englewood, state of New Simeon
road lending by the dwelling house of B1
avenue at the southeasterly corner of land
Jersey, that she is iu possession of certain
real property situated in the count) of Han- bridge Moseley aud .Stephen Gordon, ogether formerly o* D. P. Marches; thence easterly,
cock and State of M «ine. claiming an estate in with the buildings thereon, also the wood lot but everywhere following the southerly line
of said land formerly of Marc yes seventy five
freehold of oue undivided half part therein; adjoining the west end of said farm con
thence
southerly, but everywhere
that she has neen in uninterrupted possession taining together ninety (90) acres, more or feet;
less, and bring the same premises convey*d parallel with the easterly side of Ledgelawn
of said one undivi ted half part of said real
A. <J. MilHken to Betsey Beals and by said
avenue
sixty feet to the right of way deproperl) for four years and more; (hat said by
Betsey Beals to Enen J. Haskell and by said scribed in tb( deed from George H. Grant to
real pri perty is described as follows:
1. Haskell to L. A. Wyman; expressly
Charles D. Hayward; theme westerly, but
All thos" certain lot-9, pieces or parcels of Ebeu
land situate lying and being in the town of excepting aud reserving the lot lying between every where following the northerly side line
.he said shore road aud Jordan’s »iver. The of said right of w.iy, which is ten ieet in
Hancock, in the county of Hancock and
lot hereby con vexed is bounded as follows, width seventy five feet to tbe easterly side of
(State of
Maine, bounded and described
to wit:
On the east by said shore road lead
Ledgelawn avenue aforesaid, thence northas follows, viz-:
being one undivided half it.g by the sale
dwelling houses of said Mose- erly following tbe easterly side of Ledgeof
the
homestead
of
the
late
Eben
part
and
Gordon
lawn avenue sixty feet to the point of b* ginand
land
of
ley
Roseoe
Holmes;
ezer Clark, late of the town of Hancock, in
the countv of Hancock and Slate of Maine on the south by land of W A. Milliken and ning, containii.g forty-five hundred aquare
aforesaid including one half part undivided others; on the west by the Vest line of the
Together with the building known as the
of the pasture, wood lot and field and being wood lot and on the north by land of Charles
all the premises conveyed to Henry M. Clarke Barton and o'hers and the road leading by Giant cottage, which is located on tbe lot
the 8cho«.ihouse from the county road leading herein above described.
the
late
fcbenezer
Clark
deed
by
by
hearing
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford
date the fifth day of September, a d eighteen from Ellsworth to Mount Desert bridge to
8 id shore road and said land of said Roseoe
of said Eden, to George W. Davit*. of Boston,
nundred and eighty s-ven and which deed is
recorded in the office of the register of deeds Holmes; together with a right of way over Suffolk county. Massachusetts, is dated April
land now or formerly of L. A. Wymau from 9,1902 and recorded in the it am o k county,
and co- veyances of Hancock county in the
Maine, registry of deeds. Apiil 10, 1902 in book
State of Maine aforesaid, in book vol .roe (219) said shore road *o said Jordan’s river in the
two hundred and ninetr en. page (66) sixty five same road which said L. A. Wyntan, bis heirs 174. page 409 and is assigned by W. H. Davis,
oi
shall
use.
executor
of the estate of George W. Davis, to
the
assigns
same
Being
on the fifth
ptem
day of September, a d. 1887, a
Andrew H. Nickerson, of Corinth, Penobscot
reference to which will more particularly ises describe d as conveyed in the deed from L.
show and being the same property deeded to A. Wyman to George Parcher, dated July 21. county, Maine, Frank Spratt and Henry E.
a
d. 1884, aud recorded in the registry of Greeley boih of said Eden, by instrument
me by Henry M. Clarke, esqr., by deed bearfor Hancock county, Maine, in vol. 181
dated Dec. 9, 1908 and recorded in said regising date the seventeenth day of January, a. d. deeds 818.
page
Being also the same premises de- try Dec. 11, 1908, in book 465, p.ige 436.
1889.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
That the source of the petitioner’s title is as scribed as conveyed in item filth of a deed
from George P. Dutton,
administrator and broken by reason whereof tbe said Nickerson,
follows:
trustee of the last will and testament of Spratt & Greeley claim foreclosure of the
deed
from
Thomas
(1) By quit-claim
Robinson, administrator of Thomas Clark, to George Parcher, deceased, to said George A. same and give this notice for that purpose.
Bar Harbor. Maine, Feb. 6tb, 1912.
Ebenezer Clark, dated January 80, 1834, and re- Parcher, dated July 27, a. d. 1896, and recorded
Nickerson, Spratt & Greeley,
corded in Hancock county registry of deeds in in said registry of deeds in book 364, page 62.
Also another parcel of land in said Trenton,
Andrew H. Nickcrson,
volume 77, page 209.
Frank Spratt,
(2) By warranty deed from Ebenezer Clark desciibed as follows:
Henry E. Greeley.
Beginning at a stake and stones in the south
to his son, Henry M. Clark, deceased, late
Deasy & Lynam, attorneys.
husband of yt ur petitioner, dated September line of tne homestead of the late Elbridge
6. 1X87. and recorded in said rtgistry in vol- Moseley; thence running southerly at a right
angle with said line twenty-four rods to a
ume 219, page 65.
stake atvd stones; thence running westerly
NOTICK or PORECLOSURK.
(3) By warranty deed from Henry M. Clark thirteen
and one-third rods to a stake anil
and Fanny O. Clark, your petitioner, to Wilthe undersigned hereby give public
stones; thence running northerly twentyM.
liam
Steers, dated January 17 1889, and re
notice that we have a claim by mortfour
rods
to a stake and stones in said south
corded In said registry in volume 236, page 446.
gage upon a certain lot or parcel of land situline of said homestead; thenc*- running east(4) By warranty deed from William M
erly on the south line of said homestead thir- ated in Bar Harbor, Eden, Hancock county,
Steers to Fanny O Ciaike, ww Fanny O.
Maine, described in said mortgage as follows:
teen and one third rods to the plate of
beginCampbell, your petitioner, dated March 4, a. ning,
Beginning in the north Bide of a private
containing two acres, more or less;
d. 18w and recorded in said registry in vol
ten feet in width running from Ledgeway
and
meaning
to
to
intending
hereby
convey
ume 245, page 444.
lawn
avenue easterly over property formerly
the
said
a
lot
of two acres taken from
grantee
That an apprehension eiists that certain
the wesietn end of the first of two parcels of called the George H. Grant cottage lot, said
wit:
to
Steers
and
Anna
J.
Margaret
persons,
of way ruuning by the northerly line
right
land
described
in
the
deed
from
Koscoe
Steers, of the city, county and state of New
Holmes to the late Elbridge Moseley dated of properties now of Chalk, Hayward and
York, and certain other persons unknown
a.
d. 1885, recorded in Hancock Davis; said point of beginning being also at
claiming as heirs, devisees or assigns or in April 21,
concounty, Maine, registry of deeds in book 197, the southeast corner of the lot heretofore
some other way, under William M. Steers,
veyed by said Grant to said Stafford; thence
late of said cny, county and slate of New page 484.
but
everywhere
following the
Also five acres of land situated on the head easterly
York, claim or may claim some right, title or
northerly side line of said private way one
interest in the premises adverse to her said or western end of a lot of land deed to Simeon hundred and twelve feet more or less to a
Milliken ijy John Harden, and
being the
estate and that such apprehension creates a
second lot oi land described in said been from private way leading to the Moses Green
cloud upon the title and depreciates the mar
thence
northerly, but
Roseoe Holmes to Elbridge Moseley, recorded Houses, so-called;
ket value of the s'.id property:
everywhere following the last named private
as aforesaid.
Wherefore, she prays that the said MarSaid mortgage is from George J. Stafford, of way ninety feet more or less, to land of W. E.
and
Anna
J
Steers
Steers
and
all
garet
perEden, Hancock county, Maine, to Paul Hunt, 1 Cunningham; thence westerly following the
sons claiming by, through or under said Williue of land of said Cunningham
liam M. Steers, may be summoned to show of Boston, county of Suffolk, state of Massa- southerly
chusetts, is dated Apiil 4. 1902. and recorded i ninety feet more or less to laud of the estate
cause wny they should not bring an action to
of D. P. Marcyes at a stake marking a coriu
the
Hancock
Maine,
county,
of
registry
try their title to the above described premises.
ner; then southerly, but everywhere followDat'd *t Englew* od. New Jersey, this deeds, April 18, 1902. in book 375. page 460. and
is assigned by said Paul Hunt to W. H. Davis, ing the easterly liue of said laud of Marcyes’
seventeenth day of March, a. d. 1911.
feet more or less, to a stake or stone
twenty
of
said
Eden,
instrument
by
dated
Fanny O. < laake,
July 21,
southeast corner
of
said
the
1905. and recorded in said registry July 24, marking
Now Fanny O. Campbell.
1906, In book 422. page 301, and is assigned by Marcyes’ land; tbeuce westerly, but everywhere following the southerly line of said
said
W.
H.
Davis
to
Andrew
H.
Nickerson, of
State of New Jersey,
I
8S'
Corinth, Penobscot county, Maine, Frank land of Marcyes twenty-two and one-half
County of Bergen. )
Spratt ana Henry E. Greeley, both of said feet, more or less, to the northeastern corner
of said lot formerly conveyed by said Grant,
Personally appeared the above nam'd Eden, co partners under the name ol Nicker
Fanny O. Campbell and made oath that the son, Spratt & Greeley, by instrument dated to said Stafford; thence southerly, but everysupposed claimants referred to in the forego- July 18, 1911 and recorded in said registry where following the easterly side line of said
lot so heretofore conveyed by said Graut to
ing petition other than .Margaret Steers and July 22. 1911. in book 481. page 147.
Anna J. Steers are unknown to her.
The corditions of said mortgage have been said Stafford sixty feet, more or less, to the
Before me.
broken by rea.-ou whereof the said
point of beginning.
Nickerson,
March 17. 1911.
Percy M. Christie,
Together with all my right, title and inSpratt & Greeley claim foreclosure ol the same
terest iu and to said private way ten feet in
(Notarial Seal.)
Notary Public. and give this notice for tnat purpose.
width hereinbefore mentioned.
My interest
Bar Harbor Maine, February 6. 1912.
iu said private way being conveyed subject
STATE OF MAINE.
Nickerson, Spratt <fc Greeley,
to easements heretofore granted in and over
A
U
V
Andrew
H.
Nickerson,
Codntv of Hancock, ss.—Supreme Judicial
the same.
Frank Spratt,
Court, October term a. d. 1911.
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford of
Henry E. Greeley.
Upon • he foregoing petition ordered: That
said Eden to George W. Davis of Boston,
Deasy & Lynam, attorneys.
notice of the pendency of this action be given
Suffolk county
State of Massachusetts, is
to Margaret Steers either by causing a copy ot
dated Oct. 14, 190*2 and recorded in the Hanthe p“iition and of this order thereon to be
NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
cock county, Mgine, registry of deeds, Oct. 28,
served upon said Margaret Steers fourteen
the undersigned hereby Rive public 1902 in book 382. page 440, and is assigned by
days at least before the April term of this 'ITT'E
W. H. Davis, executor of the estate of George
notice that we have a claim by mort?▼
court, a d 1912. or by publishing a like copy
of
W. Davis, to Andrew
H.
Nickerson,
in the Ellsworth American three times, the gage upon certain lots or parcels of land situ* Corinth, Penobscot
county, Maine, Frank
first publication to be thiifcy days at least be- ated in Trenton, Hancock county, Maine, deboth
of
said
and
E.
Spratt
Henry
Greeley
scribed
in
said
as
follows:
mortgage
fore said April term of this court; that the
1908 and reA certain lot or parcel of laud
with the I Eden, by instrument dated Dec. 9,
said respondent may then appear before said !
corded in said registry Dec. 11, 1908 in book
and show ! buildings thereon, situated in Trenton, county j 456,
court ai Ellsworth, in said county
436.
page
of
Hancock
and State of Maine, bounded and
cause against said petition.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
described as follows, to wit: Bounded on the
Gkorgk F. Haley,
broken by leason whereof the said Nickerson,
north by land of the heirs of John Billings:
Justice Presiding.
& Greeley claim foreclosure of the
on the west by laud now or
Spratt
formerly of George same and give
A true copy. Attest:—John E. Hunker,
this notice for that purpose.
W. Higgins; ou the south by laud now or forClerk Supreme Judicial Court.
Bur Harbor. Maiue, Feb. 6th, 1912.
of Nebemiah Higgins, and on the east
merly
(Court Seal.)
Spkatt & Greeley,Nickkhson,
Jordan’s
by
river, containing fifty-six (56)
Andrew H. Nickerson,
acres, more or less.
Frank Spratt,
Also
another
lot
of
land
situated
in
said
STATE OF MAINE.
Hknry E. Greeley,
Trenton and bounced and described as folCounty of Hancock, ss.
lows:
Deasy & Lyuam, attorneys.
Beginning on the west side Of Jordan’s
February 14, a. d. 1912. river at the southerly corner of the lot first
herein
above
described
on
the
northeast
this fourteenth day of February, a.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
d. 1912. on
execution dated February corner of laud formerly of El bridge Moseiey
at low water mark of said Jordan’s
river;
the undersigned hereby give public
3, 1912. issued on a judgment rendered by I thence
on
said river thirtv-seveu TiyE
southerly
the supreme judicial court tor the county of
notice that we have a claim by mort▼
V
(37) rods, more or less, to Edward Higgins’ gage
Knox, at the term thereof begun and holden ; north
upon a certain lot or parcel of land
line;
thence
north
west
to
the
87VJ
1912. to wit, |
on the first Tuesday of January,
situated in Bar Harhor, Eden,
Hancock
brook; thence following the brook northerly
on
the twelfth day of the term,
described iu said mortgage as
being the to
the southerly line of the lot first herein county, Maine,
seventeenth day of January, 1912, in favor of
follows:
above
described
as
thence
lollowconveyed;
John Bird Company, a corporation organized
Beginning on the easterly side of Ledgeunder the laws of the State of Maine, and ing said line south 87V east to the place of lawn avenue at the southeasterly corner of
at saia Jordan's river, ^containing
laud formerly of D. P.
having its principal office and place of busi- j beginning
Marcyes: thence
more
or
acres,
less.
(8)
eight
Knox and j
I
ness at Rockland, in the county of
but everywhere
following the
The toregoing two lots being all and the easterly
State of Maiue, against Howard P. Robbins ;
line of said laud formerly of said
southerly
|
same premises described as
conveyed in the Marcyes, seventy-live feet: thence southerly
and Eliza S Robbins, both of Soulhw st Hardeed
from
F.
and
Laura
I
Josephine
Spur!iug
but
bor, m the county of Hancock and State of E.
parallel with the easterly
Trasy to Mary Davis, dated February 25, i side everywhere
of Ledgelawn avenue sixty feet to the
Maiue. for the sum of one hundred and sixtysix dollars and seventy three cents, debt or a. d. 1889. and recorded in the registry of j right of way described iu the deed from
for Hancock county, Maine, in vol.
deeds
232, George -H. Grant to Charles D
damage, and eleven dollars and forty-nine
Haywood;
page 556, and also the same premises decents costs of suit, and will be sold at public
theuce westerly but every where following the
scribed as conveyed in the deed from said
auction on the premises in said Southwest
northerly side liue of said right of way,
Alexander C. Kagerihy of even
date
here
I which is ten feet wide, seveuty-five feet to the
Harbor, to the highest bidder, on the tw* nty- |
with and to be recorded in said registry of
seventh day of March, a d. 1912, at two o’clock
1 easterly side of Ledgelawn avenue, aforesaid;
deeds.
I thence northerly following the easterly side of
in the afternoon, the following described real
Said
is
from
J.
mortgage
of
Stafford,
George
estate and all th« right, tiile and interest
Ledgelawn avenue sixty feet to tlfe point of
which the said Eliza S. Robbins has and had Eden. Hancock county, Maine, to A exauder i beginning; containing forty-five
hundred
O. Hagertby, of Ellsworfh, in said county, is
in and to the same on the fourteenth day of I
square feet. Together with all the buildings
dated
October
and
3,
recorded
in
1899,
the
December. 1910, at eight o’clock in the forethereon.
Hancock
county, Maine, registry of deeds,
noon. the time when the same was attached
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford of
December 23, D9», in bock 343, page 412, and is
on the writ in he same suit, to wit:
1 said Eden to A. 11. Nickerson, of Corinth,
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in assigned by said Alexander C. Hagertby to ! Penobscot countv. State of Maine, and Frank
II.
Davis, of said Eden, by instru- I
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock William
Spratt and H. E. Greeley, both of Eden, Han
ment dated June y. I9U5, and recorded in said
and State of Matr:e, and bounded and decock county, in sail* State, is dated April 11,
; registry. June 14, 1906, in nook 421, page 55, uud ;| 1907 and recorded in the Hancoc k county,
scribed as follows, to wit:
is
assigned by said William H. Davis to An- ! Maine, registry of deeds. May 11, 1937 in book
Beginning a; a point in the west line of the drew
H. Nickerson, of Corinth,
Penobscot ! 440, page 68.
S ate road one hundred and six leet northerly |
corner; I county, Maine, Frank Spratt and Henry »•:.
from Jacob Mayo's northeaste'l>
The conditions of said mortgage have been
thence following said west ro.ul line northerly ! Greeley, both of said Eden, co-partners under ! broken by reason whereof the said Nickerson,
the name of Nickerson, Spiatt & Greeley, by I
two and five tenths
Spratt A: Greeley claim foreclosure of the same
| one hundred and thirty corner
instrument
dated
uud
1911.
18,
recoided
July
of land owned
feet to the sout hejstf-rly
and give this notice for that purpose.
in sud registry July 22, 1911, in boo»c 481. cage
thence north eighty-one
Bar Harbor, Maine, Feb. 6th. 1912.
| by Lottie Hodgdon;
147.
Nickerson, Spratt & Giseeley,
| degrees thirty seconds west three hundred
The
conditions
of
said
have
beeu
mortgage
feet to the southwesterly corner of said lot;
Andrew II. Nickerson,
broken by reusou whereof the said Nickerson,
! thence north three d« grees and thirty seconds ;
Frank Spratt,
Spratt & Greeley claim foreclosures the same
east one hundred thirty-seven feet to laud of
Henry E. Greeley,
aud
this
notice
for
that
give
purpose.
Mrs. Cook; thence following Mrs. Cook’s
Deasy & Lynam, attorneys.
Bar Harbor, Maine, February 6. 1912.
south line westerly to the south line of the
.v
Spratt
NldKKR'-ON,
said
road
Gheblby,
Cove
thence
Seal
road;
following
Andrew
H.
Nickerson,
line westerly to land of A I. Holmes; thence
COM MISSION F.KS’ NOTICK.
Frank Spkatt,
three
hundred
south
two
degrees east
Hancock ss.
Henry E. Greeley,
February 10, a. d. 1912.
; seventy five feet on line of said Holmes to a
the ‘undersigned, having been duly
■firE.
&
Deasy
Lyuam, attorneys.
I bolt driven in the ground; thence south
H
appointed by the Honorable Jerome
eighty-one degrees and thirty minutes east
H. Knowles judge of pronate within and for
three thousand six hundred sixty five feet to
said county, commissioners to receive and deNOTICK OK KOKKI'I.ONt'KK.
a
bolt; ti»*-nee south eight degrees thirty
cide upon the claims of the creditors of
minutes west one hundred and twenty eight VITE the undersigned hereby give public J. Warren
Clark, late of Franklin, in said
notice that we have a claim by mort
feet to a bolt; thence south eignty-six degrees
fV
county, deceased, whose estate has breu
ihirtv secouds east two hundred and thirty- gage upon a certain lot or parcel of land situinsolvent, hereby give public
three’feet; thence n<>rth eight degrees three ated in Trenton, Hancock county.Maine.de represented
notice agreeably to the order of the said
minutes east sixty-four and five-tenths feet to scribed in said mortgage us follows:
ot probate, that six months from and
judge
The George J. Stafford furm. so-called, situ*
a
bolt; thence south seventy-nine degrees
after February 6, a d. 1912. have been allowed
forty five minutes east one hundred and ! ated in the the town of Trenton, Hancock to said creditors to present and prove their
thirty six feet to toe place of beginning, cou- ! county, Maine. Meaning and intending to claims, and that we will attend to the
taining forty-three acres more or less, to- include and convey all aod singular all the duty assigned us at the office of Harry M.
lands, buildings and real estate situated in Conners in Bar Harbor, town of Eden, Hangether with ihe buildings thereon.
Excepting s<» much thereof as has been con- the town ot Trenton, aforesaid, owned by said cock county, Maine, on Tuesday, March 12,
1
veved by the following deeds:
George J. Stafford or standing in his name on 1912. and
Tuesday, July 30. 1912, at 10 of the
I
Deed from Eliza 8 Robbins to Lottie B. the records of the registry of deeds for Han
clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
1
Hodgdon, dated July 20, 1910 and recorded in cock county, Muine.
Hakby M. Conners,
This conveyance is made expressly subject
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 472, I
Georgk E. Googinh,
! to two prior mortgages, one mortgage for
page 91.
Commissioners.
B.
Lottie
Robbins
to
Deed from Eliza 8.
eight hundred dollars, given to A. C. HagerI Hodgdon, dated Jul; 2fi. 1910 and recorded in I thy and now held by William H Davis, and
one for one thousand dollars given to Paul
said registry in book 472. page 92.
subscribers hereby give notice that
i
Deed Dom Eliza 8. Robbins to Lillie S. Rob- ; Hunt and now held by William H. Davis
they have been duly appointed executors
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford, of
bins, dated September 9, 1910 and recorded in
of the last will and testament of
said registry iu book 472, page 485.
Hancock
to
Eden,
Maine,
Andrew
H.
!
county,
GRACE R. SHAW, lflte ot BOSTON,
.Deed from Eliza S. Robbins to Lillie 8. Rob- Nickerson, of East
Penobscot
;
Corinth,
1
bins, dated October 15, 1910 and recorded in county. Maine, and Fauk Spratt and Henry in the county of Suffolk and Commonwealth
K Greeley, both of said Eden, doinirbusiness of Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds
said registry in book 473. page 218.
jI under the
Bion E Whitney.
name of
Nickerson, Spratt & as the law direct** Said subscribers not beDeputy Sheriff. : Greeley, is dated June 8, 1908, and recorded in ing residents of the Sta e of Maine, have apj the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, pointed David W. Snow, of Portland, county
of Cumberland and state of Maine, whose
j June 18. 1908, in book -»5i page 187The conditions of said mortgage have been postoffice address is 120 Exchange street, in
\ rpHE subscriber hereby gives notice that !
! X
he has been duly appointed admin- ! broken by reason whereof the said Nicker- said Portland, as their agent and attorney for
istrator of the estate of
sou, Spratt & Greeley claim foreclosure of he
the purposes specified in section 44, chapter 66
same and give this notice for that purpose.
of the revised statutes of Maine. All persons
FRED MOORE, late of ELLSWORTH,
Bar Harbor, Maine, February 6. 1912.
having demands against the estate ot said
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Nickerson, Spratt & Greeley,
deceased are desired to present the same for
All
law
directs
as
the
per
given bonds
Andrew H. Nickerson,
settlement, and all indebted thereto are resons
having demands against the estate
Frank
Spratt.
quested to make payment immediately.
of said deceased are desired to present
Henry E Greeley.
J Archibald Mi-kray.
indebted
and
all
tor
settlement,
the same
Frances C. Welch.
Deusy & Lynam, attorneys.
1 thereto are
requested to make payment imDecember 12,1911.
Harold V. Mookk.
mediately.
1912.
Ellsworth, Feb. 8,
subscribers hereby give notice that
have been duly appointed execu
^TIHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
tors of the last will and testanieut of
X she has been duly appointed adminisnotice
that
rnHE subscriber hereby gives
ABBY
M
FULTON, late of SOUTHWEST tratrix of the estate of
he has been duly appointed executor
JL
HERBERT
A. CLEMENT, late of MOUNT
of the last will and testament of
HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
JOHN B. WOOD, late of GOULDS BORO,
DESERT,
All in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by the terms of said will
persons having demands against the tg- given bonds as the law directs. All persons
being required by the terms of sai will. AM tate
of said deceased are desired to present
having demands against the estate of said
persons having demands against the state of the
same for settlement, and all inde ted
deceased are desired to present the same for
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are thereto are requested to make payment m- settlement, and all indebted thereto are reEdward F. Robinson,
mediately.
quested to make payment immediately.
requested to make pavment immediately.
Abby 8. Robinson.
Jambs a. Hill.
Addib L. Clement Gault.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb’y 7, 1912.
Gouldsboro, Feb’y 8,1912.
Lamoine, Feb’y 6, 1912.
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rpHE

Birb

2U>t>rrtt«nr.mr»

winter habit#, spends moat
of its time there when not in flight. I
doubt if it even rooet# in tree#, for those
that I have seen here#boats took shelter

Under this head the AMBmcaw will from
time to time print short articles relating to
birds, and especially their relation to agricultural interests. Most of these articles will be
reprinted from leaflets issued by the bureau of
biological survey, department of agricu lture,
or by the National Association of Audubon
They
societies, and will be authoritative.
will be of interest not only to bird lovers, but
of educational value to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds is of the

ROYAL
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Absolutely Pure
Absolutely has no substitute

composition

effectiveness,

or

Royal

from

—

or

“When the days begin to
Then the cold begins to
we

|
Annie

upon the bravt

our

her

son

to hear of the sudden

Miss Henrietta Blaisdell,
Surry,
visiting Mrfc. Maynard Blaisdell.
A. H. Mayo is haring the boat he purchased of J. R. Davis last fall repaired.

is

of

Ralph Willey

and

re-

turned from Lawrence, Mass., Saturday.
Mrs. J. B. Babson has gone to Roxbury,
Mass., to visit her daughter, Mrs. Charles
West.

Miss

hospital.
Winifred Staples pleasantly

Center

being

her seventh

Re be k ah

shocked

further

19.

Feb.

P. M.
EAST ORLAND.

in town.

tlenry

Mrs.

Une Femme.

a

Ralph

was

busy making plans for their installaHall’s
tion, supper and ball Feb. 27.
orchestra, of Bangor, will furnish music.

at

shocked

Joseph

morning, Feb. 19.
acute attack

by

He had
died.
O.

the

Mr. Leach suffered

her

on

at

home

from

of

ago, I

Albert Mills house and

will

move

a

widow,

one

and

a

there

valentine social

parlor Feb. 15. There was a
large attendance. Supper was served.
At the meeting of Gov. Brooks lodge

at the church

waste seeds

the minds of

brother—T.
sister, who

seven

been

fused

snow

buntiug,

and in

poets and many others

with the gray

snow

bunting,

con-

is home from

S

look
a

|

Feb. 19.

across

is

Douglass, of North
working for Edwin San-

born.
Colin Redman and wife have returned to
their home in Belfast, after spending the

of these

have

fallen

into

the

trappers for the sake of the
mere
mouthful of msat
they furnish.
Nuttall tells of the way in which they
were shot every wiuter on their return to
th? Scottish highlands, their compact
manner of flight miking them easy marks
of the

for the

i

the open

toward the wooded

:

stalks of

broken

and

wild sunflowers still hold their
snow.

buds of March
Work

mullein,

ragw-eed
own

What is it—brown leaves

nearest

actually

break their

grip,

way carefully toward the
shelter, held or opera-glass in

your

i

j
j
j

sparrow. At first you will have difficulty
in separating them from the snow', for
they are all white underneath and have

|

tail.

on

the

Such color

neck, head, wings and

as

the snowflake wears,

North Maria ville, j is, when seen close, a deep rust-color, but
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Daniel Young. i it is so mixed with the white that at a
Mrs. Jessie Fogg,Jof Salisbury Cove, is short distance the plumage takes on all
visiting her setter and brother, Miss Nancy j the dead-lemf hues of fawn and russet, as
f if the birds were themselves animated
and Nathan Jordan.

Frost,

1

i hand, and you will see not leaves, but a i
! Hock of plump, compactly built birds, a
J little larger than the familiar English J

much white
M is8 Mattie

;

drifting about? Impossible! The only 1
uncovered leaves are those few that cling
dry and rustling to the young beeches and
oaks, refusing to let go until the swelling

G.
OTIS.

|

we

and

I above the

of

Davis.

nest in the extreme north where the tree
is so stunted 'that the region is

growth

BAYSIDE.

Mrs. Narcissus

firooksville,

one

myriads
snares

strips to see the fanciful shapes the trees :
have taken, a slight motion draws the eye
toward a protected hollow where the bent |

visit in

Castine.

Feb. 19.

is

would think it would be

given
children of frost and snow,
the snowflake and slate-colored junco, yet

now' ;

I

Miss Bertha Douglass, of Boston,
visiting her sister, Mrs. May Wescott.

appear-

of the bird.

hands,

slate-colorfcd junco by the wise !
men to stop confusion, as the junco has j
kindred in the West and South.

Tuesday evening, two candidates were
leaves frolicking with the blowing snow'.
Parties from Bangor and other cities are
given the third degree. Lunch was served.
When they take to wing they give a sharp
to
the
excellent
coming
daily
now,
Coleman Steele, who had been visiting
enjoy
call note somewhat like the second syllaat
Beech
Hill
lake.
fishing
Lis brother-in-law, S. D.
Tapley, left
; ble of the call of the Bcarlet tanager.
This
Miss Nora Warren, of Bangor, and a i
yesterday to join Capt. Ira Varnum’s
is the snowflake’s winter dress; in sumfriend from Bar Harbor, were guests of
barge.
mer he wears clear black and white.
A school entertainment under the direc- her mother, Mrs. Martha Warren, last
The snowflake is a summer resident of
tion of Miss Ada Mills and Mrs. Arvard week
the Arctic circle, from which, in its winter
j
Nichols was held at Odd Fellows hall Feb.
Howard
Salisbury, who has been travels, it visits Europe and eastern Asia
37. There was a large attendance. Pro- troubled with bad boils this winter, is out | as well as the Unite Stales, and may
of the woods now for treatment for a
ceeds, fl9.
therefore be classed with the small group
Feb. 19.
felon.
Tomson.
of circumpolar birds.
They therefore
BKOOKSVILLE.

in this

reason

plump

fowler; while in other countries of
Europe they were systematically caught
feasting in traps, when, after being kept and fed

had

that

usual

to these brave

called the

M.

tepding the food fair.
J. M. YTogell has recently placed in his
office at the Castine house a very handsome clock presented by his deputies -G.
L. Beck, Deer Isle, E. L. Warren, Bucksport, C. Fred Jones ana John Dority, of

months

a

flock of

foretimes called the

Boston.

soon.

The ladies’ circle held

small

that there is

several

CASTINE.

the

C. Koy Tapley, after an absence of two
on a trip South and to the Pacific
coast, is home.
Fred L. Hawes is getting out lumber for
a cottage he will btuld on the Ferry road,
for K. Q. Phillips, of Trenton, Pa.

saw a

so

plants
which they

water

Surely, if any bird could be expected to
receive hospitable treatment at human

venturing

he feeds and

larvae of small

served.

ridge, of pneumonia.

Orland,

George Benjamin

WEST BKOOKSVILLE.

rented

ance

our

the

Bar Harbor.

an

Sunday,

has

as

the

(upon the seeds of

varied diet forth?

houses, barnyards and hayricks in search of food, sometimes to the
very doorstep itself, where, a few years

close to

Adalbert Gott, who has been teaching in
is home.
Wardwell, and two sons Burlington,
Mrs. Jasper Gray, of Harborside, is vis—Harold and Edwin Leach, all of this
place. ^Sympathy is extended to the iting her parents, Frank Douglass and
wife.
family.
William F. Jude and wife, accompanied
Feb. 19.
WOODLOCKK.
by Mrs. Jude's sister, Mrs. Clark, drove to
Ellsworth Monday, where they are atStevens

him

feed),

also

finches and sparrows. When these
birds appear we may know that even if we
have had but a light snowfall, there have

come near

Mrs. Roscoe

A.

and rushes

who leaves the

After the snowfall has ceased and

rally. He was in
his eighty-eighth year.
He
leaves a
two
widow,
daughters—Mrs. lame* Per-

Wallace

Lapland longspur

known to eat

themselves to the leaves *of

pmnt of his long hind toe in the snow to
i tell of his coming, and the snowflake. All
but the owl belong to the great family

lived in the house where he

He leaves
in

were

Feb. 19.

from which he did not

kins,

rare

is

insects and minute shell-fish that attach

never

the

|

brought

friends

the front

always

Saunders,

resides

Leach, which
o’clock Monday

of stomach trouble

flake

that 1

expect to see during an open win! ter—the snowy owl, pine grosbeak, redpoll,
!

recently purchased of Cyrenas

Refreshments

his home

D.

his home at 4

j

are

bittersweet

upon
upon millet until they had recovered from
| thrown out from the canary’s cage.
the fatigue of their long flight, they beFew birds have more appropriate and j came in flesh ani flavor th?
riva'.softhe
A. P. Saunders died Saturday night at descriptive names than this, who was be- !
iamous ortolan.

birthday,
gifts.

About twenty-five new members of Rising Star lodge, F. and A. M., attended the
lodge at Brooksville Saturday. The newlyelected officers of Rising Sun lodge conferred the third degree.
sudden death of

| north and east that we owe a glimpse of
the rarer winter birds that make their
summer homes in Arctic regions,

The Priscilla club met w^ith Mrs. Laura
Wentworth
Thursday. It being her

are

occurred

a

Five birds of the north there

byways

with

thickets with catbriar; the
myrtle warblers to spread the persistent
greenery of the bayberry, together with
many other berry-bearing bushes; while
the gentle snowflakes in the hollows, always keeping cHose to the ground, glean
from the broken weed-stalks that have
been overlooked by their kinsmen in the
earlier season of plenty.
In addition to this seed food, the snow-

wholly different way in
spring. Fair weather
draws the birds of spring to us, but it is
to the storm-clouds and tierce winds of

|

the

and mesh the

in

than

winter

Carpenter.

Court Bagaduce, I. O. F.,

was

sides, drape

than individual will,
guide and motive power of
birds, and this weather in-

fluence works in

Lowell has moved into the house

which he

guest at Dr. Wardwell’s last week.

The community

plant evergreen forests; the wax wings to
establish the pointed cedars on bare hill-

a few days.
| been great Arctic storms that have passed
Gibbs visited her daughter off, perhaps, seaward, scattering the birds
in Verona last week.
before their fury.
Of all these birds of the wind, the snowStillman Dunham, of Castiue, is visiting
flake is the most winning, allowing us to
his cousin,.F. E. Blaiadeli.

Mrs. Sarah Wardwell has returned from
visit in Belfast.

The members of

wood that

Mrs. Alice

ville.

Ethel Applebee, of Bucksport,

apple tree,

to be the

the winter

Greenville for

PENOBSCOT.
Miss Marion Leach is visiting in Water-

Miss

is

will pass when

rather

Weather,
seems

cattle,

are a great part
of nature’s scheme off economics, silently
appear, and without confusion fall to
their allotted tasks: &The crossbills and
pine grosbeaks, through their feeding, to

of

Dunbar is ill.

Robertson

Horace

a

seen

of feathered workers that

keeps off wet, will be without a single
visitor; then, without rhyme or reason,
the birds will swarm about it like bees
about buckwheat—birds of all t-izes, from
the blue jiy to the merry little kinglets.

shop.

well.

days

Several

my lunch-counter in the old
with its sloping roof of old

circle served

by relatives and friends from
Maine to California.
Mr. Allen is the
possessor of the gold-headed cane as the
man

who have

only

north, but the comings and goings
are fraught with entire

uncertainty.

Boston,

membered

Feb. 19.

ground, often*

the

on

theJsnowflake at home in
bers of the family of finches and sparrows summer
speak highly of its vocal ability,
flocks
that have either come in lingering
and have also a good word for the fidelity
or merely as birds of passage—the gold- j of the
bright bird^to Us mate aud its
finch in his sober winter dress, the stocky young.'**
purple finch, the handsome wbiteTo us who may only see the snowflake in
throated sparrow, the sociable tree spar- its
wanderings, its|chief interest and imrow or winter chippy, chiefly distinguistiportance is that itsjcoming brings a bit of
able by its larger size from the gentle
novelty'to the winter landscape, and that

of the winter birds

Harry Gordius and wife left Monday
supper at Odd Fellows’ hall Saturday for Bowdoinham, where they, in partnerevening, followed by a social. Proceeds, ship with Harry Greenlaw and wife, of
126.80.
Portland, will own and cultivate a farm.
The senior class of the high school gave
Mrs. Cora Bragg, with daughter Mila valentine party
Friday evening. A dred, and Mrs. H. P. Richardson, with
pleasing program was given, after which small son Warrington, left Friday for
ice-cream was served. Net proceeds, flO.
Portland. Mrs. Bragg, after a visit with
her sister, Mrs. Turner, will go on to
The cargo of coal has been discharged
at the Farnsworth Packing Co.’s wharf. Boston, where Mr. Bragg is employed.
Capt. W. J. Atwood left for his home Mrs. Richardson took her son to Dr. Holt
Tuesday. The vessel will be left here for treatment on the nose and throat, and
he was operated on last Monday.
Aluntil the ice leaves the harbor.
Eben Allen celebrated hi9 eighty-fifth though the operation was a critical one,
it was successful, and Warrington is doing
birthday Feb. 11. He was kindly re-

oldest

us mem- :

built

are

covered aud hidden by tussocks of grass
The eggs are exor even slabs of rock.
ceedingly variable in color as well as aixe.
The ground is white or whitish, sometimes flecked all over with neutral tint
shell-markings) overlaid by deep brown
*
•
•
•
In other cases,
spots.
we have a heavy wreath of dull brqwn
blotches around the larger end. Those

jnest;

James Thurston has left Orr’s Island for
where he is employed in Under-

birth-

wood’s machine

Harbor

were

death of

slowly.

enter-

tained twelve of her little friends Saturit

are

| little

Miss Annie Gott is improving in health.
Mrs. Gertrude Gott is inproving very

is in the

day afternoon,
day.

|

M’KIN LEY.

Hiram Bartlett has gone to Portwhere her
grandson, Virgil Cun-

Mrs.

land,
ningham;

j

that

—

Mrs. Anna Herrick is keeping house for
J. B. Babson while Mrs. Babson is away.

Freethy

|

have had with

we

easily see
of heredity in species

summer resident of the hair-lined
it is one of the most furtive of the great
William
trim of j tribe of weed warriors that,
the slate-colored junco,
through, the
R. Walker, of Amherst, Mass., Feb. 11. I figure, dressed in clear gray, with sleek
very necessities of its existence, consumes
Mr. Walker was born here forty-eight wnite vest and identifying light beak. In j vast numbers of
|weed seeds before the
years ago, the youngest son of the late addition to these have come, perhaps, if growing season quickens them to life.
Amos and Clara Walker, three other chil- cone-bearing trees are near, a mixed flock The careless land-owner for the lack of a
He married of American and white-winged crossbills
dren dying in childhood.
few days or even hours spent with a
Jennie Roper, of this place, and lived those strange birds of varied red plumage, j
scythe in bis pasture and old fields, inHe beaks crossed at the tips and clear metal- !
here until about fourteen years ago.
vites the company of weeds that will not
had an attack of grip a few weeks ago, He call notea.
only choke his crops but rob the very soil
which terminated in heart-failure.
He
In spring we may predict with reason- of its fertility.
leaves a wife, one daughter—Grace, and a able accuracy the coming of the birds that
Then comes winter, and while the man
son—Frank.
are summer residents, as well as the time
withdraws into hisjliouse, and in storms
Feb. 19.
A.
of passage of the migrants that nest goes out
to feed the
the bands

Friends and relatives here

visiting

Archie in Beverly, Mass.

Harlie

Hooper.

district 3 closed Feb. 16; Mrs.
Grace Condon, of
Sooth
Brooksviile,
teacher.

ill, is

been

who has

Mrs. Emma Kane is

and

School ii

BROOK LIN.
Judson Freethey,
improving.

grandchildren, Roy

lengthen
strengthen/'

seed-eating
companions until the first
spring migrants appear.

rely

must

birds to be

courageous
Ail winter

COUNTY NEWS.

They

—

Cream of Tartar

winter with their

rings

changes from soft clays, rain, sleet
storms to deep, trackless, obliterating
If the winter has been clement
snows.
antf open at the beginning, the insect-eatnuthatches, wooding, resident birds
peckers, chickadees, etc.—will be numerous, but if February lives np to its reputation of

Baking Powder made

only
Royal Grape

mohth wherein winter

a

Mrs. J. D. Remick pleasantly surprised
Mrs. Ethelyn Remick last Tuesday evening by inviting a number of her friends
in honor of her birthday. The evening
was passed with social chat and
cards.
Refreshments were served.
Feb. 19.
R.

Little Sticks.” In
winter it is to be found throughout New
England and irregularly in the middle
called ‘‘the

|

1

Land of

states.

The snowflake belongs to the groundof its tribe, if such a distinction is allowable. Not only does it
nest on the ground, but as far as we may

loving portion

By SAKAH

Frank Trundy baa gone to
Iw..
Mase., to visit hia daughter, Mrs
mw
Thnrlow.

CHAMBUS

The community was saddened
by lh.
ol Mrs. Susan
Buckminster "
Feb. 13, at the home of her
daughter ||
W. B. Hatch.
She was the
Robert Buckminster.
She had been
i
poor health some time, and we*
her daughter’s home a few
months ,xa
and kindly cared for.
She leaves an
agM
mother
Mrs. Sarah Bryant, of
Sooth
Deer Isle; a daughter, ten
death

A»»oCopyright by American Pre«»
clation.

1911._

widow?;

Every morning after my household
duties have been attended to I go out
to make my purchases of the day a

taken!!!

1 pass a little brick house
in a window of which alts, sewing, a
woman whose expression I have often
studied, but always failed to Interpret.

supplies.

and

Stonington, nlficiitmj'
*'

1

A

from

oar

own

hill

country who

SEAL HARBOR.
Nathan Grindle spent part of last
week
in Bluehilt.

“Look a-bere.” she interrupted, "1
ain’t In this business to sell a million
dollars' worth o' stuff for 75 cents. If
you want that kind of a man you’d
better go to a heavenly matrimonial
exchange and get an introduction to
an angel.
What kind of a woman be

you?”

Turnbull, Jr

Charlie

ceiving congratulations
daughter on Feb 18.

and
on

wife

ar,

re-

the birth of

•

James Yirnum, who is employed
in
Frsnklin, spent the week-end at home.
T. A. Melntlro and wife and
Mn
Cyighia Clement are spending two weeks
in New York and other places of
interest
Jude’s Helpers held sn all-day setrectory Thursday of last week.
A picnic dinner was served anil a
pleasant
8l.

sion st the

and profitable day spent. Several
gueste
were present.
The following officers were
chosen:
Miss Jennie Libby, presidentMrs. Nettie Driscoll, vice-president;

Msbel Marshall,

COnary, treasurer.

Mrs’

secretary; Mrs. Jennie

Feb. 19.

M.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

Mias

Carrie

Grant

baa

returned

to

Cherry (told.
Charles Trussell and wife
Y'ork for two weeks.
daughter

A

are

in

Sev

born to Mra. Charlea

was

Spurting, jr., Feb.

U.

Mra. Florence Sparling
from Bar Harbor.

and

aon

ire

home

Mra. J. Y. Sparling has been confined to
bouse with a severe cold.

the

Spurting, wife and young son ErvMtting in Ellsworth.
Mra. Henry Bunker visited her brother,
Arthur Spurting, at Islesford recently.
Eber

win

are

Feb. 19.

Rooney.
SEDGWICK.

;
;

|

Mra. C. A. Cbnary is ill.
F. A. Holmes tost hie horse last week.
C. M. Rhodes and wife are spending tbs
Boston and New York.

winter in

Franklin Hall
baa moved from
Point to Mrs. A. B. Carter's house.

the

Mias Ernestiqe Shea, who has been in
the central telephone office here several
weeks, has returned to Ellsworth.

Thursday

the

horse

on

the

morning

stage ran away. Turning Penney’s corner the’horse fell, breaking bis neck.
The

driver. Jay Candage, was not seriously
jured. The horse was owned by E.
Chase, of Bluehill.
Feb. 1».

inE.

H.

WEST STONINGTON.
Mrs. Stirling Stinson is visiting her parGeorge Dodge and wife, at Sunset.

ents,

Walter Stinson has gone to Portland to

hospital for an operation for
appendicitis.
Mrs. Caroline Hamblin, who has spent a
enter the

daughter, Mrs. 1). F.
returned to her home.
M m.

few weeks with her

Fifleld,

has

Feb. W.

WEST 8UBKY.

morning.”

“So far as human nature will perwas a boy twenty years ago, told me a few
mit, I'm the kind of a woman as the
days since, as we stood watching the man I've described.
I have seven
juncos picking up mill-sweepings from children and sometimes 1 tire meetunder my feeding-tree, that “at home we
ing their requirements, but 1 rub my
always used to catch lots of those gray tiredness with the salve of love and
snowbirds every winter, in a
box-trap. It takes It right out of me. My husGood eating they were, too—’bout as sweet band comes
borne disappointed at
and
tasty as reed-birds
(bobolink). some failure he has made during the
’Twould be a poor winter we boys didn't
ten
to
one our bSj Jim has fallday;
get a couple o’ hundred on ern. Since the en into some
dirty hole and ruined a
blizzard year (1883) they sort o’shied off,
suit of clothes, so you see I’m ready
and now that the law has set
plump down to slap at his father,
ipul his father
on every sort o’snarin’, the
country fel- to slap back at me, but before he
lers either has to take bad risks or do with
gets home I get out my love salve and
pork meat iu winter. No more partridge take n good
rubbing, and when he 81runs and rabbit falls, and
gray squirrels
pears I am ready to cheer him up.”
can sas yer and fire acorns at
yer all they
The woman followed me with a curilike’ after December and yer can’t shoot
ous glance while I was saying this and
back!”
when 1 stopped said;
It was a new idea to me, tMs recent
"What kind of a fancy picture are
snaring of the welcome winter birds that
you piviis me. anyway?"
so many of us labor to protect.
Alack!
"It isn’t a fancy picture: it's a true
behind them the sweep of the blast to
one. I’m really married aigi tbe mother
which so many succumb from exhaustion,
of seven children, in our medicine*
with the haven of food and promised
closet we keep a big |>ot of the ointshelter sometimeorleading to a
trap, how ment of love, and
my husband and 1
much greater must be the vital
power of
use it continually. As for the children,
nature than all the inventions of
man, or they don’t need to
use it. They are
else there would be no more juncos or
born wlib love in their hearts for their
snowflakes to fall from the very stormparents and each other, i’erbaps when
clouds themselves and beg our
hospitality. they grow older a
good rubbing with
SNOWBIRDS.
the salve will save them much trouAlong the narrow, sandy height
ble. but while they are young their irI watch them swiftly come and go,
ritations are self healing. From what
Or round the leafless wood,
you have told me 1 think it possible
Like flurries of wind-driven snow,
that you may have tried to
Revolving in perpetual flight,
keep house
without a pot of this ointment in
A chaugiug multitude.
your
house.
Uet
your family together and
Nearer and nearer still they sway,
use
the
love
salve
And scatter in a circled sweep,
freely.”
Without any further remark or
Rush down without a sound:
apolAnd now I see them peer and peep
ogy for calling I withdrew. A few
Across yon level, bleak and gray,
days later, when 1 passed the matriSearching the frozen ground.
monial exchange. It was closed. I neither saw nor heard
Until a little wind
anything from the
upheaves
And makes a sudden rustling there,
agent for a year, when I was surprised
And then they drop their play,
to receive a call from her.
Flash up iuto the sunless air,
"1 came to thank
you for that ointAud, like a flight of silver leaves,
ment you give me.” she said.
"After
Hwirl round and swtfcp away.
left me 1 give myself a
you
good rub—Archibald Lampman.
bin' with It. then went to see
my old
man. He s with me. and
our younger
is
like
to
sioim
children
learning
are
Advertising
together again. That’s
Have confidence, strike out and you will powerful good
medicine. We use it in
win.
our
surely
family all the while now,"
man

Feb. 19.

"Matrimonial Agency.”
Now, I am a happily married woman and lu no need of a husband, for
mine is the best man In the world,
and I am the mother of seven dear
In short, our family Is a
children.
loving one. Hut, having passed the Utile woman at the window many times,
my curiosity at last got the better of
I thought the best
me, and I went In.
way to gain Information would l»c to
personate a client. So I invited the
woman lo explain her methods.
"To begin with.” she said. "I don't
recommend matrimony to nol>ody. I'm
willin' to Inference them as is nanaerln' after It. but !’tn honest enough to
tell ’em that It's a good deal like dissipation—It's follered by a headache.”
“I should think that would Injure
your business." 1 remarked.
“Not a bit. My opinion Is when people get the matrimonial fever they got
to go through It Just like any ether
fever, only It's wuss, because most
people git over other fevers within a
few weeks or months at most, but the
matrimonial fever usually lasts a lifetime. Most times It ottacks some feller and some girl to onct. Sleh cases
can't be stopped. The cases that I put
through are those where a nyn or a
woman pines for a mate.
“Now, you're a likely lookin' woman,
and I don’t want to do yon no barm,
but I advise you to let matrimony
alone. You'll only Jump from the frying pan Into the Are. You're used as a
single person to doin' a hundred dlfferent thlnga a day, none of 'em, mebbe, of any Importance. Just aa soon
as you're married you got to atop
and think whether your husband will
approve of your doin' any one of 'em
the way that suggests Itself to you.
Or If he's with you he'll tell you that
your way Is not the best. If you think
It reely Is the best, you got to argue
When you've had a scrap
about It
over ninety-nine of these little matters during the day. about the time the
hundredth comes up you'll tfc mighty
tired o' the argyment What kind of
a man do you wantF'
She asked the last question apparently well satisfied that she did not
consider her warning wonld be heeded,
and baring eased her conscience she
was ready for business.
“Well,” 1 said. “I think I d like a
man who would always give me my
own way about everything.
When
I'm feeling cross, I would like him to
pet me, and If I receive his caresses
coldly or snap at him. I'd wish him
to still tie as pleasant to me as a May

grandchildren
great-grandchildren. The (o

seven

neral took place Thursday afternoon
Mr. McAllister, of
Interment in Greenwood cemetery.

It may be best described as the exof one who has Iteen disappression
stantial structure, with walls an inch or
but has accepted the disappointed.
more thick, and. a
small, deep cavity.
pointment philosophically. The most
This is warmly lined with a quantity of
thing on the premises Is a
large feathers from some water-fowl. •surprising
doorplate on which are the words.

all the

so wholesome and economical,
nor will make such fine food.

is the

to be

sure

we can

horned lark also,
that it would be a

Leater Grose and wile have been
vialti
D*
their parenta in Rockland.

THE SALVE
OF LOVE

and^fbe

Dr. Coues thus describes the nest:
“The few nests of the snowflake that I
have seen were built with a great quantify
of a kind ot short, curly grass which
grows in the Arctic regions, mixed with
very submoss, the whole / forming a
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By Mabel Osgood Wright.

is

and

way,

a

trees.
the

So matter what the weather may have
December and January, February

mixtures are offered as
substitutes for Royal. No other
baking powder is the same in

same

either in

or

natives^ of countries offering such poor
perching accommodations in the matter of

been in

Many

this

matter

Snowflake.

The

in

brushbeap
a corn-stack which always
the
affords shelter for birds that prefer to
squat rather than perch, at least in winter.
The longspr.r clings to the ground in
feeding,
edges of

after

greatest importance.

BAKING POWDER

OC'EANVILLE.

judge from it#

Nrigtjbors.

F. N. Trundy, who has been ill, b out
again.
Addison Saunders and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Mrs. John Staples, of North Surry, was
called here Sunday by the illness of her
mot her.

Feb. 19.

L.

atDrrttsnnme.
PROP > HE

TROPICS!*^

Seed Plant.\Lu"MSL
Central America many natives are
gathering the seeds of this plant. C-dron
Seed, a rare medicine that has valuable
res
curative powers.
But few drug
carry this seed, owing to the high cost
of the article.
This country is a large conenm* r of
this costly seed because it enters into
the*,ainous catarrh remedy, Peruitfti
*
sold the world over.

FPre&hSLSBfal Cedrcm
la

>

Health Insurance
is unnecessary for those who keep well
all the time. The best way to keep well
is by proper diet, sufficient rest, enough
exercise, and above all things by keeping the bowels regular. If you are unfortunate enough to be suffering fronl
sick headaches, disordered liver, dys-

pepsia, or constipation, you can ge*
quick relief by a change of diet. “7
reforming your habit of hasty eating*
by regulating the amount of rest or exercise, and by depending on the True

1. F. Atwood's Medicine to relieve you
You
of other disturbing symptoms.
can insure your health against sickness
at little expense by systematic use or
this old and reliable household remedyIt has helped thousands and is a household remedy today in hundreds or
homes. Large bottle, small dose, thirtyfive cents at any dealer’s. Sample free
for the
“I* F.” Medicine Co.,

asking.
Portland, Me.

